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Inmate iisltN for money
through Web site
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
A federal prison inmate who
has robbed and stolen is trying a
different way of getting money
— begging for it on the Internet.
Saying he's "desperately
tired of robbing, stealing and
victimizing people." Leonard
Singleton is soliciting funds to
start a new life when he is
released from the prison in
Kentucky,
He asks for money to buy
"construction tools and equipment, housing, clothing, food,
utilities, household items, etc.,"
and lists a number for an
account in his name at a suburban Dayton bank. It was not
known whether he had raised
any money so far.
Singleton, 46. is serving a
15-year sentence for escape and
a weapons charge. He earlier
served 25 years for crimes
ranging from theft to robbery.
He won't be released until
2004. prison officials said.

Artist links
spirit and nature
See page 2
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Assmann's friends
to remember him
in song and verse
By Rob Sherwin and Neeiima Atluru
SKIFF STAFF

DENVER (AP) — The
judge and attorneys finished
questioning prospective jurors
Monday in the Oklahoma
bombing trial alter a laborious
16-day process.
The final panel of 12 jurors
and six alternates was tentatively scheduled to he picked today
after U.S. District Judge
Richard Malsch hears some
pending motions. The judge
was considering selecting an
anonymous panel to hear the
case against Timothy McVeigh.
A total of 99 people — from
unemployed contractors to a
wealthy businessman — have
been brought in for questioning
since March 31. Six were dismissed in open court and an
unknown number were excused
after private sessions between
the judge and attorneys.
McVeigh faces murder and
conspiracy charges in the April
19, 1995, bombing that killed
I6X people.
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FMA Treasurer Brynn Miller, a
junior finance major, said Minor is
a role model for aspiring entrepreneurs.
"He started at a young age and
he built this huge organization."
Miller said. "You can start off
small and if you have a dream,
you can go anywhere."
However, Huzenlauh said the
speech can be beneficial to stu
dents from all majors.
"Students interested in seeing a
person who is able to be a successful business person and a

A
memorial
servici
Christopher Assmann, ,i sophomore
premed major, will be held al 4 p.m.
today in Robert Can (lhapel
Assmann. I1), was found dead in
his ear from a self inflicted gunshot
wound at 4:15 p.m. Thursday in
southwest Fort Woiih. according to
a police report. The report stated
that the crime scene officei found
Assmann still holding a shotgun,
which Assmann had used to fin
shot into his head.
"He's hopefull; at peace." said
Dawn Assmann, Christopher's
mother. "He's free from whatever
was troubling him. He no longer has
to live in the p.un and agony thai he
told me he was in."
Mrs. Assmann said her M>H had
been upsei about Ins grades foi
about the past month.
While at 1(1. \ssmunn was a
member of the Rugby Club, the
Alpha Epsilon Delta premed honor
societ) and the High Adventure
Club. He lived in Clark Hall.
The Rev. John Butler, University
Minister, said today's service will
be led bv nine of Assmann's friends
and will consist ol musk', scripture
and reflections on ins life
John Garza, a sophomore radio
TV Him major and a friend ol
Assmann's. said he is one ol two
siudeiils who will reflecl on
Assmann's life. He said three othei
Students will recite scriptures
Garza described Assmann .is an
unselfish person.
"I'd sav thai because I'd like lo
remember him always laughing," he
said. "Bui I remembei Chris mote

Please see MINOR, Page 7

Please see ASSMANN, Page 5
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Horses race to the finish Sunday at the Lone Star Park at
Grand Prairie. The inaugural weekend drew 24,200 spectators

for the live horse races, which will continue through July. See
related story, page 9.

Self-made millionaire to speak to FMA
TCU graduate David Minor began his lawn-mowing business as a high sehool student
By Adria Johnson
SKIFF STAFF

Self-made 38-year-old million
aire David Minor will speak to
members
of
the
Financial
Management
Association
Tuesday at 6
p.m. in Dan
Rogers Room
134.
Minor
is
the founder of
Minor's
Landscape, a
business that
specializes in

Hair dryers recalled
for electrocution risks
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
company recalled about 8,000
hand-held hair dryers Monday
because they pose a risk of
electrocution if dropped in
water while plugged in. regard
less of whether they have been
turned off.
Division Sales Inc., of Itasca,
111., announced the recall in
conjunction with the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety
Commission.
The hair dryer is made of
white plastic and has the words
"Professional
Styler...
Asbestos Free . . . HD-20 . . .
Made in China" printed on it. It
comes packaged in a triangleshaped cardboard box. labeled
"Professional Hair Dryer HD20" with a picture of it on front.
The commission says consumers should stop using the
recalled dryers immediately
and return them to the store
where they were purchased for
a full refund. Consumers can
call the company at 1-800-6218134 for more information.

landscape construction and management. He started the business
by mowing lawns as a teenager
while still in high school.
Currently, he employs 200 people
and hilled $6 million last year.
Ash Huzenlauh. president of
FMA and a junior business major,
said Minor's accomplishments
during and after his time at TCU
are remarkable.
"He knows what he's talking
about and that is evident in the
fact that his successes as a businessman at TCU have led to his
successes after TCU," he said
By Minor's junior year at TCU.

he had billings of $60,000 in his
landscape
business.
Today.
Minor's company, which is among
the largest in the country, has a
corporate facility in Fort Worth as
well as a Dallas branch.
Landscape and Irrigation magazine named Minor "Professional
of the Year" in 1996.
Some of Minor's projects
include the landscaping of the J.C.
Penney's world headquarters in
Piano.
Minor is currently the youngest
Associated Landscape Contractors
of America president in the organization's history.

Senior flanker suspended for Violating team rules'
By Paul Corliss
SKIFF STAFF

The TCU football team's off-field
woes continued Monday
with the permanent
suspension of its
top
■ wide
receiver
for
"violation of
team
rules,"
according to a
Jason Tucker
press release
senior
from
the

Sports Information Department.
Senior Hanker Jason Tucker, who
led the team last season with 692
yards receiving and tied for second
on the team with 39 catches, was
permanently suspended Monday by
head coach Pal Sullivan.
Tucker declined to comment on
the suspension.
Sullivan and Athletic Director
Frank Windegger could not be
reached lor comment.
Several sources close lo the team
said they believe that Tucker had
illegal contact with a sports agent.

The NCAA prohibits players
from contact with agents until they
have used up their eligibility or
have declared themselves eligible
for their prospective professional
drafts.
Sophomore quarterback Jeff
Dover said that although he hadn't
heard of Tucker's suspension, it was
a hard blow to an offense that had
hoped to open up its passing game
Ibis season on the strength of its
wide receivers.
"I didn't even know about it,"
Dover said. "It's really going to hurt

Campus

Tuckers receive heart-y honor, plum proclamation

SIM to sponsor CampiiN
Crime Reporting Act
Members of the Society of
Professional Journalists will
have a table set up from noon to
2 p.m. today in front of the
Main where students can sign a
petition
supporting
the
Accuracy in Campus Crime
Reporting Act.
Undercurrent law. if a crime
occurs off campus it is typically reported by the police and
the public has access to that
information. However, if the
same crime ix'curs on campus.
it often is handled through the
university's disciplinary system, which means the details
are not always made public.
The
Campus
Crime
Reporting Act is about to be
introduced in the House of
Representatives as an amendment to the Higher Education
Act of 1965.

By Kimberty Wilson
and Kelly Melhart

• Columnist examines 'TCU:
The Movie," page 3
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Service
to recall
student

Final jury for McVeigh
trial to he announced
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The stars of Fort Worth were out
Saturday night to honor a favorite of
the community and especially those
with any connection
to
TCU.
Chancellor
William Tucker
and his wife,
Jean, were honored Saturday
by the Fort
Worth Chapter
William Tucker
ol
the
chancellor
American
Heart Association for their contribu
tions lo the association and the community.
"I'm very pleased lo be honored.
It's a splendid organization."
Chancellor Tucker said.
And it couldn't have started with a
more beautiful melody — that of Van
Clibum himself playing the TCU
alma mater on a baby grand piano in
the ballroom at River Crest Country
Club.
The Tuckers were honored al the
head table of the benefit, which was
appropriately themed "Get Plum

^^"J
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Tuckered: Purple at Heart!"
Roger Williams, co-chairman of
the event and the head of the
Committee of 100. said. "Chancellor
Tucker is a very easy sell. When
you're going to honor Chancellor
Tucker, it's a great opportunity to get
TCU involved and showcase the uni-

versity."
The benefit did just that. Guests
enjoyed the musical entertainment of
TCU students, both on strings and in
the hand. A giant inflated horned frog
and the TCLI cheerleaders greeted
those entering the club as SuperFrog
wandered around. Members of
Student
Foundation
welcomed
guests, sold raffle tickets for a trip lor
two to the Indianapolis 500 or a
Furopean destination donated by
American Airlines and prepared to
help display items in the live auction.
Tucker said the organization relics
on the benefit each year to provide lor
its funding.
Jim Whitton, development chairman of the American Heart
Association, said the benefit not only
met its goals but surpassed them.
"Everybody in Fort Worth loves
Bill and Jean Tucker." he sank
"People came and donated money.
We exceeded our goals"

Patty Williams, co-chairwoman of
the event, said it is easy to promote
TCU while promoting causes the
I IK keis an' involved in.
"It became so easy to involve TCU
because Chancellor Tucker's favorite
thing in the world is TCU," she said.
Fort Worth Mayor Kenneth Ban
issued a proclamation in an effort to
further recognize the several contri
bulions the two have made to the

community.
"Whereas the Tuckers have helped
raise money to combat heart disease
for the research and educational programs of Ihe American Heart
Association, now, therefore, 1,
Kenneth Barr, mayor of Fort Worth,
on behalf of the Fort Worth City
Council, do hereby proclaim April 19.
1997 as 'Bill and Jean Tucker Day' in
the city of Fort Worth." he said.
Ban' said Ihe proclamation was
Roger Williams' idea, but that he
liked ii a lot.
"The Tuckers have been an
extremely important to Fort Worth."
he said.
Roach said the honor couldn't have
come al a belter time.
"We didn't know when he was
selected that he (Tucker) was retiring.
so ihe liming was great." she said.

us. Everyone knows he's our go-to
guy"
Tucker gained national recogni
tion for a 13-catch performance
against the University of Kansas on
a nationally televised Thursday
night game on ESPN in 1995. His
top outing last season was a sevencatch game in TCU's 42-34 win over
the University of Ncvada-I as Vegas
Tucker went into spring drills as
the No. 1 flanker on the depth chart
and was also expected to return
punts for the Horned Frogs.
Sophomore Patrick Batteaux was

listed as Tucker's hack up al llankei
As a freshman, Batteaux had 6
receptions for 5S yards.
This is not the first suspension ol
a TCU football player thai has
involved rumored illegal contact
with an agent.
In October 1995, It'l running
back Andre Davis was suspected ol
dealing with an agent and was even
Mall) suspended lour games foi
receiving improper benefits from ..
former teammate and failure lo
report a disability insurance policy
that was purchased lor him.

State official Garza to speak today
By Andrew Rexrode
SKIFF STAFF

Texas Secretary of Stale
Anlonio Garza will speak to TCU
students al 5:43 p.m. today in the
Dee J. Kelly Alumni and Visitors
Center.
H i s
speech
is
titled.
"Texas.
Mexico and |
Beyond:
Critical
Issues"
Garza's
visit
has
Antonio Garza
been spoilTexas Secretary
sored by the
°* Sl,,e
TCU Leadership Center as part of
the TCU/Universidad de las
Americas Leadership Exchange
program and the House of Studenl

Representatives.
The purpose of the TCU/UDLA
program, which began lasl year, is
to expose studenl leaders from
both universities to the studenl
governments and programs of
each school.
Garza has been involved with

several diplomatic meetings,
including
President
Ernesto
Zedillo ol Mexico, President
Carlos Saul Menem of Argentina,
President Juan Carlos Wasmosy "f
Paraguay, and President Ion
lliescu of Romania
Last year lie served as ihe dele
gallon leader lo observe Ihe "ad
hoc" voter registration drive in
Nicaragua.
Garza was also selected as pail
of an eight-person delegation to
Poland and Hungary.
He was Oov. George W, Bush's
first appointment and was sworn
in as Ihe 99ih Secretary ol Male
He serves as Chief Elections
Officer, a Senior Advise) to
Governor Bush, and is Chief
Protocol Officer for Texas
Gar/a was invited by President
Bush lo he part of the Official
Receiving Delegation for ihe
President of Mexico in 1989. He
was also appointed by Bush as a
member of Ihe 12-menibei

Presidential Delegation to observe
federal eleclions in HI Salvador
For more information, call 921 lift.
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Art meets nature
Student's piece explores spirituality
By Kelly Melhart
SCHOOL IS COOL JAM needs volunteers lor its program today in
i IIIHII children will visit campus For more inform*
i •■. 5554
TCU SHOWGIRLS auditions will be held from 9 a in. to 2 p.m.
the Rickel dance room (Room 317). Interested panics can
: routine from 7 p.m to 8 10 p in. Thursday. A prep class
01
i
•'■ Inesdaj in the Rickel dance
lamie al 923-6565.
ORDER OF OMEGA p:
lanquel Greek Night at the
in 'hi Student Center Ballroom, To
oi Sara Johnson at 924-3427.
MINORITY AFFAIRS needs in acts for its "Showtime at TCU"
information call Ext 7855,
KAPPA LAMBDA CHAPTER OF ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA will
al 6 pin Sundav in the Student
tickets call Nicole l.ce at
PHI BETA DELTA

mot society, will meet from
■ i rtti , Rooms 205-206.
"i Mercedes Olivers
-i mine information,

FREE STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP will he held at 7 p.m. Monday
md nine management skills
II I M 7486.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY members who wish
sis iii the social work office
!
1733 oi the social work
DALLAS PARK AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT seeks lifeHI swimmers inter11 Wages begin at more than
i tllas I'ark and Recreation
NAL CULTURAL EXCHANGE SERVICES need! an
ml surrounding areas. The reprehosl families for exchange stui i month periods. For mure infbrn\ ,n I 800-981-6801.
H ASSOCIATION OF TARRANT COUNTY needs
■ Nursing Hume Ombudsman
Mik'cis will be held Horn 9

Planners. For more
i405,

Skiff
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Ericha Alschier's piece "they said
the currents would carry us ..."
swept viewers into the world of symbolism in pre-Christian religions
when it was unveiled Saturday.
"My pieces arc trying to inform
the viewer what lies beyond the natural world," she said. "I'm not talking about Christian imagery, I'm
talking about the animal world. It is
on an equal level with humans, and
that (knowledge) has been lost."
Alschier. a first-year graduate student, created the piece in order to
practice and showcase her talents.
The piece transformed a studio
room into a three-dimensional work
using only natural tones and natural
elements to express the theme of
spirituality through nature.
Ronald Watson, a professor of art
and chairman of the department of
art and art history, said, "She*s used
the whole space as an entire work of
art. She made every element except
the rocks. It's a totally three-dimensional experience."
Alschier's work is a type of installation art. which uses either twodimensional or three-dimensional
work to portray an idea or feeling.
Installation art is a relatively modern concept that came into being in
the '70s.
Susan Harrington, an associate
professor of art, said Alschier makes
a very interesting use of her space.
The very thin band of stain that runs
around the walls of the interior of
the room changes the space of the
room, she said.
"She creates a form that serves to
accentuate the whole room," she

said.
Patrick
Alschier's.
tones of
Alschier's

Byrnes, a friend of
said he liked the natural
the piece, especially
use of earth tones to
blend the works together.
"There is no one focus," he said.
"Then again, the whole room is the
locus."
All the materials used in
Alschier's exhibits, from the blue
papers on the eastern wall to the felted wool hanging from the ceiling,
are handmade from found natural
materials like clay, wool and stone.

"The importance of a piece doesn't
have to do with monetary value but
with spiritual awareness," he said.
Katherine Johnson, a member of a
recreation group to which Alschier
belongs, said she has changed her
technique since her last show.
"She's gone for more natural
stuff," she said. "It's part of her;
she's expanding, and that's good."
Alschier said she didn't like the
consumer aspect of being an artist,
especially when many of the same
things found in stores can be found
in one's own back yard.
"I hated the fact that 1 was forced
to be a consumer as an artist and was
forced to go to a store where they
charged $20 for a tube of paint." she
said.
Alschier has spent two years
studying natural dyes, three years
studying natural fibers, especially
wool and much time walking around
trying to identify things.
"Wool has a comforting scent
when it hasn't been washed." shesaid. "When people smell wool, they
think of something safe."
Alschier practices her nature on
her own time as well as in her art.
She is currently boycotting all
restaurants that serve on styrofoam
products, and when she finishes with
this piece she will take all the rocks
back to the riverbeds where she got
them.
"Even though wc have a lot of
technology now, there has been a
real loss of understanding about
what we have," she said. "When they
(our resources) run out, they're gone.
Alschier said she uses her background in pre-Christian religions to
help her create her pieces. Sometimes.
Alschier said, she will put herself into
a Shamonic trance, where she develops the themes for her pieces.
"It is scary to part with (the
works) because (they) are a very
personal thing," she said.
A woolen doorway with a large
circle at eye level on the western
wall represents this doorway
between the natural world and the
spirit world.
"When you're in that state, there's
a symbolic tunnel you travel through
to get to the spirit world," she said.
The wool hanging down from the

r{

rent or a spiritual current, she said.
"The titles of my pieces are very
narrative," she said. "It sounds like a
fairy talc or a story an elder would tell.
There is a lot to learn from elders."
Alschier said she always knew
she would be an artist.
"When I was a little girl, there
was this contest to draw Seymour
Safley, a alien." she said. "I won the
contest and it made me feel really
special. So I guess I do it because it
makes me feel special."
She said she thinks future projects
will he similar to her latest work.
"I'll slay pretty close to what I'm
doing now, but it will mature." she
said.

the MCAT isn't.

^ J

Medical schools prefer higher MCAT scores.
Our proven techniques and focused, results-oriented
approach can help you get the score that opens doors.

West Berry \jM)' @
McDonald's #1^
Breakfast Sandwiches just
554 each when you buy a My Size Meal.

ceiling was hand felted, Alschier said.
"It is suspended because it's more
like a spirit." she said. "I wanted to
give it the impression that it was
able to travel in a lot of different
ways and places."
She said the strings hang down to
touch the ground, showing that the
spirit-esque piece is still connected to
the natural world and the rocks scattered all over the Boor refer to the title.
"The title of the piece refers to the
river." she said. "Stones are in the
river. They are a way of linking to
the next piece."
Alschier said there are many different ways to interpret the word
"current." It can mean a water cur-

Medical school is optional

Take one to feel better
inthemorninq.
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Ericha Alschier stands with one element of her three-dimensional
piece, "they said the currents would carry us ..." on Saturday afternoon in Gallery B of Moudy Building North. Alschier hand-felted the
unwashed wool that composes the work.

• Small classes (8-15 students)
• Extensively trained, dynamic instructors
• 11 real practice tests

"Remember Mom"
Sunday May 11

• Average 6.5-point score improvement
3408 Camp Bowie Blvd.
(817) 338-1912

TRAFFIC TICKETS DEFENDED

http://www.lnstar.com/kabinfcver

GET AN

ITHE
I PRINCETON
# REVIEW

EDGE.

(817)336-4160
www.nview.com

Jim Lollar

WE'RE HERE
FOR YOU
EVERY SATURDAY

921-4433
'
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Now you can enjoy full lobby
services at Educational Employees
Credit Union's Hulen, Hurst &
Arlington Branch's EVERY
SATURDAY from 9 lo 5.
lint that's not all! Saturday drive-thru
hours arc 9 to 5 too, and we've added
an hour to our weekday drive-thru
time so you can come by any time
from 7:30 to 7.

ENGINEERING/
MAKKH I IIMG
IN I t-NNN
Siecor Corporation, a recognized leader in the development,
manufacture and marketing of telecommunications hardware and
equipment, has immediate openings for Interns. Applicants must
be working towards a degree in one of the above fields and able
to work a minimum of 20 hours per week. Proven written and
oral communication, problem solving and analytical thinking skills
are required.Various projects will be assigned Must be able to
work without close supervision Familiarity with Microsoft Word
and Excel a plus. Applicants may mail or fa* their resurhe with
cpver letter indicating internship preference to Siecor
Corporation, Ingrid Lias, 9275 Denton Hwy., Keller,TX
76248. Fax (617) 431-7702. Siecor is an equal opportunity

SIECOR

And don't forget, ALL lobbies are
open until 6 every Friday.
Our time is your time. Come on in
soon.
Not an EECU member? Call
8K2-0K(X) now to learn how you can
join.

Educational Employees Credit Union
(OKI WORTH
in ' V,rv 'ir-Mrcci
1-unWonh.TX 76102
182 0000

HULRN
6049-AS Hulen
Fort Worth. TX 76132
8S2-OS50

ARLINGTON
221 2 SouthyiW
Arlington. TX 76013

H'IRST
1600 Campus Drive
Hum. TX 76034
H2-O6O0

KH:

.)■'!»I

BURLESON
7»NE Abbory HI-.1
Burtewn. TX 76028
U2-06M

WEATHERFORD
1M E Park Avenue
Weaiherford. TX 760B6
594-3WI
^__

EMPLOYMENT
AIRLINE EMPLOYMENT. Get the insider's
advantage for finding
work in the industry.
Travel for free! All major
Domestic & International
Airlines profiled. For
information: 800-8688068 ext. L58351. (We
are a research & publish
ng company)
CRUISE & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT-lndustry
offers Travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, Caribbean),
imcomparable benefits, &
good pay. Find out how
to start the application
process now! Cruise
Employment Services
provides the answers.
Call 800-276-4948 ext.
C58357. (We are a
research & publishing
company)
CRUISE & LAND TOUR
EMPLOYMENT-

Discover how to work in
exotic locations, meet fun
people, while earning up
to S2000/mo. in these
exciting industries.
Cruise information services: 206-971-3554 ext.
C58358.
ATTENTION STUDENTS! Back up your
degree with ALTERNATE
INCOME SOURCE. 817498-0382.
Cheddar's Restaurant.
4830 Little Rd. I-20 and
Hwy. 287 Arlington. Now
hiring smiling servers. All
shifts. Apply in person or
call for interview. 817572-2966.
Need 2-3 file clerk assistants for downtown lawfirm. Flexible scheduling
available. Please fax
resume to: 820-0373.
Summer Camp position
still available for Girls
Resident Camp in Jemec
Mtns. in New Mexico.
Counselors, riding assis-

tants, canoe instructors,
unit leaders, and nurses
needed. Season May
31st through Aug. 4th.
Write or call! Girl Scouts
of Chaparral Council Inc.
500 Tijares , Northwest
Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87102. Phone
505-243-9581.
CHUY'S Austin's
Original Tex-Mex. New
location in Arlington-only
20 minutes away from
Hulen Mall! Hiring all
hourly positions-waitstaff,
bar, bussers, kitchen.
Apps/interviews April 1419, 10a.m.-4p.m. at
Chuy's, 3951 S. Cooper,
Arlington.

SERVICES
Affordable Wedding
Photography. Call Now!
817-380-0408 or 214595-9637.

SALE/RENT
Heights Condominium for
sale. 1 br. , pool, Jacuzzi,
security. $39K. 972-2910410.
Female to share 2-1.
$300 plus bills. 7382983.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment available for
summer. All bills paid.
336-1792.

CHILD CARE
Student to care for 16
month old girl. tue&
Thur 7:30-5:30. 7630233 Johama Kemey.
Child care for 9 & 5 year
olds. 3 days a week.
June 9th-Aug. 8th in
Grapevine. 329-3124.
Part-time babysitter
needed for 3 yr. old.
Flexible hours. 2634661.
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FIFTY YEARS AGO

>CKIE RtBiNsoN BfaKE
yjm COLOR BARRIER'..

EARTH DAY
Make every day count
Today is Earth Day. To many students this may mean
nothing. Images of hippies hugging trees, sorting trash
and cutting the plastic that holds together a six-pack so
fish won't get caught in them are conjured up in many
students' heads. To many others, recycling seems to be
just a fad of political correctness.
And, indeed, there has been some question as to how
much of recycling is effective and how much is just
trendy hogwash.
There is plenty of evidence to suggest that recycling
is beneficial. After all, just notice how nice TCU's campus looks. We have one of the cleanest and most wellkept campuses around. However, picking up trash,
newspapers and soda cans is not enough.
Recycling must be a full cycle and we must all take
responsibility. Not only should we pick up trash; but we
should take it to the appropriate depositories. The campus has a can-and-newspaper drop site in a shed in the
Ranch Management parking area. In addition, recycling centers exist all around the Metroplex. Most area
Tom Thumb stores, Tarrant County Junior College
Northwest and South Campuses and the Tandy Center
all have such centers. Albertson's also takes plastic
sacks.
But there is an often-forgotten third spoke to the
cycle. If recycling is truly to effect the changes we all
hope for, we must encourage corporations to use recycled products and encourage consumers to buy recycled
products.
There are little things that each of us can do in our
own lives to cut down on the amount of waste that we
accumulate. For example, keep a stack of scratch paper
on which to take phone messages. Use old newspapers
to line, bird cages and litter boxes. Use reusable plastic
cups when getting a drink and use silverware instead of
plastic ware when dining at the Main.
It's the little things that make all the difference.

EDITORIAL POLICY: Unsigned
editorials represent the view of the
Sktlt editorial board, which is composed of the editor, managing editor, campus editor, news editor,
opinion editor, sports editor, photo
editor and entertainment/feeture
editor. Signed letters and columns
represent the opinion of the writers.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The
Skiff welcomes letters to the editor
for publication. Letters must be
typed, double-spaced, signed and
limited to 500 words. Letters
should be submitted at least two
days before publication to the Skiff,
Moudy 291S, to TCU Box 298050.
fax 921-7133 or e-mail skiffle!
ters@tcu.edu. They must include
the author's classification, major
and phone number. The Skiff
reserves the right to edit or reject
letters for style and taste. Readers
may also comment via the Sound
Off Une at 921-7683.
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Commentary

Michael
Kruse
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Crime stats hidden
Bill would make information more accessible
Last fall, when tour TCU foot- enforcement authorities must under
ball players were charged in open records law;
•clarify use of the Buckley
connection with an off-season
scuffle at a bar. the Skiff tried in vain Amendment to open criminal misto find out what disciplinary action, if conduct disciplinary proceedings;
'establish
any, the university
had taken against
Commentary minimum monetary sanctions
the
players.
for non-compliReporters had no
ance.
trouble accessing
Without timerecords from Fort
ly and complete
Worth police and
information
Tarrant County
about
crime
courts, but digactivity on camging out information on this vital
Candace McAdams pus, students are
able to prosafety issue from
and Leslee Smith DO)
tect themselves
the
university
from crime.
itself was almost
Under current federal law, colleges
impossible.
This is only one of a myriad of sit- and universities are required to prouations in which students at colleges vide annual reports to the U.S.
and universities across a country are Department of Education, indicating
denied basic and accurate information the number and types of crimes
about the crimes that occur on a daily occurring on campus. These reports,
however, only contain statistics and
basis on their campuses.
It is also a situation that could be do not provide infonnalion to stuprevented by the Accuracy in Campus dents about crime as it is happening.
Crime Reporting Act. a bill that is Also, under the Buckley Amendment,
about to be introduced in the House colleges may withhold from the pubof Representatives by Rep. John lic information pertaining to crime
Duncan Jr., R-Tenn.. as an amend- that is handled through a school's disment to the Higher Education Act of ciplinary system. Although records of
1965. The proposed legislation a campus law-enforcement unit are
not subject to withholding under the
would:
•specify information to be included Buckley Amendment, many so-called
in annual crime statistics reports cur- "disciplinary records" are subject to
rently monitored by the Department non-disclosure. This allows information about crime to be withheld under
of Education;
•require each institution of higher the same protection given to a stueducation to keep a public crime log dent's academic records.
If a crime occurs off campus, it typthe same way off-campus law

ically is reported to local law enforcement authorities. In nearly every
jurisdiction, crime reports are made
available to the public through open
records laws. Newspapers around the
country disseminate this information
to the public through news articles or
"police blotter" items. Yet, if the same
crime occurs on campus, it is often
handled through a university's own
disciplinary system and the details of
that crime are never made public.
This combination allows many colleges and universities to deliberately
understate their annual crime figures
to promote image and enrollment. We
know this from studies done by campus security advocates and from the
testimony of student victims and their
families during the June 1996 congressional subcommittee hearings for
a House resolution. That measure
unanimously passed the House on
Sept. II. 19%. and sternly warned
the Department of Education to make
campus crime a top priorily in enforcing the 1990 Campus Security Act.
W e are asking you to stop protecting criminals with inaccurate crime
statistics, closed judicial hearings and
the Buckley Amendment. We are asking you to hold students accountable
for their criminal misconduct and
keep campus officials honest about
the crimes that occur under their
jurisdiction.
Conduce ML Adams is a junior broadcast
journalism
major
from
Corsicana. Leslee Smith is a junior
radio-TV-film major fmm Marshall,
Mo.

Dole's loan to Gingrich is his own business
Commentary

Brian
Wilson
Three months after the House
ethics committee levied a
$300,000 fine against House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, the probe
that brought his credibility below
that of President Clinton's is finally
coming to an end.
Gingrich announced Thursday

that he will reimburse the ethics
committee with a loan from former
GOP presidential candidate Bob
Dole.
The Speaker, a man of relatively
modest means, will repay Dole over
eight years with 10 percent interest.
The arrangement between the two
political allies angered many
Democrats, who accused the
Speaker of benefiting unfairly from
one of his Washington pals.
"There isn't <> bank in the country
that would make this loan," said
Martin Frost, D-Dallas, upon hearing of the arrangement. "As a member of Congress, there is a real question as to whether someone can give
you $300)000 and say, 'See you in
eight years.' This has all the appearances of a $300,000 gift."
■eases,

Frost's comments mark the completion of a rather troubling transformation by the Left.
Remember that when the penalty
was announced. Democrats were
urging Gingrich to pay the fine out
of his own pocket and not from his
campaign war chest. Now that
Gingrich has followed orders, the
liberals are all over him for accepting a "questionable loan."
There is but one explanation for
Frost's antics: He and the other antiGingrich warriors are not satisfied
with destroying the Speaker's
career. They want to take him for all
he is worth.
If Gingrich were to pay out of his
own pocket, he would have to not
only dip into his savings, but also
liquidate his assets.

Dole offered to do his friend a
favor and pick up the tab so
Gingrich doesn't lose everything he
has worked so hard to achieve.
Keep in mind that this is a very
expensive loan. Although Dole
requires no payments for eight
years, Gingrich will owe more than
$640,000 by 2005. This is hardly a
case of preferential treatment.
The comments of Frost and other
liberals hoping to drive Gingrich
into financial ruin show that the Left
has not shed the arrogance with
which it has always been identified.
The big-government folks just
can't stand when someone making a
lot of money shows a little generosity, because such a gesture renders
their efforts meaningless. Although
the liberals originally said Gingrich

should not have used his campaign
funds, that may have been their plan
all along.
If Gingrich had enlisted the help
of his political supporters, he would
have played right into the liberals'
hands, and they could have used Ihis
as an argument for increasing the
hand
government
plays
in
Americans' lives.
There is nothing illegal or "questionable'' about the loan given to
Gingrich. Dole saw a friend in need
and offered to help. What Dole does
with his money is nobody's business
but his own.
When will Democrals understand
this?
Brian Wilson is a senior news-editorial major from Vienna, W. Va.
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Letters to the Editor
Smith's attack on gunw unjustified
Chris Smith's column "Guns only built for
violence" is an unjustified attack on firearms
and their owners lhat does nothing but obvious harm to his argument. The article focuses
on disrespectful humor to make a mockery of
gun owners, using certain stereotypical characterizations rather than identifying several
disturbing problems involving crime and
firearms in this country.
His explanation and criticism of certain
pro-gun arguments brings to light, with great
impact, the lack of knowledge held by much
of the public regarding guns and their involvement in crime. The majority of firearms used
for criminal activity are bought illegally and
on the black market. These guns often sell for
$100 or less and are very crude versions of
what can be purchased legally. These black

TCU is
a lot like
a movie

market firearms cause death in the hands of
criminals, not legal gun owners.
Gun shows, while offensive to many, sell
modern weapons to mostly qualified owners
who are most likely purchasing guns to protect themselves or satisfy a hobby such as
competition or collection. As you know, pistots cannot be purchased by convicted felons
or by persons with less-than-spotless criminal
records, and this requirement is satisfied by an
FBI background check.
Mr. Smith's ridiculing statement, "Of
course we need unrestricted access to guns to
protect ourselves ... from maniacs with unrestricted access to guns," parodying a common
pro-gun argument may appear to be humorous, but must be viewed in a deeper light to
make sense. Legal gun owners, like myself,
who do purchase guns for protection do so
because of the constant danger of being vic-

timized by criminals who have more access to
firearms at a lower price than law-abiding citizens. If the government can come up with a
plan lo effectively eliminate black market
firearms over an extended period of time, I,
along with millions of other citizens, will
gladly turn in my self-protection instrument
for peace.
Mr. Smith's apparent attempt to paint the
average gun owner as uneducated and ignorant only weakens his argument. I assure that
I. along with millions of other gun owners,
know, understand and respect the Second
Amendment along with the other nine amendments in the Bill of RighLs, including Smith's
First Amendment right to write a column of
such disrespect to me and to others. I submit
that disrespectful and false characterizations
of any group of people only creates hate
between opponents, which causes the real

issue to be distorted and eventually replaced
by a bout involving people's differences rather
than what is best for our country.
Eric Swanson
freshman premajor

Skiff's sense of
responsibility questioned
I am puzzled. On Thursday, the morning of
the Honors Convocation, the Skiff headline
was "Sehieft'er to address graduates" at May
commencement. On Friday, the Skiff editorial
chides students for not attending Thursday's
convocation, which the Thursday Skiff totally
ignored. Where's the Skiff's sense of responsibility?
Daryl Schmidt
professor of religion

College is a lot like a movie.
There are thousands ol components working to produce
the desired effect: mis-en-scene in
film and memory in life.
I'd now like to outline the scripl
for what I'm calling "Texas Chronic
University" (chronic meaning thai il
packs a spirited buzz, not thai n il a
habitual).
The scene is Fort Worth. Texas,just
a hearty chewing-tobacco spit away
from Dallas. For the mosi part the
weather is sunny, the sun is hoi and
the hot kills ya. Of course there are
inteiTuptions of dramatic thunderstorms and comic farces of snow flui
ries lhat turn everything into an
uproar. (How else could I have gotten
on the 10 p.m. news, sans handcuff-..'!
The scenery is compelling God
has blessed TCU with a bountiful
feast of foxy females. Amazingly,
they all hunger for one bull columnist. (Of course it's me, it's m>
script.)
The lead is played by yours
truly. The role is that of a mediocre
columnist who doc.ni have
enough stupid things to sa) to push
him to controversy, though he
yearns for the noble truth of scholarly pursuit. He is ego driven,
witty, devilishly handsome and
extremely available.
In this scripl. there really is no
definite plol to speak of. There are
infinite story lines that twist and turn
to form a beautiful spider web back
drop. Themes and interests shift in
significance, deviating from major
highlights to comical flashbacks.
It is more like The Wonder Yean
mixed into a music video There's
the laughs and the tears, the lovers
and enemies, adventure and boredom emphasized with some really
trippy effects.
As for lighting and color, it's all
pretty straightforward and simple.
Since I am only in "Survey of
Film." it's hard to take this analogy much further or more in-depth.
The end result however, is a
masterpiece. Like my columns, my
movie should he measured by its
aesthetic value. Mitch Youngblood
from the TCI Daily Skill might
rate it a B (if I send out enough
fancy payola), Chris Smith will
cite it as the decline of modern
advanced civilization and typical
of TCU and Siskel and Fbert will
refuse to send their thumbs up or
down, dismissing my project as
"high art."
Actually, the only part of this film
that I have written is the apprecia
tion. So without further delay, roll
the credits:
Thanks to the students and
administration for allowing my
first-year sophomore term to be
filmed. Props to Omar, Rob. Mouth
and Chris for making Milton Daniel
Second Floor West the ghetto thai it
was. Thumbs up to the dedicated
but largely ignored TCU track team
(it's all about scandals). More
thanks to Cuddles. Ireland and the
Sweet Swede for giving me any
future ulcers that I so richly deserve
Additional thanks to Palsy for the
place to stay, music and road trips,
also to Gordon and crew for the
high-adventures, and thanks to the
jim squires hand for the cool jams.
In the words of Billy Madison.
"Hooray for me! Hooray for
school!"
Filming for "Texas Chronic
University" will begin next fall. 1
am heading back home to my Bee
and Steve's basement. 1 look forward to next fall's headaches and
the opportunity to once again
brighten all of your lives. In the
immortal words of Phish, "This has
all been wonderful, but now I'm on
my way."
Michael Kruse is a sophomore
advertising/public relations major
fmm Overland Park, Kan. Thisciflumn is dedicated to the memory of
Chris Assmann.
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The role of nurses has changed greatly in last 50 years
Duties and perceptions of the nursing profession have expanded in the modern, evolving health care system
replaced the while cap for convenience.

By Amanda Bronstad
SPECIAL TO THE SKIFF

When the first professional nurse
graduated from the first American
nurse training school, tuning had
only begun to he a "profession"
Nurses wore white caps and aprons
to distinguish themselves as professionals, but their opportunities were
severely limited
They could perform menial duties
in the hospital, such as dressing.
bathing: and administering medication to patients, washing bedsheets
and cooking the meals. They were
subservient to the physician, who
determined everything from whether
■ p.incut's leg needed to be amputated what temperature the patient's
hath should be
In the last hall-century, amid the
chaos and complexity of the modern health care system, the nursing
profession
as well as the schools
that prepare students tor the profession
has had to adapt and
change And somewhere within
those changes, nursing is finally
becoming what it wanted to
become more than I00 years ago: a
profession
"The health care system is in a
time
ol
crisis." said
Carol
Stephcnson. an associate professor
of nursing at TCU who was the
guest speaker at the spring 1997
Harris
College
of
Nursing
Dedication on February 22.
Some people think nurses are
expensive and expendable." she
said. "They're not. The variety (of
opportunities lor them) is so wide
that if we stood here II night we
couldn't even begin to tread the
path"
I he nurse's role ha drastically
changed
Nurses have b omc
health providers who manage other
health care professionals, assess
patient illnesses and even prescribe
medications. The) are often the
only "doctor" in a patient's own
home
And with the fast pace of today's
working conditions, nurses have

,

I line -it inf nurses
As a result of these changes, the
task of educating students to become
nurses has also changed.
Rhonda Keen-Payne, an associate
professor of nursing at TCU since
19X2. has actively participated in the
nursing school's curriculum change
to adopt to changing standards and
language of medicine. This May, the
last students educated through the
Harris College of Nursing's old program will graduate.
"We know six hours is not enough
for language proficiency, but we
hope hy learning the language, students will develop a cultural appreciation." she said
A second curriculum change is
the addition of a new course, titled
"Community Health Nursing." in
which students must analyze the
health needs of a given community'.
The course will be offered for the
first time this fall.
Kathleen Bond, dean of the Harris
College of Nursing, said community
nursing — bused in schools, nursing
homes, clinics or other public health
settings
provides many alternate
careers for students getting a bachelor's of science in nursing degree.
The loin year bachelor's of science
in nursing program is one of three
ways in which students can become
registered nurses. A registered nurse
must gi duate from a nationallyaccredited nursing program and pass
a slate hoard examination.
Othet R.N. tracks include the
two-year associate degree in nursing
program, usually offered in community colleges, and the least frequently offered diploma program that
lasts 27 months and is hospitalbased.

Itacliclor of science degree
Judy Magee, nurse recruiter for
the John Peter Smith Health
Network, said a bachelor's ol ici
ence in nursing degree has long-

term advantages over an associate
degree in nursing.
"The tour-year bachelor degreedoes not necessarily prepare (students] better as nurses, but it will prepare them better to move on in then
profession." she said. "The associate
degree is limiting in that once you've
gotten past hed-side nursing and into
areas such as teaching or managing,
you need a B.S. or better."
Enrollment in B.S.N. programs
nationwide increased 10.7 percent in
1994. according to the Nursing Data
Review, a journal published by the
National League for Nursing.
Enrollment in the 51-year-old
Harris College ol Nursing increased
by 147 students from fall I987 to
fall 1995, according to the [996
TCU Fact Book. Harris College is
one of 25 B.S.N. programs in Texas,
seven of which are in private
schools.
As the number of students
enrolled in professional nursing
schools expands, the opportunities
available to B.S.N.'s. increase also.
"The majority of B.S.N.'s still
work in hospitals, but we're seeing a
decreasing number and a shift to the
community," Bond said. "Part of it is
because hospitals are downsizing
and cutting positions."
Another reason is because the
cost ol staying in a hospital is often
higher than insurance companies
and government compensation, primarily Medicare and Medicaid. arc
willing to pay. she said.
And lor the aging population of
baby boomers, staying home is just
easier.
Keen Payne said TCU anticipated
the onslaught ol aging baby boomers
entering the health care industry
when it added the Louise "Concepts
of Gerontological Nursing" to the
curriculum and required students in
spend more clinical hours working
with older patients.

Home hesilth care
Joan Kolp. a home care coordinator for Signature Home Care in
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Arlington, said that older adults are
the primary patients who qualify for
home health care, which is managed
care in a person's home.
A home health nurse can perform
several hospital duties, such as take
X-rays, dress wounds and administer intravenous antibiotics to
patients in their homes. But while
home health nurses may have many
of the same duties as hospital nurses, the relationship with their
patients is very different.
"There's a bond that develops
between the nurse and the patient."
she said. "It's someone they can
depend on, and they build up a trust.
In hospitals, they have nurses who
lake care of them, but when they're
home health nurses, they're almost
like family members."
Bond said managed care, either in a
person's home or in a clinic, has
become popular because more people
are leaving hospitals while still sick.
Others, such as premature infants or
terminally ill patients, are surviving
on the lifesaving advances of technology and need long-term care.
But the high number of patients
needing managed care is not balanced by the low number of primary
care physicians available in the field,
she said. As a result, many nurses,
called nurse practitioners, increasingly serve as primary care providers.
Nurse practitioners are registered
nurses who have returned to school
to get their master's degree with a
nurse practitioner specialty.

A master's program
The Harris College of Nursing
plans to add a master's program with
a nurse practitioner specialty in the
tall of 1998.
"A nurse practitioner's role is different from other master's degrees
because they can write prescriptions." Bond said. "They have a
greater scope of practice. We're having an aging population. People are
needing prevention and education."
Master's programs at U.S. nursing schools increased by 24 between

1993 and 1994, the largest increase
in 10 years, according to the
Nursing Data Review. Forty-two
percent of nurses graduating with a
master's degree specialize in a nurse
practitioner program.
The University of Texas at Austin
has had a master's program for 22
years. Most UT campuses across the
state also have master's programs,
including the University of Texas at
Arlington.
Elizabeth Poster, dean of UTA's
school of nursing, said the university has had a master's program since
the late 1970s but recently changed
its emphasis from a clinical nurse
specialist program to a nurse practitioner program. She said stressing a
nurse practitioner program coincides with the need for nurses who
can serve as primary care providers.
Midwestern State University in
Wichita Falls began a master's program specializing in family nurse
practitioner two years ago, said
Katherine Rudy, admissions coordinator for the university's nursing
program.
Magee said while the qualifications of being a good managed care
provider rest more on the individual
than on the degree, she believed the
increasing advances in medicine and
technology require nurses to spend
more years in school in preparation.
"You limit your opportunities if
you limit your degree program." she
said. "Nursing is opening up more
than it ever has because the opportunities are there with managed care.
It's a question of getting things done
as inexpensively as possible. If given
to a nurse, then that's the way managed care companies wish to go."

Nurse practitioners
Mary Beth Walker, a women's
health nurse practitioner and instructor at TCU, said nurse practitioners
traditionally have been in public
health clinics in rural areas. Today,
they are often in privately owned
clinics in the cities.
"The whole idea of a nurse practi-

tioner is to expand the number of
providers and to try to reach out to
those communities that have limited
access to providers," she said. "The
cost is cut because you have a
provider who doesn't cost as much
money and who can deliver care to
the average case."
Forty-nine
states,
including
Texas, and the District of Columbia
allow nurse practitioners to prescribe medication, according to a
1996 fact sheet from the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing.
But in Texas, as well as in 31 other
states, practitioners cannot prescribe
medication without consulting a
physician.
Annual salaries for nurse practitioners average $43,000 to $50,000.
Nurse practitioners specialize in a
variety of fields, including pediatrics, family practice, women's
health, gerontological care and psychological or mental health.
But there are glitches to the managed health care system. Maria
Wallace, assistant director of human
resources at Osteopathic Health
Systems of Texas, said many nurses
find the system frustrating.
"It requires the patient to go
through a lot of certain providers in
a certain order," she said. "You can't
just go to any doctor you want to
anymore."
She said that wrinkles in any new
system are expected, however, and
will eventually iron out to become a
common, cost-cutting way of life.
In the meantime, nurses will continue learning their profession in the
context of a new and complex health
care system, even if it means more
textbooks, more classes and more
time. Because what has stayed the
same is the demand for nurses,
whether in the hospital or in the
community, for immediate care or
long-term managed care.
"People want and need a human
contact when they are in need,"
Bond said. "And there's a saying we
have here: 'Everybody needs a
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BFA exhibit showcases Holiday celebrates Earth
four seniors9 inspirations
By Neelima Atluru

SKIFF STAFF

By Jill Taylor
SKIFF STAFF

The paintings, prints, drawings
and sculptures in the bachelor of
fine arts exhibit provide an eclectic
view of individual inspiration.
The exhibit, which opened
Monday in the J.M. Moudy
Exhibition Hall, features the art of
senior degree candidates George
Allen, Kathleen Chapman, Forrest
Robinson and Janelle Stanhope.
Allen, a painter, said in his
artist's statement that the rugged
geological formations of the southwestern United States inspired
much of his work.
■ While many of Allen's paintings
seem to be realistic representations
of desert landscapes, several of the
works are punctuated with repeating
patterns of abstract images superimposed on blue skies.

Allen said the abstract patterns
were his way of synthesizing two previous projects in one integrated series.
"I wanted to show more of what
was happening in the sky over the
landscapes that dominated the
images," Allen said. "When you
drive along in the Southwest you
see shapes in the clouds, and you
see repeating patterns in the telephone poles and wires."
Allen said his goal is to make
people take a closer look at the
landscapes and skyscapes around
them.
"People disassociate themselves
from the sky, but 1 try to add things
that make them notice what happens
with the land and the sky too," Allen
said.
Chapman, who specializes in
drawing, said the oral and written
histories of her Irish and German

family members inspired her blackand-white portraits.
"My grandfather used to feed
me all this information about my
family, and I thought, 'Why is he
telling me all this?'" Chapman
said. "But he got sick when 1 was
in the middle of this project, so the
stories he told me have come to
mean a lot more."
Chapman said her choice to use
only black-and-white images is
meant to convey a sense of old-fashioned photographic techniques,
while the use of white and creamcolored paper indicates the time
period in which the photograph was
made.
She said her work was driven by
her desire to express the unique histories and personalities of her own
Please see EXHIBIT, Page 7

ASSMANN
From Page 1
as making us laugh because that's the type of person he
was."
A.J. Caldwell, a junior business management major
who played with Assmann on the Rugby team, said
Assmann was "just an all-around good guy."
"He's one of those guys 1 would go to to make me
laugh," he said.
Caldwell said the Rugby team wore black arm bands
in honor of Assmann for its game against Baylor on
Saturday.
"From the whole team, we know that we'll miss him,"
Caldwell said. "He was definitely devoted to the team."
Mrs. Assmann described her son as witty and someone who "supported the underdog."
"He liked people who did not boast." she said.
She said Christopher had a deep love for music,
nature and pets.
Garza said Assmann was an avid reader who spent
much of his time in the library.
"He had his friends and he had his books," Garza said.
Garza said Assmann will be hard to forget.
"He was a special person," he said. "He definitely left
an imprint on many people, and I will definitely carry
that with hie."
Don Mills, vice chancellor for Student Affairs, said
the university'' prayers are with Assmann's family.
"It's obviously very, very tragic," Mills said.
"Although we all know that at times people choose to
commit suicide, it's always sad and it leaves a lot of
questions. You just have an empty feeling in the pit of
your stomach any time a student dies, especially when
it's so hard to understand."
Mills said the university has made counseling available to those students living in Clark Hall and Brachman
Hall, where Assmann lived last year.
"We are prepared to go in and work with students
either individually or in groups," he said.

"Reduce, reuse, recycle" seems
to be the common recycling mantra.
Earth Day will be celebrated
around the world for the 27th year
today.
TERRA, TCU's environmental
awareness group, will have an
information table set up in the
Student Center today during lunch
hours for interested students, said
Greg Barron, president of TERRA.
On Wednesday. TERRA will recognize Earth Day with a chapel service from noon to about 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday either in the Robert
Carr Chapel or by the globe sculpture in front of Reed Hall, Barron
said.
"We're not sure exactly where
it's going to be because it depends
on the weather," he said. "If it's
nice, we'll have it by the globe."
Barron said TERRA had initially
planned to do something in recognition of Earth Day, but couldn't
because of a lack of funds.
He said the group was going to
ask the House of Student
Representatives for money but
decided not to after the Controller's
Office realized it had incorrectly
given the House a portion of the

Yearbook's budget.
"We were counting on that." he
said.
However, TERRA has been
working on long-term projects that
Barron said are important to making every day an Earth Day.
"We're working on getting a styrofoam-recycling machine and
starting a recycling program in the
residence halls," he said.
The first Earth Day was celebrated April 22. 1970, by more than 20
million people across America to
bring to light the effect) of pollution
on the environment.
The event was spearheaded by
former Sen. Gaylord Nelson.
According to information posted
on http://www.tarthiay.ors. Nelson
wanted the environment to become
a national political issue. He persuaded President John F. Kennedy
to give national visibility to the
environment issue by embarking on
a conservation tour in 1963 with the
intention of "spelling out in dramatic language the serious and deteriorating condition of our environment, and proposing a comprehensive agenda to begin addressing the
problem."
Although he termed the tour "a
disappointment." Nelson wrote on

the Web page that the idea of Earth
Day occurred to him six years later,
in the form of a national teach-in.
He sent information to governors, mayors, college newspapers
and scholastic magazines to spreaJ
the information, according to the
Web page.
"Earth Day achieved what 1 had
hoped for," Nelson wrote on the
earthday Web page and on the Earth
Day homepage. "The objective was
to get nationwide demonstration of
concern for the environment so
large that it would shake the political arena. It was a gamble, but it
worked.
"The people cared, and Earth
Day became the first opportunity
they ever had to join in a nationwide demonstration to send a big
message to the politicians — a message to tell ihem to wake up and do
something."
In 1970. the Environmental
Protection Agency was established,
the Clean Air Act and National
Environmental Policy Act were
signed into law and the President's
Council on Environmental Quality
was established.
In 1972, the Clean Water Act was
signed into law and DDT. a carcinogenic pesticide, was banned.

Mexican students visit campus
By Wendy Bogema
SKIFF STAFF

Christopher Assmann (right), a sophomore
premed major, is shown here at Christmas with
his mother, Dawn Assmann. A memorial service
for Assmann, who died Thursday from a selfinflicted gunshot wound, will be held at 4 p.m.
today in Robert Carr Chapel.

Six students from Monterrey Tech
in Chihuahua, Mexico, visited TCU
last week as part of an ongoing
exchange program between the two
universities.
The exchange took place through
the M.J. Neeley School of Business
and was part of a program that has
occurred for the last three years.
The group was comprised of five
men and one woman who are
juniors at Monterrey Tech. Edgar
Porras and Martin Fierro are finance
majors and Jose Vilanova, Lily
Orozco, Julio Avila and David
Espinosa are international business
majors.
Jan Titsworth, assistant dean of
the Neeley School, said the
exchange allowed the students to be
exposed to a different culture and to
develop an appreciation for the business and educational practices in
another country.
"The exchange also allows the
students to form a network of
friends who will become business

leaders in the global community,"
Titsworth said.
This was not the first visit to a
U.S. school for most of the students.
Espinosa has been to Brigham
Young University and the University
of Texas-El Paso. Orozco had visited Southwestern College in Uvalde
and Avila graduated from high
school in Concord. N.H.
They all said the people at TCU
were nice and friendly and that the
campus was beautiful. The students
said TCU's campus was smaller
than they had expected because they
had thought all U.S. colleges were
on large campuses.
During their stay, students toured
TCU and downtown Fort Worth,
attended the Neeley Awards Dinner,
visited the Stockyards, had lunch
with members of the Fort Worth
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce,
went to Six Flags over Texas and
attended a Texas Rangers game.
They also attended classes. The
students said they could tell TCU
has a well-qualified staff.
"They know how to teach and

make things interesting." the students said.
Fierro said the six students from
Mexico planned all the activities in
Mexico for TCU students, but that
Titsworth planned everything for
them at TCU.
They said Titsworth had been
especially good to them. Fierro said
she spoiled them.
The students said a teleconferencing program is being developed
between the two schools, which will
enable Monterrey Tech students to
take classes in English and TCU students to take classes in Spanish.
They said they hadn't seen what
they called the "typical American"
here at TCU.
"You have the image of seeing all
these groovy people, punks," Fierro
said. "And here we haven't seen any.
They're normal people."
The students said they had positive reactions to TCU upon their
arrival, and that as the week progressed their opinions of the campus
Please see EXCHANGE, Page 6
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EXCHANGE

TWo officials leaving House

From Page 5
onl> improved.
One place students said they were
impressed by was Alliance Airport
and the Alliance Development
Corporation.
They said the memhers they met
from the Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce were vet} helpful and
friendly.
The students said they thought
Tdl had a special atmosphere
because of the people and the friendliness
"We're
wr\
familiar
with
American culture," 1'orras said.
hciio added. "(ICt'i has been
different, though We've met some
people in other places in the U.S..
and they are like 'Hey. hi.' and that's
it. and here thev are really interested."
They said the) had expected a
cold atmosphere at ICC. but that
wasn't what they found.
"The basic impression we all had
about universities is thai it is a cold
atmosphere, everybody is by them-

selves." Fierro said.
Students also noticed that many
TCU students wear clothes with the
TCU logo on them. They said they
could tell the students here are proud
of their university. They said they
aren't as proud of their school even
though it is considered one of the
best in Mexico.
"It seems like all the people love
TCU because they have all these
shirts and the clothes," Vilanova
said.
I'ierro said that was impressive
and that besides the school pride, the
prestige of being a TCU graduate
will give people a good chance to get
a good job and position.
They said the first thing they are
going to tell the other students at
Monterrey Tech is, "Go study at
TCU right now."
They all said they plan to study at
TCU at some point in the future.
Orozco said the exchange program is making the relationship
between TCU and Monterrey Tech

stronger, and that the two schools are
planning more things together. One
thing Orozco said the students would
like to do is invite some of TCU's
professors to give conferences at
Monterrey Tech.
Vilanova said they plan to use
their knowledge of American business customs to negotiate and help
business relations between the
United Slates and Mexico.
They said many of the students
they talked to in the Neeley School
were unaware of the exchange, and
they would like there to be more
awareness because it is such a great
program.
"We would be happy to have more
American sludents
going (to
Monterrey Tech)," Orozco said.
Fierro said the kindness of the
people and the atmosphere is what
he will remember most about TCU.
Overall, the students said they
were glad they came and were appreciative of all the kindness of the students anil staff.

State of Texas executes killer
Man raped and strangled Fort Worth-area woman 11 years ago
By Michael Graczyk
ASSOCIATED PRFSS

HIM SMI I I
\n Oklahoma
truckei was executed Monday
evening fot raping and strangling a
Port Worth-area woman more than 11
years ago
Benjamin Herbert Boyle, 53, was
pronounced dead al 6:21 pin. CDT,
seven minutes alter a lethal dose of
drugs began flowing into Ins arms.
Asked In the warden il lie had any
final words. Boyle shook Ins head
slightl) He kepi his eves closed and
made no contact with his victim's
mothei and sister, who slood a tew
leel aw.iv and watched through a window.
Boyle gasped a couple limes and
sighed deeplv before lie slopped
breathing
Boyle, sentenced to die lor the
ll)X5 slaving of Gail l.enorc Smith.
was the third condemned killer to be
executed in Texas in eight days and
the fifth ibis month.
Joyce Smith, the victim's mother,
said Ihe execution brought her some
i losure
"It's not the end. because you never
stop grieving lor a child, but it does
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have a final ring to it." said Ms. Smith.
of Amarillo. "1 want to know he won't
harm another woman's daughter.
"I'm glad to see it over with. It's
been a long time coming."
The victim's sister. Margaret
Smith, who lives in Fort Worth, said
she enjoyed the day "more than other
davs in my life"
"He took my best friend." she said,
wearing a black arm band emblazoned with her sister's name. "He
took my sister."
Boyle, known on the road by his
CB radio nickname. "Mr. Whipple."
was driving for a Mangum. Okla..
trucking company when he was
arrested in Diboll in F.ast Texas on
Oct. 17, 1985.
His arrest came two days alter Gail
I .enore Smith's body was found off a
highway near Amarillo.
Smith. 20. was a cocktail waitress
in Fort Worth who had hitched a ride
with Boyle from there to Amarillo lo
v isit her mother.
Her nude body, hogtied with duct
tape, was found in a brushy area near
the Canadian River bridge on U.S.
Highway 287. The cloth used lo
strangle her was pulled so tight she

nearly was decapitated.
Smith's stepbrother and sister-inlaw had dropped her off the afternoon
of Oct. 14 at the truck stop so she
could hitch a ride — something she
repeatedly had done — and watched
her climb in to Boyle's cherry-red
tractor trailer.
When she did not arrive at her
mother's house, a missing person's
report was tiled, and authorities began
looking for the truck. They found it
about 5(H) miles away and arrested
Boyle al a convenience store
'There was enough evidence to
convict anybody who had committed
the crime 1(H) times over," said
Randall County District Attorney
James Farren. who then was an assistant district attorney in neighboring
Potter County and accompanied Boyle
from Diboll lo Amarillo for trial.
"There was blood, personal
belongings from the victim, hair, fingerprints. But most important was a
roll of duct lape. Experts at the trial
matched the torn end of the duel tape
to a lorn end of the duct lape on her
body. And Boyle's fingerprints in the
victim's blood were on the sticky side
ol lape attached to her body.

Seniors Frame The
Memory of A Lifetime
Summer
Associate
Program

By Ryan J. Rusak
SKIFF STAFF

Two
House
of
Student
Representatives committee chairpersons will not return in the fall
semester. House President Andy
Mitchell said Monday.
Computing Affairs Committee
Chairman Josh Martinek said he
was leaving the House because he
will not return to TCU next
semester.
Dining
Services
Committee
Chairwoman
Kimberly Pue will not return to
her position either, Mitchell said.
Pue could not be reached for
comment.
Mitchell said he and Vice
President Kevin Nicoletti can
appoint replacements if House
members have no objections.
In other news, Mitchell said his
administration is working on
plans for the fall semester. One
major plan is to involve more
freshmen in the House.
"We're going to try to come up
with a marketing campaign at
summer orientation to reach out to
people," Mitchell said. "We want
a freshman group that will be
associated with the House."

Mitchell said he hopes getting
young people involved with student government will revitalize
the House.
Another project Mitchell said
he wants to pursue is creating a
student discount program with
local businesses. He said TCU
identification cards will be valid
for percentage discounts at restaurants and other businesses.
Mitchell said the House will
print brochures to publicize the
program, which will benefit businesses by serving as free advertising.
"I think it will be neat for a lot
of cheap people like myself," he
said.
Mitchell also said a fall goal
will
be
to
publicize
the
Presidents' Council, a conference
of leaders of organizations all
over campus.
"Presidents' Council is to give
organizations what they wanted
out of the House for a long time,"
he said. "The communication network between organizations on
campus is pathetic. They don't
share resources."
Another change the House will

institute will be requiring organizations to Tile funding requests for
trips to conventions early in the
semester. The 1997-98 House
budget establishes a new account.
Conference and Convention Bills,
to fund organizations' travel to
conventions.
All organizations will have to
announce their intentions to attend
conferences within five or six
weeks of the start of the semester
if they wish to receive House
funding. That way, the Finance
Committee
can
budget the
Conference and Convention Bills
account to spread the money
among as many organizations as
possible, Mitchell said.
"Most
organizations know
when their national retreats are,
hut we do need to leave a little
money just in case," he said.
"They will fill out forms at (the
Office of) Campus Life so we can
keep a current list at all times."
The House will meet at 5 p.m.
Tuesday in Room 222, but
Mitchell said the meeting will be
brief because of the on-campus
appearance of Antonio Garza, the
Texas Secretary of State.

State faces $200 million judgment
By Chip Brown
ASSOCIATED PRESS

AUSTIN — The state has been
ordered to come up with more than
$200 million for abandoning an auto
emissions testing program two years
ago that motorists found cumbersome.
State District Judge Joseph Hart
said the state had the right to change
its mind about the program but
couldn't
leave Tejas Testing
Technology with a worthless sevenyear contract.
In a final judgment issued
Monday. Hart said Tejas was entitled
to more than $200 million, which
includes $139.8 million in actual
damages and $28.7 in prejudgment
interest.
Tejas was also awarded an additional $40 million in attorneys' fees
and can petition the state for another $53 million as the reasonable
return il could have expected on its
investment over the life of its contract.
"At the level of this award, our

creditors and investors will be simply breaking even," said Steve
Ravel, an Austin attorney representing Tejas.
Ron Dusek, spokesman for
Attorney General Dan Morales, said
the state would appeal.
"The judgment is excessive,"
Dusek said. "In regard to the actual outlays by the company and
what we would think would be
appropriate damages, this is way
beyond."
The Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission in 1993
signed deals with Tejas Testing to
operate a federally mandated program to test auto emissions.
Shortly after Tejas testing stations
opened in January 1995, drivers
protested the tests as cumbersome
and costly.
Lawmakers reacted by killing the
program. Tejas officials said that left
them wilh $250 million, including
interest and attorneys' fees, in
worthless testing stations.
The money to pay Tejas would

likely come from an appropriation
made by the legislature.
"We hope to work with the leadership to get this matter resolved
before the legislature adjourns,"
Ravel said.
Dusek said settlement talks would
continue. Lawmakers previously
offered $ 112 million.
Tejas Testing is majority-owned
by Systems Control, a California
firm that operates emissions-testing
sites in other states.
Drivers continue to get auto emissions tests along with their annual
safety inspections.
Gov. George W. Bush signed legislation in 1995 that instituted new
emissions tests now in effect in
Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston and El
Paso.
Under the new law, cars are tested at two motor speeds — once at
normal idle and once with the
motor revved up to 2,500 revolutions per minute. If emissions are
too high at either speed, the vehicle
fails.
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Flood areas contaminated
Officials considering installing hose to move water
By Jeremiah Gardner
ASSOCIATED PRESS

GRAND FORKS, N.D. — With
a record Hood filling most of the
city with filthy water, city officials
said Monday they were considering
stringing a hose up to eight miles
across the prairie to bring in clean
water so people could at least wash
their hands.
"What people take for granted
day to day, like taking a shower and
washing clothes, isn't going to happen for quite a while," said
National Guard Capt. Greg Bowen.
"The sanitary conditions are primitive at best."
The Red River that had Hooded
75 percent of the city also shut
down the municipal water treatment plant, and there was no water
service for the estimated 10 percent
of the city's 50.0(X) inhabitants who
hadn't left yet.
"The toilet part is the worst," said
Richard George. "We just flush it
with melted snow. We were melting
snow on the barbecue grill."
Portable bathrooms and drinking
water stations were scattered
throughout the city's still-dry
extreme west end. In public and
motel restrooms, the stench built up
until crews could periodically come
by with Hushing water.
The city also supplied most of
the water for Grand Forks Air Force
Base, where more than 2,000 of the
city's evacuees were slaying.
The base still had a reserve of
clean water, was pumping some
water from a nearby small town
and planned to bring in 20 large
tanker trucks, said a spokesman.

Capt. Byron Spencer.
In the meantime, he said: "We're
asking people not to use the washing machine, limit their shower
usage, things like that."
President Clinton planned to fly
over the flooded area and visit the
Air Force base on Tuesday, the
White House said.
City officials held a meeting
Monday to discuss a proposal for a
long water pipeline.
The city water treatment plant
and sewer system are expected to
be Hooded for weeks, and Bowen
said the temporary hose or pipeline
also could be used to speed up the
process of restoring service once
the Hood ebbs. The city uses about
8 million gallons of water a day.
The hose, probably about 6 inches in diameter, would be made of a
rubber-like material with enough
flexibility to conform to the contour of the land, officials said.. The
plan is to fill the city's reservoir by
tapping into a rural water system
about six to eight miles away.
After the meeting. Charles Vein,
a private engineer and consultant
hired to help the city with its water
problem, said the water system has
"all been considered contaminated
and needs to be flushed and chlorinated and rechecked."
Across the river in East Grand
Forks, Minn., Mayor Lynn Stauss
said his city of 9,(XX) was "basically covered all the way."
"Some of the homes are floating
off their foundations," he said.
North of Grand Forks, the smaller cities of Pembina and Drayton,
faced with Red River crest projec-

tions up to 4 feet higher than
expected, began evacuating hundreds of people Monday.
In Fargo, N.D., however, the
water was beginning to recede.
There have been minor problems
with several dikes, "but for the
most part, things are holding
together," said Fargo Mayor Bruce
Furness.
North Dakota Gov. Ed Schafer
said the cleanup alone would easily
cost more than $40 million. And
Sen. Byron Dorgan, D-N.D., said
the cost of repairs could exceed $ I
billion.
"We have 10 percent of the people in North Dakota that are evacuated and displaced," Schafer said,
calling the flcxxl "the largest and
most tragic disaster in North
Dakota state history." North
Dakota's population is only about
640,(XX).
The river, moving slowly north
across the extraordinarily flat terrain of the Red River Valley, was
edging toward an expected crest at
54 feet, 26 feet above flood stage.
By Monday afternoon, it had
reached 53.9 feet, the U.S.
Geological Survey said.
The flood from the melting of
the winter's record snowpack was
flowing slowly toward the U.S.Canada border, where the U.S.
Customs Service said its border
ports of entry at Pembina and
Nechc would be shut down during
the night. Pembina, a major crossing on Interstate 29, is right along
the river and Neche. a few miles
west, has flooding on low-lying
roads.

Clinton to visit flooded area
By Philip Brasher
ASSOCIATED RPESS

WASHINGTON — President
Clinton will scrap his Earth Day
celebration plans to take a firsthand
look Tuesday at the flooding in
(irand Forks, N.D., and meet with
refugees who have fled the inundated city.
"These people are facing a disaster and we wanl to see what we can
do to help as soon as possible,"
ClintOB spokeswoman Mary Ellen
Glynn said Monday.
Water from the swollen Red
River covers 75 percent of Grand
Forks and virtually all of neighboring Easl Grand Forks, Minn. One
block of downtown Grand Forks
was gutted by fire, leaving the
charred skeletons of buildings in
streets swamped with 5 feet of
water.
The governors of North Dakota

and Minnesota are pressing Clinton
to increase federal aid to the region,
which had already been ravaged by
a series of blizzards before this
spring's flooding.
The federal government normally pays 75 percent of the cost of
assisting individuals and for
rebuilding roads, water systems and
other infrastructure after disasters.
The federal share can be increased
to 90 percent in severe cases. North
Dakota lawmakers have appealed
for 100 percent
The costs of recovery in the
region could exceed $ 1 billion, said
Sen. Byron Dorgan. D-N.D.
Clinton plans lo tour Ihe area by
helicopter and then visit with local
leaders, rescue workers and the
townspeople who have taken refuge
at Grand Forks Air Force Base,
about 15 miles easl of the river.
Clinton has cut back his traveling

7.j
2731 While Settlement Bd
Fort Worth. TX 76107
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since he injured his knee and had it
surgically repaired last month. For
his tour Tuesday, he will use a
smaller helicopter that only has one
step to navigate, aides said.
Meanwhile, a team of federal
officials will fly into Bismarck,
N.D., Tuesday to start organizing
the region's recovery.
"We're going to be there for a
long time. This is a big one," said
Lacy Suiter, associate director of
the
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency. "It's going to
take a while to clean up."
The full extent of the disaster
won't be known until the river
recedes and officials can assess
damages to roads, buildings and
homes, Suiter said.
Erskine Bowles, Clinton's chief
of staff, discussed recovery plans
for the upper Midwest with Cabinet
members Monday.
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MINOR
From Page Jl
strong contributor to the community should come see Minor," he
said.
Representatives from corporations, including brokers from
Merrill Lynch, will be present at
Minor's speech so that students
can network after the meeting.
Huzenlaub said between 20 and

Help Wanted

Short order cook
with Mac skills

family members, and as a result,
two other families have commissioned her to do historical family
portraits.
Robinson's works include both
prints and sculptures. Robinson said
that though his techniques vary, his
aim is to retell history and culture
through his art in the tradition of the
ancient African storyteller.
"My emphasis is printmaking.
bul I also use sculpture to create

Mobs stone reporters, steal food, threaten to disperse Rwandans
By Hrvoje Hranjstd
ASSOCIATED PRESS

KISANGANI, Zaire — Zairian
rebels blocked aid workers from
entering refugee camps Monday,
raising fears that lOO.(XX) Rwandans
— starving and terrified — might try
to flee deeper into the jungle.
The rebels said they were closing
off camps south of Kisangani to
restore order after Zairians living
near the camps went on a rampage.
looting and stoning foreign journalists and aid workers. The Zairians
were angered by the killing of six villagers earlier Monday, although it
was unclear who Ihe killers were.
International agencies already had
suspended aid shipments because of
earlier mob attacks, but wanted rebel
assurances they could safely return
and prepare for a planned airlift taking the refugees home to Rwanda.
Instead, the rebels told them
Monday to stay away. The refugees
— dying at a rate of 60 per day from
malaria, dysentery, pneumonia and
cholera — have enough food to last
about two days.
"We're concerned about what's
happening in the camps, because
we've got nobody there." said Paul
Stromberg, spokesman for the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees.
"We're concerned that in present circumstances, they may leave."
U.N. refugee workers planned to
fly over the camps Tuesday to see
whether refugees were fleeing,
Stromberg said.
The United Nations condemned
the recent attacks by Zairian mobs
and linked them to rebel stalling of
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the advertising office, Moody South, Koom 294.
Applications will lx' considered in the order
received.
For details contact Tom Urquhafl al 921.7427.
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• loppings Only

s i .oo more
•No Coupons
N< -c (-ssary
•Minimum
Delivery $5.00

studies were based on photographs, she became more dependent on her own concepts as the
series progressed.
"I started with photos, but my
adviser really urged me to not use
any materials other than my own
imagination as I drew," Stanhope
said.
The bachelor of fine arts exhibit
will remain on display through
Friday.

Zairian rebels block refugee aid

R» I • L • L • E
923-1909

$

cultural images," Robinson said.
Robinson said the stories implied
by his art came to him by way of old
phofographs and historical documents.
Stanhope chose as a theme the
fragility of human birth and the biological ties of the life cycle. Her
mixed-media drawings depict fetuses and infants in various stages of
development.
She said although her initial

EXHIBIT

You know the basics of XPress or PageMaker,
maybe a little Photoshop too. Now you want an
Opportunity to put Ihcse skills to the test. We'll
help you discover your potential as a computer
production artist.
Fall 1997 positions are available at Ihe Skiff.

each month who is a millionaire.
Huzenlaub said. He said the organization, which has only been in
existence a few weeks at TCU, has
signed up 74 new members in the
past two weeks.
Membership in FMA is $3.33
per month, which can be billed to
parents or paid in person.

From Page 5

Call(817)294-9431.

95 cents

25 percent of club members are corporate members from the communily who are available lo speak to students at the monthly gatherings.
Two gift certificates from
Harold's will be raffled to students as an extra incentive to
attend the speech.
FMA plans to have one speaker

what would be the biggest refugee
airlift in Africa. The United Nations
wants to fly the refugees south of
Kisangani to the Rwandan border,
then repatriate them.
"Today, the military told us that we
would not be allowed in the camps,"
the U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees. Sadako Ogata, said in a
statement. "That is not good enough.
We must have access and we must
begin the airlift."
The airlift originally was to have
begun Friday, bul rebels have delayed
it. saying an airlift would spread disease and clog rebel-held airports.
Instead, the rebels want trucks to
take the refugees on the 375-mile
drive to the border. Parts of the road
are in such bad shape that extensive
repairs would be needed first.
Already tense relations between
Zairians and Rwandan refugees
worsened Monday, when assailants
with machine guns shot and killed six
villagers in their mud huts in Kasese,
15 miles south of Kisangani.
It was not known who committed
the attack, but villagers claimed to
hear the killers speaking the
Rwandan language. Kinyarwanda.
and blamed Rwandan Hutu militiamen from the refugee camps. Many
ethnic-Tulsi rebels also speak
Kinyarwanda.
Asida Musalia said the attackers
ordered him lo go in his hut.
"Then. I heard gunshots around
Ihe village, and when I came oul 1
saw them run inlo the jungle." he
said.
Nearby, a woman wailed over the
bullet-riddled body of her 17-year-

old son. In the next house, an elderly
women and a young girl lay dead on
the maltress. The door had been
forced open, and shells were scattered on the ground.
After the killings, mobs of Zairians
looted a World Food Program warehouse near Kasese and a train load of
food near a rebel army checkpoint
about 10 miles to the south. Nearby
rebel fighters did nothing to protect
the food, intended for Rwandan
refugees.
Brenda Barton, of the WFP in
Nairobi. Kenya, said the mobs stole
aboul 2(X) tons of food, which could
take days to replace. "We're pretty
much wiped oul." she said.
The mob in Kasese stoned foreign
reporters and aid workers and struck
an Associated Press Television
reporter in the neck with a stick.
Nobody was seriously injured.
The Hutus al the camps in central
Zaire are among more than I million
Rwandans who fled their country in
1994, fearing retaliation from the
new Tutsi-led government for the
previous, Hutu-led government's
slaughter of half a million people.
In the rebel-held city of
Lubumbashi, rebels warned the
United Slates and other countries
against sending in troops to evacuate
their citizens, saying the mere presence of foreign troops would be considered a declaration of war.
"Any foreign soldier on our soil
will be a target," said the rebel
finance minister, Mwama Nanga
Mawanpanga. "Be it American,
Chinese. French, whoever — they
will be a target."

HOUSTON SUMMER
JOBS!

HELP WANTED
CLASSIFIED SALES

Miller Swim Academy is now

Every Tuesday

$1.00 Longnecks
Mon. - Wed.

TUESDAY, APRIL 22, 1997

6 Medium Domino's
Cheese Pizza or 12"
Sub

<; ^y Large Domino's

7

Cheese Pizza

JUST CALL 924-0000

hiring swimming instructors and twin)
le.uii coaches, tree training provided.

Excellent pay. Forty location throughout
Houston. Swim team or teaching
experience needed.
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWING.
l-71.V777-7*tt>

Part-time, flexible hours, good pay.
Must have good customer service,
selling skills and type al least 35
wpm. Drug screening required.
EOE. Please send your resume to
Advertising Director, Cable
Connection Magazine, P.O. Box
304, Ft. Worth, TX 76101

LEARN ABOUT THE TCI/REGENT'S COLLEGE
PROGRAM IN LONDON
FOR THE SPRINO SEMESTER 1<W8
BRIEFING SESSION
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
3:30 p.m.
IN TUB POLITICAL SCIENCE CONFERENCE ROOM
205 SADLER HALL
Applications art- available In the Political Science Department. 20f Sadler
Deadlines: Per internship, Oclnher I. IW7
Regular (lavses. November I. IW7
Pnif. Jackson. Ptilitleal Seienee. Program Direetur

Student Special!
Store your stuff for the summer.
<j*Cfl Payable in
N>DU advance.
5'x7'x8' unit for May
through Aug. 31. Limited
availability, other sizes
available. Valid only with
this ad.

SelfStorage
NATIONAL

f

»
W*M of I M M LOW Htt ml kbCart

927-8861
5197McCartAve.
Ft. Worth Texas
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Police believe body is that of missing Friendswood girl
ASStXIIAtFUPHESS

IR1F.NDSWOOD — Police Chid
Jiiied Slout said Monday he believes a
bod) found in a Pasadena retention pond
is thai of a 12-ycar-old Friendswood girl
who has been missing since April 3.
I aura Kale Smither has not been leeil
since she left her home to go jogging
more than two weeks ago. Pasadena is
about 1(1 miles northeast of Friendswood.
Stout informed Laura's parents and vol
iinleers. who have searched for her. before
holding ■ news conference Monday in

I riendiwood
I hr evidence at the scene includes a
silver ring bearing her initial!, and it is
apparent that the woman wore braces both

on her upper teeth and lowei teeth," Stout
said.
Stout said Laura's parents. (lay and
Bob Smither, remained in seclusion.
"They ask for your understanding, and
privacy is what they wish most at this
time," Stout said
Investigator! are awaiting autops)
results to determine how Laura died,
Stout said.
However. .11 L.hdon. an investigatOI
with
the
Harris
County
Medical
Examiners Office said Monday thai the
bod) has not yel been positively identified.
"We don't do tentative, maybe (identi
ficatiom)," said Ebdon, whose office
expected to do an autopsy Tueiday.

The decomposed body, described as a
female between the age of 7 and 15, hud
been in the water at least five days, police
sii ill
Volunteers hugged and cried during
Stout's nous conference. A tearful Mandy
Alhritton. the volunteet coordinator,
thanked all those who helped in the
search.
""Though we didn't bring her home to
live out the rest of her life, now she con
rest, and we can he thankful for that." Ms.
A I hritloo said.
I aura's disappearance had caused an
ex tensive search that involved hundreds
ot
volunteers and some 550 Marine
reservists who scoured Friendswood, a
suburban area about 20 miles south of

Houston.
Police and FBI on Monday searched
the area where the body was found
Sunday bj a man training his dog. Some
investigators dug by hand through muddy
silt.
"What they're searching for is anything
of evidentiary value, or perhaps, even
bod) parts." Pasadena police Capl. A.H.
Corbet! said. "The body was not intact.
We found some body parts up inside the
culvert and part of the body was at the
mouth of the culvert."
He said animals and the water flow in
the pond may have scattered the remains.
Several bayous run into the pond.
The body was partially submerged and
wearing only one tube sock, police said.

When she disappeared, the girl was
wearing a black T-shirt, navy blue shorts
and white sneakers. She has braces on her
teeth and curly brown hair.
Volunteers at the Laura Recovery
Center, which was set up to serve as a
base for the search, had awaited word on
the body's identification. They had continued to answer phones and put out information about the missing girl.
"We're not going to stop until it's time
to stop," Ms. Alhritton said earlier
Monday.
Friendswood Mayor Evelyn Newman
had proclaimed Sunday as "Search for
Laura Day" and urged people to check
their property and surrounding areas for
any clues to the girl's disappearance.

Search for plane hampered by weather FDA OKs Redux
Air Force Capt. Button still missing in windy, snow-filled region of Rockies
fly Robert Weller
l/.TED PRESS

I AGLE, Colo. - Wind-driven
snow Monday kept an Air Force
recovery learn known as the
"Ninjs brain surgeons" from dan
gling
over a
sleep
Rocky
Mountain slope to examine the
ii .peeled ctash site of a missing

. trplane.
\ powerful helicopter needed
to diiip the team was grounded by
the weather at an airport 40 miles
awa)
v lilowing snow advisor)
anil
bowling
winds whipped

through the search headquarters
here, about a mile below the
ii' .'v mountainside where shards
ol gray metal were spoiled
Sunday
llie weather was expected to
improve Tuesday. But Air Force
Col. Denver Pletcher said the new
.now cover on the jagged, steep
lope i ould make it too dangerous

for the crew to lower searchers.
"We weren't able to find it in
the first place because ol the snow
. . fresh snow is the Ins; proh
lem." Pletcher said
The An Force believes the
wreckage is the Sl> million A-10
Thunderbolt warplane which van
islied April 2 Hut there was no
sign ol Capt. Craig Button, who
was at the controls when the plane

left a Tucson, Ariz., base on a
training mission and veered north
toward ( olorado The site in the
central Rockies. IS miles south
west of Vail, is some 800 miles oil
course.
The onl) way to gel a rescue
team to the sue
at least until the
snow melts this summer
is to
dangle them 100 to 200 feel below
the helicopter, and one good gusl
could "whip them right into the

mountainside," Maj, Gen. Nels
Running said

I be helicopi ei
from
the
Kirtland Air Force Base in New
Mexico is powerful enough to
withstand some high winds, and
also can fly at altitudes of up to
16.000 feel and
lift 20.000
pounds.
But Running
said, "I'm not
going to ask them to handle 45
mpli w inds."
The helicopter got as far as an
airport in Lead \i lie. which at
10.1 13 feet is home to the nation's
highest airport. < >nce it reaches
the search headquarters, the crew
will confei with < >t her pilots « ho
have flown met
the site and
decide whether t<> drop the para
rescue lean
Pletchersaid tlie- team members
earned the nickname "Ninja brain
surgeons" because the) can provide specialized medical care as
well as defend themselves, rappel
down mountains <>i track soldiers.

Pletcher said the only real
urgency left was to verily that the
metal is the missing Thunderbolt.
Weaihei has interfered with the
search from the statt. though last
week crews had several days of
sunshine.
flu- crew of a National Guard
helicoptei spoiled the wreckage
Sunday near New York Mountain

and Gold Dust Peak. I he site had
been surveyed before, even by the
same pilots who found it. Recent
snow melt may have exposed the
metal shards.
A close-up look revealed pieces
of gray painted metal thai could
have been from the plane's inleri01 and several smaller pieces ol
metal. Running said Yellow green
painl used as an ami corrosion
coaling inside the airplane was
also viiible,
In Massapequa, NY. Minion's
family declined comment.

House debates nursing home bill to regulate conduct
and protect residents from abuses and poor services
By Juan B. Ellzondo Jr.
i on I'fJFSS

vl SUN
Residents ol Texas
nursing homes deserve more pro
tec lion horn abuse and poor services, stale
lawmakers
said

Monday.
I he lexas House during das
long debate worked on a bill
meant to provide more protection
lot those Texans and to punish
those who mistreat or poorly serve

them.
Bui lawmakers concerned about
III'' plan, tentatively approved
I 12 o. said il focuses loo much on
nes and not enough on solutions to the problems ol poor care
and abuse.
"This bill will provide protection for residents," said House
sponsot Rep Elliott Naishtat, 1)
Austin, " I he locus on enforcers ni will he on the facilities thai

don't provide adequate care."
Under
the
bill,
ahead)
approved hv the Senate, penalties
would be increased for each state
rule violation thai threatens the
health or safety ol musing home
residents from a maximum of
$10,000 to $15,000.
Currently, there are about
90,000 residents in lexas nursing
homes Roughl) 23 percent of the
slate's annual $5.6 billion in
Medicaid is spent on nursing
home facility care.
(Catherine
Hinson, spokes
woman for the Texas Health Care
Association, which represents
nursing homes, said the group
supports legislation to tighten
nursing home requirements.
Bui Hinson said penalties in the
hill are too severe She said more
locus should be placed on preventing abuse

The bill, \vhic 11 laces a final
House vote, requires the Texas

Department of Human Services to
develop more Specific rules on
qualit) ol care issues and would
make il easier for the departmenl
to suspend or revoke licenses from
providers found **> violate those
rules
More than 2o amendments were
offered in the
bill, including
attempts in lower the proposed
minimum line from $2,000 to the
current minimum tine of $100.
Rep Harvey
I 1 i Ulerhian. I)
K, rrville, said fines need to he set
ai levels to discourage abuse ami
poor service.
"We passed a sti out; hill that is
going to ensure that Texas has the
highest quality of care," he said.
In a related development, the
Senate
Com MI it tee
on
Nominations Monday approved

lour Texans to the Texas Board ol
Nursing Facility Administrators.
The
nominees
Ramona
Kennedy, lack R. "I insley. Jerry
Turner and Audrey (i. Williamson
must nexl be approved by a
vole before the lull Senate.
fhe board was criticized by the
State Auditor's Office for having
failed lo discipline any adiiiims
trators since 1993
I insley said the hoard is
addressing the
problem
by
improving communication with
stale agencies and creating a code
of conduct.
"(The action plan) put in place
a code of conduct that really was
not in place before."" Tinslcy said.
"The standards of conduct and the
penalties now give us the tools
where we can go to the hearing
with the administrators that have
v iolated the standards of conduct,"

Bill would suspend licenses of child-support delinquents
By Peggy Flkic
ill (' PRESS

AUSTIN
Barents who balk al
paying child support could more
likely find their driver's, hunting
and occupational licenses suspended under a bill to put Texas in line
vviih a federal welfare overhaul
I he bill approved Monday b)
111'- lexas Senate also would
require businesses to report names
of new hires so the stale can see il
the) owe child support, expand the
slate's ability lo file child support
liens and make Other changes
designed lo spur payments.
I his bill gets tough with parents behind on child support. A
streamlined system will keep

funds from being tangled ill red
tape, and the State will have new
ways to find parents delinquent in
child support.'' said 1.1 (lov. Bob
Bullock, who presides over the

Senate
Texas iiiusi eompiv v. uh federal
welfare requirements to avoid the
potential loss id' federal welfare
funds, said the sponsor oi the bill.
Sen. Judith /alTirini. I) Laredo.
The measure goes to the House for
consideration.
"We want IO streamline the
whole process and lo give the
enforcement di\ ision ol the attorney general new tools to have al his
disposal." she said. "If Texas didn't
adopt this, we would not be in coin

pliance with federal requirements."
\licia Key, general counsel of
Attorney General
Dan Morales'
child support division, said the
proposed changes
should help
more children gel the payments to
which they're enli t loci.
"One ol llie reasons this was a
big pan ol llie welfare reform act
is they realize one of the most
effective ways ot
getting people
off of welfare is t<> get their child
support going." she said.
Especially with new time limits
on receiving welfare, Key said, it
is "critical we get child support
for them to save them from sheer
poverty."
Regarding licenses, Key said

llie slate currently can seek suspension lor nonpayment of child
supporl llie bill would allow
license suspension earlier in the
process, when the state is trying to
obtain information from a parent
lo gel a court order for supporl.
The attorney general handles
about X50.000 cases child support
cases. Key said Of those. SO percent involve people on welfare,
whose rases aie automatically
referred to the attorney general's
office
In al least half of the cases, no
child supporl order has yel been
obtained, hi those in which there
is an order, about 4.S percent are
making payments. Key said.

Witnesses testify in defense of former drill sergeant accused of rape
lly David Dishneau
ASSOCIATED PRFSS

ABBKOEEN
PROVING
OROUND, Md. — Two trainee!
who accused a former Army drill
sergeant of rape made no secret of
wanting to have sex-with him. witnesses testified Monday.
Due of the women said she
'thought he was sexy" and paraded
by his office in short-shorts and a
bikini top, Pfc Divina Scott testified
Monday at the court-martial of Staff
Set Deltnar Simpson
"She said she thought he was sexy
and if the chance was given to her
thai she would have sex with him."
added Pfc. C'artiesia Jones.
Seott and Jones both characterized the woman as a compulsive liar.
Both said the other accuser told
them that she, too. wanted to have
sex with Simpson. Jones said .he
told her "he had a sexy bald head."
Simpson, 32, is one of 12

Aberdeen Proving Ground staff
members charged with criminal sex
ual misconduct He is charged with
54 crimes ranging from sexual invitations to rape involving 13 women
from Ins former company.
Simpson has already pleaded
guilty to having sex with 11 women
subordinates in violation of Army
regulation! and he faces up to 32
years in prison for those charges lie
could he sentenced to life in prison if
found guilly of a single rape conviction.
His lawyers, who began presenting their case Friday, contend the
women participated willingly and
Simpson is not guilly of rape. They
have argued the women only pressed
charges when investigators bullied
them or offered them leniency in
disciplinary cases
One of Simpson's lawyers. Capt.
Edward Brady, said he expected the
defense to test Tuesday. He said

he B&id she though lie was sew and it' the
chance was given to her that she would have
sex with him."
Pfc. Carnesla Jones, defense witness

Simpson hasn'l decided whether to
testify
In a majot setback for the
defense, however, the judge in the
case ruled Friday thai drill sergeants
have so much DOV* er oxer trainees
that they dim I need to use a w capon
or threaten force to he found guilty
of rape.
The judge further stated that the
women need not resist or object,
either, for Simpson to be found
guilty of rape
Also Monday,
un Army drill

instructor at Fort Leonard Wood in
Missouri pleaded guilty to posing
for a nude photograph taken by two
female trainees but pleaded innocent

to other charges.
Drill Sgl. ( alv In I
I >aniels said
the trainees asked him to pose for a
photograph with his shin oil at their
Dec. 7 graduation from the eightweek basic training course. Daniels
said thai led lo a photograph of him
in his underwear, then lo the nude
shot.
"I got caught up in all the excitement and made a bad decision." said
Daniels
Daniels, 36. of Vienna. Oa„
pleaded guilly to violation ol a lawful general regulation. Me pleaded
innocent to charges of sodomy and
adultery, and his court-martial on
those charges continued.

ruled the death was a homicide,
not an accidental death or suiWASHINGTON —The Food cide. Local and slate officials
and Drug Administration said continue to investigate the death
Monday it continues to monitor and no criminal charges have
llie eases of patients experienc- been filed.
The company lhal developed
ing side effects while taking the
lnterneuron
anti-obesity drug Redux, but Redux,
and
says thus far there have been no Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
Wycth-Aycrst Laboratories reitunexpected findings.
"The dala In dale regarding erated on Monday their position
Redux do not raise any red that scientific evidence has
flags." said agency spokesman shown Redux to be safe when
used as recommended.
Dim McLcain
Initial data collected about
fhe agency's comment came
after The Associated Press patients reveal "no evidence
reported Friday thai many sci- indicating a higher-than-expectentists question why the gov- ed occurrence of adverse events
ernment has lei Redux sell so related to the central nervous
lung without having the manu- system." the companies said in a
facturer,
Wyeth-Ayersl joint stalcment.
The FDA examines all
Laboratories, study a possible
brain-damaging side effect. The reports of adverse reactions
IDA approved Redux for sale a among patients taking prescripyear ago. am! that study is tion drugs, such as Redux.
In date, it has received notifiexpected to begin soon, the
cation of 18 deaths of patients
agency says.
The AP also reported Friday who had been taking Redux,
that some critic! fear the potent including three suicides, and is
drug is being inappropriately examining all those cases, said
the
agency
prescribed to many Americans, McLeani.
including those not severely spokesman.
The FDA said that, based on
overweight.
llie I DA said Monday that it information collected thus far, it
had provided incorrect informa- had not noted any side-effect
patterns inconsistent with what
tion to the Al' about one speed
ie case cited in the story, the its scientific advisers expected
death of a woman who had been when the agency approved
prescribed Redux.
Redux.
The FDA insists that only the
The woman weighed 220
pounds, not 12(1 pounds as il severely obese try Redux,
had said earlier, the FDA said. because its users have 23 times
The agency also disclosed the average risk of a rare but
Monday, based on further infor- often fatal lung ailment called
mation provided by Wyeth- primary pulmonary hypertenAyerst Laboratories, that the sion.
woman also had been Hiking an
Yel. recent side-effect reports
sent to the agency listed weights
anti-anxiety drug.
A local coroners' inquest for just 27 of 51 patients — and
determined she had very high 14 were below the government
levels of that anti-anxiety drug weight guidelines for use of the
in her body when she died, and drug, the FDA says.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

House delays debate on plan
to lower property school taxes
By tuan B. Ellzondo Ir.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

AUSTIN — Facing more than 2IX)
proposed changes, the Texas House
has delayed debate unlil Wednesday
on a plan to lower local school property taxes and raise billions of new
stale dollars to pay for it.
Mouse Speaker Pele Laney. DHale Center, at fust rejected calls
from 53 House Republicans to delay
the debate. They said they needed
more lime lo review the hill and get
input from constituents,
"Every day you wait causes problems in the Senate." said Laney. referring in the ticking legislative time
clock. The session ends June 2.
bin alter lawmaker! submitted
more than 2(H) proposed amendments
— a total count was nol available —
Laney said il would be unfair to ask
House members lo vole without giving them enough lime lo review the

proposal!,
"1 think thai a little more lime is
needed," he said.
Rep. Paul Sadler. D-Henderson,
chairman of the committee that wrote
the plan, said the delay and the num
her of amendments isn't a sign that
the hill is in trouble.
"I don't look al il like that al all."
said Sadler, who spent much of Ihe
day Monday meeting one-on-one
wiih other lawmakers.
He said moat had questions about
how the plan would affect their
school districts.
Tin a liltle surprised," he said of
the number of amendment!. "But we
don't know how many of those are
duplicates. A fraction olihose may be
snnstantive."
Rep. lohn Shields. R-San Antonio,
helped circulate a petition signed by
S3 moderate and conservative
Republicans who want the issue
delayed until at leasl Thursday, if not
later.
"This i;; a big hill," said Shields.

who wants to wait until next Tuesday
to deal with the issue. "I'd like to
know what's in it."
The House Select Committee on
Revenue and Public Education
funding spent nearly two months
dialling the plan. The committee finished its work last Wednesday.
Sadler agreed to the delay, saying
he understands House members have
questions. But he added that there is
little time to waste.
"We have so many days in the session," Sadler said. "We need to have
this issue decided."
The hill would lower local school
properly taxes by about 50 percent. It
would raise the state's share of school
funding from about 47 percent to
nearly 80 percent.
To pay for il. the bill would expand
the stale business tax, increase some
taxes, add to the list of goods and services subject to the sales tax and
commit about $1.3 billion in additional stale funds to education.
Supporters,
including
Gov.
George W. Bush, say it spreads the
overall lax burden more evenly
across the state, significantly cuts
properly taxes and provides a better
system in which to fund the state's
1,044 school districts.
Opponents say it would continue
to leave much of the tax burden on
ihe ptxir and middle class, make it
more difficult for some businesses to
remain in Texas and result in little
overall lax relief.
Official analysis of the plan shows
that local school property taxes
would be cut by about 50 percent.
But Ihe addition of new and expanded state taxes would consume all but
about 2 percent of the savings for
most Texans.
The richest Texans would save
aboul 3 percent in the first year, the
middle class would save about 1.5
percent and poorer Texans would
save about 2 percent.

F»ul
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TCU to host WAC
tennis championships
TCU will host (he 1997
Western Athletic Conference
Men's Tennis Championship at
the Mary Polishman Lard
Tennis
Center
starting
Wednesday.
Matches will be held 9:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. daily, and
the tournament will last
through Saturday.
The draw will not he
released until tonight.
Tickets can he purchased at
the gale. Tickets will be sold
daily, and all-session passes can
be purchased, which include
admission to all lour days of
play.
Adult tickets cost $5 per day
or $15 per 4-day pass. Students
and those under age I8 can buy
individual tickets lor $3 or a 4day pass for $10.
For more information contact the Mary Polishman Lard
Tennis Center at 421-7960.
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All-conference center drafted by Rams
Tucker will have the opportunity to play with No. 1 draft pick Orlando Pace
By Paul Corliss
SKIFF STAFF

I''rot's drop two of three,
tall behind WAC pack
Las Vegas did lo the Horned
Frog baseball team what it does
to most of its visitors: killed its
hopes and bankrupted it.
The Frogs lost two of three to
the Rebels of the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas in a critical
Western Athletic Conference
series. UNLV won 19-5 in
Friday's opener. The Frogs
came back for a 13-7 win
Saturday, and the Rebels won
the series with a ninth-inning.
14-13 rally Sunday.
The Frogs are now 20-24
overall (11-13 in WAC play).
They are live games behind
South division leader Rice
University, and both teams have
just six conference games left
to play. In the wild card race,
the Frogs are fourth, 2.5 games
behind San Diego State
University. The top three nondivision winners make the
WAC'tournament.
The Frogs have two more
conference series, a road trip to
the University of New Mexico
and a home rematch against
UNLV. The Frogs swept New
Mexico at the TCU Diamond in
March.
San Diego Stale has three
conference series left, against
West-division leader San Jose
Suite University, New Mexico
and the University of Hawaii.
Hawaii is two games behind the
Frogs in the wild card race.
With the two wins. UNLV
moved to 21 -25 for the season
(7-13 in (he WAC). 1( is now
two games behind the Frogs in
the South.
The Frogs will lake on the
University
of Texas
at
Arlington at 3 p.m. today at the
TCU Diamond. The Frogs are
2-0 against the Mavericks this
season, including a 6-1 win last
week in Arlington.
TCU resumes WAC play
with the scries al New Mexico
this weekend.

Kenyan, Ethiopian win
Boston Marathon
BOSTON (AP) — The second century of the Boston
Marathon began the same way
its first century ended — with a
Kenyan champion.
Lameck Aguta, the fourthplace finisher the previous two
years, became the seventh consecutive Kenyan winner and the
third different champion in
three years.
The 25-year-old pulled away
toward the end, finishing in two
hours. 10 minutes and 34 seconds on Monday in the world's
oldest continuous marathon.
"It is magic." Aguta said. "I
have been waiting all my life
for this."
Among
the
women.
Ethiopia's FaUuna Roba continned her Olympic victory last
year was no one-race break
through. She became the first
African woman to capture the
Boston Marathon, winning in
2:26:23.
Roba was extremely confident despite never having am
the demanding and undulating
course, known for its steep
hills, including the famed
Heartbreak Hill.
The victories by Aguta and
Roba in the 101-year-old
marathon appeared to signal the
end of an era not only for
Pippig hut Kenya's Cosrms
Ndeli. the Boston champion
from 1993-95 and third-place
linishci last scar. Ndeti, never,
in contention, finished 27th in
2:22:56,

SKIFF FILF PHOTO

Ryan Tucker was drafted in the fourth round of the NFL draft by the St. Louis Rams where he will
join the No.1 pick overall, Orlando Pace, on the offensive line.

TCU's all-conference center, Ryan
Tucker, was drafted Sunday in the
fourth round of the National Football
League draft by the St. Louis Rams.
Originally expected to be a firstround selection. Tucker dropped to
the draft's 112th spot after a torn anterior cruciate ligament in his knee
required surgery.
The Rams traded their fourthround selection and two sixth-round
selections to the Miami Dolphins to
move up nine places and select
Tucker.
"St. Louis is where 1 wanted to go."
Tucker said. "They Hew me up to see
their facilities, and I fell in love with it.
1 can't believe this is all happening."
Tucker will have the opportunity to
play on the same offensive line as the
draft's overall No. 1 selection.
Orlando Pace from Ohio State. Tucker
said he's excited about the opportunity to join Pace on what has the potential to be a strong, young line.
"We can have a very strong offensive line with Pace. Wayne Gandy.
Zach Wiegert and myself." Tucker
said.
ESPN draft expert Mel Kiper Jr.
said Tucker probably was one of the
10 best players in the draft and would
have been a sure first-rounder had it
not been for the knee injury and problems Tucker had off the field.
Tucker is one of four former and

current TCU football players being
charged with second-degree assault
of a former TCU student in a fight
outside of a downtown bar.
"The compliments (from Kiper)
were nice, but for every good thing
said there were devastating negatives
said as well," Tucker said. "I'm ready
to put all that stuff in my past, and
hopefully the world will let me get on
with my life."
Tucker thanked those who supported him at TCU and said he'd do
everything the same again concerning
TCU football.
"1 want to thank Chancellor Tucker
for everything he's done, and, of
course, I couldn't have made it without the TCU coaching staff," he said.
"The people at TCU helped make my
dream come true."
In St. Louis, Tucker will join a
young, talented squad that's expected
to improve and develop into a contender under first-year head coach
Dick Vermeil. Vermeil was a television commentator for the last several
years after taking the Philadelphia
Eagles to Super Bowl XV in 1981
In interviews on ESPN. Vermeil
defended Tucker's character and said
that despite Tucker's mistake of getting into a fight, he liked the fact that
Tucker came out on top.
"(Vermeil) is a first-class guy,"
Tucker said. "I'm glad he believes in
me and has given me the chance to
play in the NFL."

Terry Bradshaw addresses All-Sports Awards
By Wendy Bogema
SKIFF STAFF

TCU student athletes and coaches
were honored at the 1997 All-Sports
Awards Banquet Sunday night at
Ridglea Country Club.
The evening was highlighted by an
entertaining keynote address by former Pittsburgh Sleelers quarterback
Terry Bradshaw.
Tul Bart/en. men's tennis head
coach, was named the first recipient
of the TCU Alumni Association
Coach of the Year award.
Bartzen. who has coached men's
tennis for 23 years, guided his team to
the final Southwest Conference title
and a final No. 3 national ranking.
Bartzen said the award was an
honor and as he gets further into his
career, awards become more meaningful.
He thanked his wife for standing by
him for 40 years and said the reason
he is a good coach is because of great
players.
"I would just like to try to express
how thankful 1 am for having young
men like that to coach and be associated with." Bartzen said.
The other big award was the Pop

Boone Athlete of the Year, which
went to sophomore Royce Huffman.
Huffman was rewarded for his contributions to both football and baseball.
In the spring of 1996 Huffman was
named a freshman All-American and
the Southwest Conference Newcomer
of the Year. As a redshirt freshman
lasi fall. Huffman averaged 42.6 yards
as the team's punter, and his 54.7
average per kick against Brigham
Young University was the secondbest single-game performance by a
Homed Frog punter.
Huffman was unable to attend the
banquet because the baseball team
was competing in Las Vegas.
The other nominees were J.J.
Henry. Susan Horton. Tinesha
Jackson. Mike Jones. Khadcvis
Robinson. Kyle Sawai. Sarah Suess,
Angela Stanford, Dierdre Walsh.
Ashley Fisher and Jason Weir-Smith.
Four other awards were presented.
The Dutch Meyer Female ScholarAthlete of the Year was Sarah Suess. a
senior soccer player.
Suess lead the Lady Frogs in scoring the past two years and was named
to the all-Western Athletic Conference
first team in 1996. She was team cap-

Tennis teams earns wins,
women will play in WAG
By Kimberly Campbell
SKIFF STAFF

The TCU men's and women's
tennis teams had a winning weekend.
The women's team started off
the winning spirit Friday, beating
Southern Methodist University on
their own court. 5-4.
TCU gave up two of the singles
wins, with the four winning
matches
going
to
Daria
Zoldakova, who won 7-6,6-4,7-5;
and Lucie Dvorakova. who won 64, 1-6,6-4.
Winning in straight sets were
Rachael Niwa, 6-3, 6-1; and
Natalie Balafoutis. 6-2, 6-1.
TCU only took one of the three
doubles points with the heip of
Jessika Kjellgren and Zoldakova,
8-3.
The doubles losses were handed
to Deirdre Walsh and Balafoutis.
who lost 4-8. and Annika
Kjellgren and Dvorakova, who
were defeated 4-8.
The women's team ended its
regular season Saturday in Fort
Worth with an impressive 9-0 win
against the University of North
Texas,
Ingram said that although the
score looks good, the match was a
close one and UNT played tough.
TCU won all six singles matches and all three doubles matches.
Walsh and Balafoutis teamed
up to win 8-4; Annika Kjellgren
paired up with Dvirakova to win

8-6; and Jessika Kjellgren and
Zoldakova were able to come
through 8-2.
While the women were defending TCU against UNT on one
side of the Mary Potishman Lard
Tennis Center, the men were bus)
fending off SMU on the other
side.
They were successful in bringing down SMU, 4-3. in their last
regular match of the season.
TCU split the singles wins with
Ashley Fisher. Andres Ureneio
and Matt Walsh giving TCU its
three wins.
Fisher upset Freddy Hanger, 6
2, 7-5; Ureneio defeated Geraldo
Mulas, 6-1, 7-6 (4); and Walsh
beat Toby Hansson. 6-4, 6-2.
The men's team was able lo
take the win in doubles play, with
the duo of Fisher and Weir-Smith
defeating Ignacio Hirigoyen and
Hanger, 8-3. and the team of
Ureneio and Corrales gaining a
narrow win against Mauck and
Pollak, 9-8(5).
The SMU win puts the men's
team at 9-11 for the year and 3-1
in the WAC. TCU will hosi the
WAC championships beginning
Wednesday and ending Saturday,
with matches held daily at 9:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
The women's team record
stands at 16-6, and the team will
travel to Tulsa to participate in the
WAC championships beginning
Wednesday.

tain and has maintained a 3.73 GPA.
The Dutch Meyer Male ScholarAthlete of the Year was Jeff Jacobs, a
senior basketball player.
Jacobs holds the school record of
476 career assists and is No. 12 on the
all-time scoring list with 1.081 points
and No. 2 on all-time steals list with
123 career steals. Jacobs has maintained a 3.32 GPA.
The other nominees for these
awards were Stacy Gabriel. Dana
Schmid. Jason Flint, Chris Kern. Paul
Robinson and Ryan Walter.
The TCU Female Athlete of the
Year was Tinesha Jackson, a junior
track star. She finished fourth in the
SWC Outdoor 100 meters and
anchored the women's 4X100 meter
relay in the sprini. of 1996. Last fall,
competing in indoor track, she was
runner up in the WAC 55-meter dash.
The TCU Male Athlete of the Year
was Mike Jones, a junior basketball
player. He joined the Homed Frogs
this season as a junior college transfer
and made an immediate impact. He
finished the season with a 17.7 point
scoring average, and his 44-point performance against Fresno State in the
WAC tournament was a tournament

record. He was named to the all-WAC
first team and the WAC all-newcomer
team, as well as the all-WAC tournament first team.
The other nominees for these
awards were Sheila Hewerdine, Sarah
Suess. Angela Stanford, Emma
Wilson. Ashley Fisher, Jason Flint.
Matt Harper. Royce Huffman. Derek
Lee and Kyle Sawai.
After the awards were presented,
Terry Bradshaw delivered his keynote
address. He kept the crowd laughing
with stories, impressions and his everpresent good humor.
He urged the audience to get back
lo basics and keep things simple.
"Take something simple and create
something beautiful around it," he
said.
Bradshaw said he has a two-step
philosophy for life. The first is waking up every morning saying, "It's
good to be alive."
"There's something about being
alive," Bradshaw said. "You can't do
anything, you can't coach anything,
you can't throw a pass, hit a golf ball,
smack a volleyball, you can't dunk a
basketball, steal a base, swim, dive.
"I don't care what it is you do, you

cannot expect to feel the great passion, love, joy and excitement of competition if you're dead."
He said the second step is to smile.
"The face is the most powerful
instrument in the world that absolutely can convince and move people to
great heights that they never felt possible," Bradshaw said. "I believe that
you can look at someone and put a
smile on your face, and you can
change their impression or opinion of
you right then and there."
He said anyone can achieve in life
if they have the passion, love and
desire to do it.
"How bad do you want it? What is
your commitment'.' What do you
believe in? How hard are you willing
to work? How much are you willing
to sacrifice your time, pleasure and
enjoyment to go out and make something of your life?" Bradshaw asked.
He told the athletes that awards
come and go, but what's important is
how one is as a human being and the
kinds of friends one has.
"I'm nothing without the help of
somebody else." Bradshaw said.
"That's life. You'll always need somebody. That's what's real."

Lone Star Park shows horse power
By Patricio Crooker
SKIFF STAFF

A billboard on Interstate 30 advertising the opening of Lone Star Park
in Grand Prairie reads "Real Horse
Power." If the strong turnout for the
horse track's opening weekend is
any indication, the billboard has
been a success.
Twenty-four thousand, two hundred thoroughbred racing enthusiasts
showed up on Sunday for the Texas
Miler and Lone Star Derby, eager to
place wagers on the races and enjoy
the pageantry of one of the world's
most beautiful sports.
flic Hack, which opened last year
for viewing of simulcast races on

satellite television, was a big hit with
the fans.
Arlington resident and horse-racing enthusiast Edward Sikorski said
the opening of the track was a big day
for sports in North Texas.
"I've been coming five or six days
a week since the opening for simulcast races." Sikorski said. "I've been
to races all over the nation, but 1 think
this one is super"
Robert L. Kaminski. president of
Lone Star Park, said the opening
came at a great time because of the
excitement building in horse racing as
the Kentucky Derby approaches.
Lone Star Derby winner Anet
and jockey David Flores will go to

Prtrfclo Cwofcf'

Thoroughbred racing hit the Dallas-Fort Worth area this weekend with the
opening of Lone Star Park in Grand Prairie.

the Kentucky Derby.
Anet's victory was captured on
ESPN in a live broadcast of the
$250,000 race.
Califomian Bob Baffert, the winning horse's owner, said he enjoyed
the race.
"It was just fun to be a part of this."
he said.
Lone Star Park was designed by
HKS Inc., the same company that
designed another successful sports
venue in the Dallas-Fort Worth area
— the Ballpark in Arlington.
The estimated cost of $96 million
produced a 315-acre area with a onemile main course dirt oval, seveneighths mile turf course and a 40.000
seating capacity, including luxury
suites.
Eugene O'Neal, the track's director
of media relations, said 44 of the 48
suites were sold at an estimated cost
of $300,000 each.
The opening of Lone Star Park, as
well as the Texas Motor Speedway,
has created a number of job openings
in the area.
Jose Hernandez of Mineral Wells,
who works at the track's horse gate,
said the opening means good business
for the owners and good pay for the
workers.
"I've been here for a week and am
making $10 an hour and $15 in overtime," he said. "I just wish I knew a
little more (about the sport)."
The minimum bet is $2. However,
there are different options for betting.
The track offers courses in how to
handicap and place bets.
The next live race at Lone Star Park
will take place Wednesday, and live
racing will continue until the end of
July.
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BEASTIE BOYS by Bob Lubbers
Edited by Stanley Newman

Campus Crossword
ACROSS
1 Taj Mahal silc
5 Hoe source
9 Upslarl
14 Ruck Rogers
mentor. Dr
15 Relief org
16 Harden
17 Zone
18 Too bad'"
19 Edgar
Poe
20 Wild West
showman
23 Hallucinogenic
initials
24 European
range
25 Yens
27 Do
(fight)
30 Mexican state
32 French assent
33 Assert
35 Dresden's nver
38 Long limbed
40 Televise
4") Amber, e.g.
42 Butter substitute
43 Moolah
45 Inventor
Whitney
46 Turn in
48 Complied with
50 Quarterback
Lon
52 Bettor s words

How the entire course of
humanity was actually decided

L|AJT>WA|B|T[E

53 Classic car
7 Pan of U AP,
54 Legendary
8 Lucie's dad
deejay
9 Tneatordistrict
60 Ascended
10 Blow up as a
62 Jai
photo Abbr
63 Siouan speaker 11 WWII admiral
12 Delnte
64 Che's amigo
65 ink a contract
13
an ear
66 Harvaid rival
(listens)
21 Calm
67 Trials
68 Fencer's
22 Queue
sword
26 Canadian
Indian
69 it's simple
27 Western tie
DOWN
28 Fantasy writet
Joan
1 Pnquod
29 1994 Amateur
captain
2 Spiritual leader
Gollcrof the
Year
3 Atoll ban or
4 PLOch.o'
30 Paris divider
31 Monster
5 Surgeon's tool
34 Den
6 Auras
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36 Inclination to
anger
37 Ok<ahoma
town
39 Hits the road
41 Spring
harbinger
43 Pebbles' pet
44 Lettuce type
47 Dries (of)
49 Delights in
50 Beer category
51 High home
52 Re'lection
55 Emit coherent
light
56 Toss
57
impasse
(stuck)
58 Soft drink
59 Retain
61 Collection
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A.
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Brand New Luxury Apartment Homes
In Fort Worth
Exterior Values
• Resident Business Office
• l ,600 Sq. Ft. Activity Center
• State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
with Cool Down Rooms
• Scenic Pool with Wood Deck
• Outside Fireplace
• Attached and Direct Access

Garage
• Limited Access Gates
• Private River and Wooded
Views
•Must be 21 years or older to
apply

Interior Values

BELLAIRE RANCH
Bellaire Ranch Apts.
Unique l,2,3,Bdm. Apt. Homes

888-202-5167
It's Nol Just For Cowboys Anymore...
4600 Bellaire Drives.
FLWorth, TX 76109

• Crown Molding
• Fireplaces
• Washer/Dryer Connections
Black Granite or limestone tile
entries
• Garden Tubs
• Ceiling Fans
• Built-in Desks
Built-in Entertainment Centers
• Patios/Outside Storage

LINCOLN
PROPERTY
COMPANY
n

Exceeding Your Expectations

WEATHER FORECAST

High
Low

50 percent
chance of
rain and
t-storms

Nation
Inmate asks for money
through Weh site

Inside

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
A federal prison inmate who
has robbed and stolen is trying a
different way of getting money
— begging for it on the Internet.
Saying he's "desperately
tired of robbing, stealing and
victimizing people." Leonard
Singleton is soliciting funds to
start a new life when he is
released from the prison in
Kentucky.
He asks for money to buy
"construction tools and equipment, housing, clothing, food,
utilities, household items, etc.,"
and lists a number for an
acCount in his name at a suburban Dayton bank. It was not
known whether he had raised
any money so far.
Singleton, 46. is serving a
15-year sentence for escape and
a weapons charge. He earlier
served 25 years for crimes
ranging from theft to robbery.
He won't be released until
2004. prison officials said.

Artist links
spirit and nature
See page 2

Hair dryers recalled
for electrocution risks
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
company recalled about H.(XX)
hand-held hair dryers Monday
because they pose a risk of
electrocution if dropped in
water while plugged in, regardless of whether they have been
turned off.
Division Sales Inc., of Itasca,
III., announced the recall in
conjunction with the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety
Commission
The hair dryer is made of
white plastic and has the words
"Professional
Styler . . .
Asbestos Free . . . HD-20 . . .
Made in China" printed on it. It
comes packaged in a triangleshaped cardboard box, labeled
"Professional Hair Dryer HD20" with a picture of it on front.
The commission says consumers should stop using the
recalled dryers immediately
and return them to the store
where they were purchased for
a full refund. Consumer! can
call the company at I -800-621 8134 for more information.

Campus
SIM to sponsor Campus
Crime Reporting Act
Members of the Society of
Professional Journalists will
have a table set up from noon to
2 p.m. today in front of the
Main where students can sign a
petition
supporting
the
Accuracy in Campus Crime
Reporting Act.
Under current law, if a crime
occurs off campus it is typically reported by the police and
the public has access to that
information. However, if the
same crime occurs on campus,
it often is handled dirough the
university's disciplinary system, which means the details
are not always made public.
The
Campus
Crime
Reporting Act is about to be
introduced in the House of
Representatives as an amendment to the Higher Education
Act of 1965.

Inside
• Columnist examines 'TCU:
The Movie," page 3
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Service
to recall
student
Assmann's friends
to remember him
in song and verse
By Rob Sherwin and Neehma Atluru
SKIFF STAFF

FMA Treasurer Brynn Miller, a
junior finance major, said Minor is
a role model for aspiring entrepreneurs.
"He started at a young age and
he built this huge organization,"
Miller said. "You can start off
small and if you have a dream,
you can go anywhere."
However. Huzenlauh said the
speech can be beneficial to students from all majors.
"Students interested in seeing a
person who is able to be a successful business person and a

A
memorial
service
for
Christopher Assmann, a sophomore
premed major, will he held at 4 p.m.
today in Robert Can Chapel
\ssmann, ll>. was found dead in
his car from a self-inflicted gunshot
wound at 4:15 p.m. Thursday in
southwest Fort Worth, according to
a police report. The report staled
that the crime scene officer found
Assmann still holding a shotgun,
which Assmann had used to lire one
shot into his head
"He's hopeful!) ai peace," said
Dawn Assmann. Christopher's
mother, "He's free from whatever
was troubling him. He no longer has
to live in the pain and agon) that he
told me he was in."
Mrs. Assmann said her son had
been upset about his grades fot
about the past month.
While at TCI . Assmann was ,i
member of the Rugb) Club, the
Alpha Epsilon Delia premed honoi
societ) and the llieh Adventure
Club. He lived in Clark Hall.
The Rev. John Butler, I niversit)
Minister, laid today's service will
be led by nine of Assmann's friends
and will consist of music, scripture
and reflections on Ins life
John Garza, a sophomore radio
TV-film major and a friend ol
Assmann's. said he is one of two
students who will reflect on
Assmann's life, He said three other
Students will revile scriptures
Garza described Assmann as an
unselfish person
"I'd sa> that because I'd like to
remember him always laughing," he
said. "Bui I remember Chris more

Please see MINOR, Page 7

Please see ASSMANN, Page 5

Final jury for McVeigh
trial to he announced
DENVER (AP) — The
judge and attorneys finished
questioning prospective jurors
Monday in the Oklahoma
bombing trial after a laborious
16-day process.
The final panel of 12 jurors
and six alternates was tentatively scheduled to be picked today
after U.S. District Judge
Richard Matsch hears some
pending motions. The judge
was considering selecting an
anonymous panel to hear the
case against Timothy McVeigh.
A total of 99 people — from
unemployed contractors to a
wealthy businessman — have
been brought in for questioning
since March 31. Six were dismissed in open court and an
unknown number were excused
after private sessions between
the judge and attorneys.
McVeigh faces murder and
conspiracy charges in the April
19, 1995, bombing that killed
168 people.

70s
50s

Palrklo Crook«r SKIFF STAFF

Horses race to the finish Sunday at the Lone Star Park at
Grand Prairie. The inaugural weekend drew 24,200 spectators

for the live horse races, which will continue through July. See
related story, page 9.

Self-made millionaire to speak to FMA
TCU graduate David Minor began his lawn-mowing business as a high sehool student
By Adria Johnson
SKIFF STAFF

Self-made 38-year old millionaire David Minor w ill speak to
members
of
the
Financial
Management
Association
Tuesday at 6
p.m. in Dan
Rogers Room
134.
Minor
is
the founder of
Minor's
Landscape, a
business that
specializes in

landscape construction and management. He started the business
by mowing lawns as a teenager
while still
in high sehool.
Currently, he employs 200 people
and billed $6 million last year.
Ash Huzenlaub. president of
FMA and a junior business major,
said Minor's accomplishments
during and after his lime at TCU
are remarkable.
"He knows what he's talking
about and that is evident in the
fact that his successes as a businessman at TCU have led to his
successes after TCU," he said.
By Minor's junior year at TCU,

he had billings of $60,000 in his
landscape
business.
Today,
Minor's company, which is among
the largest in the country, has a
corporate facility in Fort Worth as
well as a Dallas branch.
Landscapt and Irrigation magazine named Minor "Professional
of the Year" in 1996.
Some of Minor's projects
include the landscaping of the J.C.
Penney's world headquarters in
Piano.
Minor is currently the youngest
Associated Landscape Contractors
of America president in the organization'! history.

Senior flanker suspended for Violating team rules'
By Paul Corliss
SKIFF STAFF

The TCU football team's off-field
woes continued Monday
with the permanent
suspension of its
top
wide
receiver
for
"violation -of
team
rules,"
according to a
press release
from
the

Sports Information Department.
Senior flanker Jason Tucker, who
led the team last season with 692
yards receiving and tied for second
on the team with 39 catches, was
permanently suspended Monday by
head coach Pat Sullivan.
Tucker declined to comment on
the suspension.
Sullivan and Athletic Director
Frank Windegger could not be
leached for comment.
Several sources close to the team
said they believe that Tucker had
illegal contact with a sports agent.

The NCAA prohibits players
from contact with agents until they
have used up their eligibility or
have declared themselves eligible
for their prospective professional
drafts.
Sophomore quarterback Jeff
Dover said that although he hadn't
heard of Tucker's suspension, it was
a hard blow to an offense that had
hoped to open up its passing game
this season on the strength of its
wide receivers.
"I didn't even know about it,"
Dover said. "It's really going to hurl

Tuckers receive heart-y honor, plum proclamation
By Kimberiy Wilson
and Kelly Melhart
SKIFF STAFF

The stars of Fort Worth were out
Saturday night to honor a favorite of
the community and especially those
with any connection
to
TCU.
Chancellor |1 N
William Tucker
T **Vi ">»B
and his wife. HB
A
Jean, were hon^^
ored Saturday
by the Fort
Worth Chapter
William Tucker
of
the
chancellor
American
Heart Association for their contributions to the association and the community.
"I'm very pleased to be honored.
It's a
splendid organization,"
Chancellor Tucker said
And it couldn't have started with a
more beautiful melody — that of Van
Clibum himself playing the TCU
alma mater on a baby grand piano in
the ballroom at River Crest Counlrv
Club.
The Tuckers were honored at the
head table of the benefit, which was
appropriately themed "Gel Plum

■^H

Tuckered: Purple al Heart!"
Roger Williams, co-chairman of
the event and the head of the
Committee of I(X). said, "Chancellor
Tucker is a very easy sell. When
you're going to honor Chancellor
Tucker, it's a great opportunity to get
TCU involved and showcase the university."
The benefit did just that. Guests
enjoyed the musical entertainment of
TCU students, both on strings and in
the band. A giant in Haled horned frog
and the TCU cheerleaders greeted
those entering the club its SuperFrog
wandered around. Members of
Student
Foundation
welcomed
guests, sold raffle tickets for a trip for
two to the Indianapolis 5(K) or a
European destination donated by
American Airlines and prepared lo
help display items in the live auction.
Tucker said the organization relies
on the benefit each year to provide for
its funding.
Jim Whitton, development chairman of the American Heart
Association, said the benefit not only
met its goals but surpassed them
"Everybody in Fort Worth loves
Bill and Jean Tucker." he said.
"People came and donated money.
We exceeded our goals"

Patty Williams, co-chairwoman of
the event, said it is easy to promote
TCU while promoting causes the
Tuckers are involved in.
"It became so easy to involve TCU
because Chancellor Tucker's favorite
thing in the world is TCU," she said.
Fort Worth Mayor Kenneth Barr
issued a proclamation in an effort to
further recognize the several contributions the two have made to the
community.
"Whereas the Tuckers have helped
raise money to combat heart disease
for the research and educational programs of the American Heart
Association, now, therefore, 1.
Kenneth Barr, mayor of Fort Worth,
on behalf of the Fort Worth City
Council, do hereby proclaim April 19,
1997 as Bill and Jean Tucker Day' in
the city of Fort Worth." he said.
Barr said the proclamation was
Roger Williams' idea, but that he
liked it a lot.
"The Tuckers have been an
extremely important to Fort Worth,"
he said
Roach said the honor couldn't have
come at a better time.
"We didn't know when he was
selected that he (Tucker) was retiring,
so the timing was great," she said.

us. Everyone knows he's our go-to
guy"
Tucker gained national recognition for a 13-catch performance
against the University of Kansas on
a nationally televised Thursday
night game on ESPN in 1995. His
top outing last season was a seven
catch game in TCU's 42-34 win over
the University of Nevada-Las Vegas
Tucker went into spring drills as
the No. I Hanker on the depth chart
and was also expected to return
punts for the Horned Frogs.
Sophomore Patrick Batteaux was

listed as Tucket's back up at Hanker.
As a freshman. Batteaux had 6
receptions lor 58 yards.
This is not the first suspension ol
a TCU football playei that has
involved rumored illegal contact
with an agent.
In October 1995, TCU running
hack Andre Davis was suspected of
dealing with an agent and ».is even
tually suspended four games fot
receiving improper benefits from a
former teammate and failure to
report a disability insurance polic)
that was purchased foi him.

State official Garza to speak today
By Andrew Rexrode
SKIFF STAFF

Texas Secretary of State
Antonio Garza will speak to TCU
students at 5:45 p.m. today in the
Dee J. Kelly Alumni and Visitors
Center.
H i s
speech
is
titled,
"Texas,
Mexico and
Beyond:
Critical
Issues."
Garza's
Antonio Garza
visit
has
Texas Secretary
been sponof State
sored by the
TCU Leadership Center as part of
the TCU/Universidad de las
Americas Leadership Exchange
program and the House of Student
Representatives.
The purpose of the TCU/UDLA
program, which began last year, is
to expose student leaders from
both universities to the student
governments and programs of
each school.
Garza has been involved with

several diplomatic meetings,
including
President
Ernesto
Zedillo of Mexico. President
Carlos Saul Menem of Argentina,
President Juan Carlos Wasmos) of
Paraguay, and President Ion
llicscu of Romania.
Last year, he served as the dele
gallon leader to observe the "ad
hoc" voter registration drive m
Nicaragua
Gana was also selected as part
of an eight-person delegation to
Poland and Hungary.
He was Qov, George W. Bush's
first appointment and was swomin as the 99th Secrelarv of Stale
He serves as Chief Elections
Officer, a Senior Adviser lo
Governor Bush, and is Chief
Protocol Officer for Texas
Gar/.a was invited bv President
Bush to be part of the Official
Receiving Delegation for the
President of Mexico in 1989. Ikwas also appointed by Bush as a
member of the 12-ineinbci
Presidential Delegation to observe
federal elections in El Salvador
For more information, call 9217855.
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Art meets nature

Pul

CAMPUS LINES

Student's piece explores spirituality
By Kelly Melh.rt

SCHOOL IS COOL JAM needs volunteers tor iis program uxtay in
tar) school children will visit campus, lor more mfnrma54
TCU SHOWGIRLS auditions will be held from 9 a.m. lo 2 p.m.
the Rickel dance room (Ki*>m 'I7i Interested panics can
ii'in 7 p.in in 8 in p in lluirsday. A prep class
0 ;
li 6 p.m Wednesday in the Rickel dance
m call lamie al 92 J-6565.
ORDER OF OMEGA presents its awards banquet, (neck Night at the
lursday in the Student Center Ballnmm. To
lenl "i Sara Johnson at 924-3427.
MINORITY AFFAIRS n
»ts for its "Showtime at TCU"
irdaj I"! more information call Ext 783S.
KAPPA LAMBDA CHAPTER OF ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA will
at 6 p.m Sunday in ihe Student
' II tickets call Nicole l.ee at
PHI BETA DELTA, inter
'

I nl honor society, will meet from
Centra Rooms 205-206.
| Mercedes Olivera

i d. For more information,
FREE STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP will be held al 7 p.m. Monday
lOft rest-taking and time-management skills
II Kl 7)86.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY members who wish
Ihe social work office
I oi the social work
DALLAS PARK AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT seeks lifertiftcation and good swimmers interI W iges begin al more than
II the Dallas Park and Recreation
RNATIONAL CULTURAL EXCHANGE SERVICES needs an
mini < ounty and surrounding areas. The reprefamilies foi exchange stunonth or 10-month periods. For more infor;hert) .a ! 800 981-6801.
H ASSOCIATION OF TARRANT COUNTY needs
■ ■•. ■ 11'.nit* (Ombudsman
unteers will he held from 9
iervii Planners. For more
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Ericha Alschier's piece "they said
the currents would carry us ... "
swept viewers into the world of symbolism in pre-Christian religions
when it was unveiled Saturday.
"My pieces are trying to inform
the viewer what lies beyond the natural world," she said. "I'm not talking about Christian imagery, I'm
talking about the animal world. It is
on an equal level with humans, and
that (knowledge) has been lost."
Alschier, a first-year graduate student, created the piece in order to
practice and showcase her talents.
The piece transformed a studio
room into a three-dimensional work
using only natural tones and natural
elements to express the theme of
spirituality through nature.
Ronald Watson, a professor of art
and chairman of the department of
art and art history, said, "She's used
the whole space as an entire work of
art. She made every element except
Ihe rocks. It's a totally three-dimensional experience."
Alschier's work is a type of installation art. which uses either twodimensional or three-dimensional
work to portray an idea or feeling.
Installation art is a relatively modem concept that came into being in
the '70s.
Susan Harrington, an associate
professor of art, said Alschier makes
a very interesting use of her space.
The very thin band of stain that runs
around the walls of the interior of
Ihe room changes the space of the
room, she said.
"She creates a form that serves to
accentuate the whole room," she
said.
Patrick Byrnes, a friend of
Alschier's, said he liked the natural
tones of the piece, especially
Alschier's use of earth tones to
blend the works together.
"There is no one focus," he said.
"Then again, the whole room is the
locus."
All the materials used in
Alschier's exhibits, from the blue
papers on the eastern wall to the felted wool hanging from the ceiling,
are handmade from found natural
materials like clay, wool and stone.

"The importance of a piece doesn't
have to do with monetary value but
with spiritual awareness," he said.
Katherine Johnson, a member of a
recreation group to which Alschier
belongs, said she has changed her
technique since her last show.
"She's gone for more natural
stuff," she said. "It's part of her;
she's expanding, and that's good."
Alschier said she didn't like the
consumer aspect of being an artist,
especially when many of the same
things found in stores can be found
in one's own back yard.
"I hated the fact that I was forced
to be a consumer as an artist and was
forced to go to a store where they
charged $20 for a tube of paint." she
said.
Alschier has spent two years
studying natural dyes, three years
studying natural fibers, especially
wool and much time walking around
trying to identify things.
"Wool has a comforting scent
when it hasn't been washed," she
said. "When people smell wool, they
think of something safe."
Alschier practices her nature on
her own time as well as in her art.
She is currently boycotting all
restaurants that serve on styrofoam
products, and when she finishes with
this piece she will take all the rocks
back to the riverbeds where she gol
them.
"Even though we have a lot of
technology now, there has been a
real loss of understanding about
what we have." she said. "When they
(our resources) run out. they're gone.
Alschier said she uses her background in pre-Christian religions to
help her create her pieces. Sometimes.
Alschier said, she will put herself into
a Shamonic trance, where she develops the themes for her pieces.
"It is scary to part with (the
works) because (they) are a very
personal thing," she said.
A woolen doorway with a largecircle at eye level on the western
wall represents this doorway
between the natural world and the
spirit world.
"When you're in that state, there's
a symbolic tunnel you travel through
to get to the spirit world," she said.
The wool hanging down from the

(&

ceiling was hand felted, Alschier said.
"It is suspended because it's more
like a spirit." she said. "I wanted to
give it ihe impression that it was
able to travel in a lot of different
ways and places."
She said the strings hang down to
touch the ground, showing that the
spirit-esque piece is still connected to
the natural world and the rocks scattered all over the floor refer to the title.
"The title of the piece refers to the
river," she said "Stones are in the
river. They are a way of linking to
the next piece."
Alschier said there are many different ways to interpret the word
"current." Il can mean a water cur-

rent or a spiritual current, she said.
"The titles of my pieces are very
narrative," she said. "It sounds like a
fairy tale or a story an elder would tell.
There is a lot to learn from elders."
Alschier said she always knew
she would be an artist.
"When I was a little girl, there
was this contest to draw Seymour
Sal'ley. a alien." she said. "I won the
contest and it made me feel really
special. So I guess I do it because it
makes me feel special."
She said she thinks future projects
will be similar to her latest work.
"I'll stay pretty close to what I'm
doing now, but il will mature." she
said.

Medical school is optional

Take one to feel better
in the morning.

r{

Kelly Melhart SKIFF STAFF

Ericha Alschier stands with one element of her three-dimensional
piece, "they said the currents would carry us ..." on Saturday afternoon in Gallery B of Moudy Building North. Alschier hand-felted the
unwashed wool that composes the work.

the MCAT isn't.

i

Medical schools prefer higher MCAT scores.

West Berry \^0
McDonald's IrO

Our proven techniques and focused, resulls-oriented
approach can help you get the score that opens doors.
• Small classes (8-15 students)

Breakfast Sandwiches just
55-t each when you buy a Ivfy Size MeaL

TRAFFIC TICKETS DI-FKNDED

'Remember Mom"
Sunday May 11

• Extensively trained, dynamic instructors
• 11 real practice tests
• Average 6.5-point score improvement

GET AN

3408 Camp Bowie Blvd
(817) 338-1912
http://www.livtw.com/lnbinfevc

EDGE.

ITHE
I PRINCETON
# REVIEW

(817)336-4160
www.review.com

Jim Lollar

WERE HERE
FOR YOU
EVERY SATURDAY

921-4433

Now you can enjoy full lobby
services at Educational Employees
Credit Union's Hulen, Hurst &
Arlington Branch's EVERY
SATURDAY from 9 to i

!"( II!
Berry and I ubb

■

.

But that's not all! Saturday drive-thru
hours are 9 to 5 too, and we've added
an hour to our weekday drive-thru
time so you can come by any time
from 7:30 to 7.
And don't forget, ALL lobbies are
open until 6 every Friday.
Our time is your time. Come on in
soon.
Siecor Corporation, a recognized leader in the development,
■ tit and marketing-of telecommunications hardware and
equipment, has immediate openings for Interns. Applicants must
be working towards a degree in one of the above fields and able
to work a minimum of 20 hours per week. Proven written and
oral communication, problem solving and analytical thinking skills
are required Various projects will be assigned Must be able to
work without close supervision. Familiarity with Microsoft Word
■I a plus Applicants may mail or fax their resume with
cover letter indicating internship preference to: Siecor
Corporation, Ingrid Lias, 9275 Denton Hwy., Keller,TX
76248. Fax (817) 431-7702. Siecor is an equal opportunity
employer.

SIECOR

EMPLOYMENT

Not an EECU member? Call
882-0800 now to learn how you can
join.

t

Educational Employees Credit Union
IORT WORTH
IblTWactTth Street
hwi Wonh. TX T6I03
182 0000

HUULN
6049-AS Hulen
Fort Wonh. TX 76132
8S2-OSM

ARLINGTON
::i; s*«jth(iif
Arhnalofl.TXTMD
8*2-0700

HURST
loOOCampwUrive
Hum.TXTftOM
8*2-0600

BURLESON
790 N E Ahbury W*,1
tt.iiirv,., TX 76628
882 06 V)

WEATHERFORD
101 E Park Avenue
Wewherfort, TX 760K
594-38*1
,

AIRLINE EMPLOYMENT. Get the insider's
advantage for finding
work in the industry.
Travel for free! All major
Domestic & International
Airlines profiled. For
information: 800-8688068 ext. L58351. (We
are a research & publishing company)
CRUISE & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT-lndustry
offers Travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, Caribbean),
imcomparable benefits, &
good pay. Find out how
to start the application
process now! Cruise
Employment Services
provides the answers.
Call 800-276-4948 ext.
C58357. (We are a
research & publishing
company)
CRUISE & LAND TOUR
EMPLOYMENT-

Discover how to work in
exotic locations, meet fun
people, while earning up
to $2000/mo. in these
exciting industries.
Cruise information services: 206-971-3554 ext.
C58358.
ATTENTION STUDENTS! Back up your
degree with ALTERNATE
INCOME SOURCE. 817498-0382.
Cheddar's Restaurant.
4830 Little Rd. I-20 and
Hwy. 287 Arlington. Now
hiring smiling servers. All
shifts. Apply in person or
call for interview. 817572-2966.
Need 2-3 file clerk assistants for downtown lawfirm. Flexible scheduling
available. Please fax
resume to: 820-0373.
Summer Camp position
still available for Girls
Resident Camp in Jemec
Mtns. in New Mexico.
Counselors, riding assis-

tants, canoe instructors,
unit leaders, and nurses
needed. Season May
31st through Aug. 4th,
Write or call! Girl Scouts
of Chaparral Council Inc.
500 Tijares , Northwest
Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87102. Phone
505-243-9581.
CHUY'S Austin's
Original Tex-Mex. New
location in Arlington-only
20 minutes away from
Hulen Mall! Hiring all
hourly positions-waitstaff,
bar, bussers, kitchen.
Apps/interviews April 1419, 10a.m.-4p.m. at
Chuy's, 3951 S. Cooper,
Arlington.

SERVICES
Affordable Wedding
Photography. Call Now!
817-380-0408 or 214595-9637.

SALE/RENT
Heights Condominium for
sale. 1 br. , pool, Jacuzzi,
security. $39K. 972-2910410.
Female to share 2-1.
$300 plus bills. 7382983.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment available for
summer. All bills paid.
336-1792.

CHILD CARE
Student to care for 16
month old girl. Tue &
Thur 7:30-5:30. 7630233 Johama Kemey.
Child care for 9 & 5 year
olds. 3 days a week.
June 9th-Aug. 8th in
Grapevine. 329-3124.
Part-time babysitter
needed for 3 yr. old.
Flexible hours. 2634661.
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EDITORIAL

TCU is
a lot like
a movie

FIFTY YEM?S A&O

3fvCKIE RDBNSON BR3KE
yTHE COLOR BNRRIER1...

EARTH DAY
Make every day count
Today is Earth Day. To many students this may mean
nothing. Images of hippies hugging trees, sorting trash
and cutting the plastic that holds together a six-pack so
fish won't get caught in them are conjured up in many
students' heads. To many others, recycling seems to be
just a fad of political correctness.
And, indeed, there has been some question as to how
muoh of recycling is effective and how much is just
trendy hogwash.
There is plenty of evidence to suggest that recycling
is beneficial. After all, just notice how nice TCU's campus looks. We have one of the cleanest and most wellkept campuses around. However, picking up trash,
newspapers and soda cans is not enough.
Recycling must be a full cycle and we must all take
responsibility. Not only should we pick up trash, but\ve
should take it to the appropriate depositories. The campus has a can-and-newspaper drop site in a shed in the
Ranch Management parking area. In addition, recycling centers exist all around the Metroplex. Most area
Tom Thumb stores, Tarrant County Junior College
Northwest and South Campuses and the Tandy Center
all have such centers. Albertson's also takes plastic
sacks.
But there is an often-forgotten third spoke to the
cycle. If recycling is truly to effect the changes we all
hope for, we must encourage corporations to use recycled products and encourage consumers to buy recycled
products.
There are little things that each of us can do in our
own lives to cut down on the amount of waste that we
accumulate. For example, keep a stack of scratch paper
on which to take phone messages. Use old newspapers
to line bird.cages and litter boxes. Use reusable plasticcups when getting a drink and use silverware instead of
plastic ware when dining at the Main.
It's the little things that make all the difference.

EDITORIAL POLICY: Unsigned
editorials represent the view of the
Skiff editorial board, which is composed of the editor, managing editor, campus editor, news editor,
opinion editor, sports editor, photo
editor and entertainment/feature
editor. Signed letters and columns
represent the opinion of the writers.
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W.T. Burdette
Paul Corliss
Anne Drabicky
Kelly Melhart
Robyn Ross
Tom Urquhart
Brtsy Faulk
Eva Rumpf
Anantha Babbili

Edltor-lnChtof
Managing Editor
Advertising Manager
Campus Editor
News Editor
Opinion Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Entertainment/Feature Editor
Copy Desk Chief
Production Meneger
Business Meneger
Student Publications Director
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The
Skiff welcomes letters to the editor
for publication. Letters must be
typed, double-spaced, signed and
limited to 500 words. Letters
should be submitted at least two
days before publication to the Skiff,
Moudy 291S, to TCU Box 298050,
fax 921-7133 or e-mail sktmetters@tcu.edu. They must include
the author's classification, major
and phone number. The Skiff
reserves the right to edit or reject
letters for style and taste. Readers
may also comment via the Sound
Off Une at 921-7683.

Commentary

Michael
Kruse

Crime stats hidden
Bill would make information more accessible
Last fall, when lour TCU foot- enforcement authorities must under
ball players were charged in open records law;
•clarify use of the Buckley
connection with an off-season
scuffle at a bar, the Skiff tried in vain Amendment to open criminal misto find out what disciplinary action, if conduct disciplinary proceedings;
'establish
any, the university
had taken against
Commentary minimum monetary sanctions
the
players.
for non-compliReporters had no
ance.
trouble accessing
Without timerecords from Fort
ly and complete
Worth police and
information
Tarrant County
about
crime
courts, but digactivity on camging out information on this vital
Candace McAdams pus, students are
not able to prosafety issue from
and Leslee Smith tect
themselves
the
university
from crime.
itself was almost
Under current federal law, colleges
impossible.
This is only one of a myriad of sit- and universities are required to prouations in which students at colleges vide annual reports to the U.S.
and universities across a country are Department of Education, indicating
denied basic and accurate information the number and types of crimes
about the crimes that occur on a daily occurring on campus. These reports,
however, only contain statistics and
basis on their campuses.
It is also a situation that could be do not provide information to stuprevented by the Accuracy in Campus dents about crime as it is happening.
Crime Reporting Act. a bill that is Also, under the Buckley Amendment,
about to be introduced in the House colleges may withhold from the pubof Representatives by Rep. John lic information pertaining to crime
Duncan Jr., R-Tenn.. as an amend- that is handled through a school's disment to the Higher Education Act of ciplinary system. Although records of
1965. The proposed legislation a campus law-enforcement unit are
not subject to withholding under the
would:
•specify information to be included Buckley Amendment, many so-called
in annual crime statistics reports cur- "disciplinary records" are subject to
rently monitored by the Department non-disclosure. This allows information about crime to be withheld under
of Education;
•require each institution of higher the same protection given to a stueducation to keep a public crime log dent's academic records.
If a crime occurs off campus, it typthe same way off-campus law

ically is reported to local law enforcement authorities. In nearly every
jurisdiction, crime reports are made
available to the public through open
records laws. Newspapers around the
country disseminate this information
to the public through news articles or
"police blotter" items. Yet, if the same
crime occurs on campus, it is often
handled through a university's own
disciplinary system and the details of
that crime are never made public.
This combination allows many colleges and universities to deliberately
understate their annual crime figures
to promote image and enrollment. We
know this from studies done by campus security advocate! and from the
testimony of student victims and their
families during the June 19% congressional subcommittee hearings for
a House resolution. That measure
unanimously passed the House on
Sept. II. 1996. and sternly warned
the Department of Education to make
campus crime a top priority in enforcing the 1990 Campus Security Act.
W e are asking you to stop protecting criminals with inaccurate crime
statistics, closed judicial hearings and
the Buckley Amendment. We are asking you to hold students accountable
for their criminal misconduct and
keep campus officials honest about
the crimes that occur under their
jurisdiction.
Candace McAdams is a junior broadcast journalism
major from
Corsicana. Leslee Smith is a junior
radio-TV-film major from Marshall.
Mo.

Dole's loan to Gingrich is his own business
Commentary

Brian
Wilson
Three months after the House
ethics committee levied a
$300,000 fine against House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, the probe
that brought his credibility below
that of President Clinton's is finally
coming to an end.
Gingrich announced Thursday
—"—

■"'■"■Il1

that he will reimburse the ethics
committee with a loan from former
GOP presidential candidate Bob
Dole.
The Speaker, a man of relatively
modest means, will repay Dole over
eight years with 10 percent interest.
The arrangement between the two
political allies angered many
Democrats, who accused the
Speaker of benefiting unfairly from
one of his Washington pals.
"There isn't a bank in the country
that would make this loan," said
Martin Frost, D-Dallas, upon hearing of the arrangement. "As a member of Congress, there is a real question as to whether someone can give
you $300,000 and say, 'See you in
eight years.' This has all the appearances of a $300,000 gift."
"

" i

SmithV* attack on guns unjustified
Chris Smith's column "Guns only built for
violence" is an unjustified attack on firearms
and their owners that does nothing but obvious harm to his argument. The article focuses
on disrespectful humor to make a mockery of
gun owners, using certain stereotypical characterizations rather than identifying several
disturbing problems involving crime and
firearms in this country.
His explanation and criticism of certain
pro-gun arguments brings to light, with great
impact, the lack of knowledge held by much
of the public regarding guns and their involvement in crime. The majority of firearms used
for criminal activity are bought illegally and
on the black market. These guns often sell for
$100 or less and are very crude versions of
what can be purchased legally. These black

■

"■*""

Frost's comments mark the completion of a rather troubling transformation by the Left.
Remember that when the penalty
was announced, Democrats were
urging Gingrich to pay the fine out
of his own pocket and not from his
campaign war chest. Now that
Gingrich has followed orders, the
liberals are all over him for accepting a "questionable loan."
There is but one explanation for
Frost's antics: He and the other antiGingrich warriors are not satisfied
with destroying the Speaker's
career. They want to take him for all
he is worth.
If Gingrich were to pay out of his
own pocket, he would have to not
only dip into his savings, but also
liquidate his assets.

Dole offered to do his friend a
favor and pick up the tab so
Gingrich doesn't lose everything he
has worked so hard to achieve.
Keep in mind that this is a very
expensive loan. Although Dole
requires no payments for eight
years, Gingrich will owe more than
$640,000 by 2005. This is hardly a
case of preferential treatment.
The comments of Frost and other
liberals hoping to drive Gingrich
into financial ruin show that the Left
has not shed the arrogance with
which it has always been identified.
The big-government folks just
can't stand when someone making a
lot of money shows a little generosity, because such a gesture renders
their efforts meaningless. Although
the liberals originally said Gingrich

should not have used his campaign
funds, that may have been their plan
all along.
If Gingrich had enlisted the help
of his political supporters, he would
have played right into the liberals'
hands, and they could have used this
as an argument for increasing the
hand
government
plays
in
Americans' lives.
There is nothing illegal or "questionable" about the loan given to
Gingrich. Dole saw a friend in need
and offered to help. What Dole does
with his money is nobody's business
but his own.
When will Democrats understand
this?
Brian Wilson is a senior news-editorial major from Vienna, W.Va.

Letters to the Editor

market firearms cause death in the hands of
criminals, not legal gun owners.
Gun shows, while offensive to many, sell
modern weapons to mostly qualified owners
who are most likely purchasing guns to protect themselves or satisfy a hobby such as
competition or collection. As you know, pistols cannot be purchased by convicted felons
or by persons with less-than-spotless criminal
records, and this requirement is satisfied by an
FBI background check.
Mr. Smith's ridiculing statement, "Of
course we need unrestricted access to guns to
protect ourselves ... from maniacs with unrestricted access to guns," parodying a common
pro-gun argument may appear to be humorous, but must be viewed in a deeper light to
make sense. Legal gun owners, like myself,
who do purchase guns for protection do so
because of the constant danger of being vic-

timized by criminals who have more access to
firearms at a lower price than law-abiding citizens. If the government can come up with a
plan to effectively eliminate black market
firearms over an extended period of time. I,
along with millions of other citizens, will
gladly turn in my self-protection instrument
for peace.
Mr. Smith's apparent attempt to paint the
average gun owner as uneducated and ignorant only weakens his argument. I assure that
I. along with millions of other gun owners,
know, understand and respect the Second
Amendment along with the other nine amendments in the Bill of RighLs, including Smith's
First Amendment right to write a column of
such disrespect to me and to others. I submit
that disrespectful and false characterizations
of any group of people only creates hate
between opponents, which causes the real

issue to be distorted and eventually replaced
by a bout involving people's differences rather
than what is best for our country.
Eric Swanson
freshman premajor

Skiff's sense of
responsibility questioned
I am puzzled. On Thursday, the morning of
the Honors Convocation, the Skiff headline
was "Schieffer to address graduates" at May
commencement. On Friday, the Skiff editorial
chides students for not attending Thursday's
convocation, which the Thursday Skiff totally
ignored. Where's the Skiff's sense of responsibility?
Daryl Schmidt
professor of religion

College is a lot like a movie
There are thousands of components working to produce
the desired effect: mis-en scene in
film and memory in life.
I'd now like to outline the script
for what I'm calling "Texas Chronic
University" (chronic meaning thai it
packs a spirited buzz, not that il is ■
habitual).
The scene is Fort Worth. Texas, just
a hearty chewing-tobacco spit away
from Dallas. For the most part the
weather is sunny, the sun is hot and
the hot kills ya. Of course there arc
interruptions of dramatic thunder
stomts and comic farces of mow flurries that turn everything into an
uproar. (How else could I have gotten
on the 10 p.m. news, sans handcuffs?)
The scenery is compelling. God
has blessed TCU with a bountiful
feast of foxy females. Amazingly,
they all hunger for one huff columnist. (Of course it's me. it's my
script.)
The lead is played by yours
truly. The role is that of a mediocre
columnist who doesn't have
enough stupid things to say to push
him to controversy, though he
yearns for the noble truth of scholarly pursuit. He is ego-driven,
witty, devilishly handsome and
extremely available.
In this script, there really is no
definite plot to speak of. There are
infinite story lines that twist and lurn
to form a beautiful spider web hackdrop. Themes and interests shift in
significance, deviating from major
highlights to comical flashbacks.
It is more like The Wonder Vans
mixed into a music \ ideo. There's
the laughs and the tears, the lovers
and enemies, adventure and boredom emphasized with some really
trippy effects.
As for lighting and color, it's all
pretty straightforward and simple.
Since I am only in "Survey of
Film." it's hard to take this analogy much further or more in-depth.
The end result however, is a
masterpiece. Like my columns, mj
movie should be measured by its
aesthetic value. Mitch Younghlood
from the TCU Daily Skiff might
rate it a B (if I send out enough
fancy payola). Chris Smith will
cite it as the decline of modern
advanced civilization and typical
of TCU and Siskel and Ehert will
refuse to send their thumbs up or
down, dismissing my project as
"high art."
Actually, the only part of this film
that 1 have written is the appreciation. So without further delay, roll
the credits:
Thanks to the students and
administration for allowing my
first-year sophomore term to be
filmed. Props to Omar. Rob. Mouth
and Chris for making Milton Daniel
Second Floor West the ghetto thai il
was. Thumbs up to the dedicated
hut largely ignored TCU track team
(it's all about scandals). More
thanks to Cuddles. Ireland and the
Sweet Swede for giving me any
future ulcers that I so richly deserve.
Additional thanks to Patsy for the
place to stay, music and road trips,
also to Gordon and crew for the
high-adventures, and thanks to the
jim squires hand for the cool jams.
In the words of Billy Madison,
"Hooray for me! Hooray for
school!"
Filming for "Texas Chronic
University" will begin next fall. I
am heading back home to my Bee
and Steve's basement. I look forward to next fall's headaches and
the opportunity to once again
brighten all of your lives. In the
immortal words of Phish. "This has
all been wonderful, but now I'm on
my way."
Michael Kruse is a sophomore
advertising/public relations major
fmm Overland Park. Kan. This column is dedicated to the memory of
Chris Assmann.
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The role of nurses has changed greatly in last 50 years
Duties and perceptions of the nursing profession have expanded in the modern, evolving health care system
replaced the white cap for convenience.

By Amanda Bronstad
SPECIAL TO THE SKIFF

When ihc first protesMonal nurse
graduated from the first American
mine training school, .ursing had
only begun In he a "profession."
Nurses wore white saps and aprons
to distinguish themselves as proles
sionals. hut their opportunities were
severely limited
They could perform menial duties
in the hospital, such as dressing,
hathing and administering medication to patients, washing hedsheets
and cooking the meals. They were
subsersient to the physician, who
determined everything from whether
a patient's leg needed to he amputated what temperature the patient's
hath should he
In the last hall century, amid the
chaos and complexity of the modcm health care system, the nursing
profession
as well as the schools
that prepare students for the profession
has had to adapt and
change And somewhere within
those changes, nursing is finally
becoming what it wanted to
become more than 100 years ago: a
profession.
"The health care system is in a
time ol
crisis.'' said
Carol
Stephenson, an associate professor
of nursing at TCU who was the
guest speaker at the spring I997
Harris
College
of
Nursing
Dedication on February 22.
"Some people think nurses are
expensive and expendable," she
said. "They're not The variety (of
opportunities lor them) is so wide
lhat if we stood here II night we
couldn't even begin to tread the
path"
The nurse's role has drasiicalK
changed. Nurses have b ome
health providers who manage other
health caie professionals, assess
patient illnesses and even prescribe
medications The) are often the
only "doctor" III a patient's own
home

And with the Fail pace of today's
working conditions, nurses have

)

Kducating nurses
As a result of these changes, the
task of educating students to become
nurses has also changed.
Rhonda Keen-Payne, an associate
professor of nursing at TCU since
19X2, has actively participated in the
nursing school's curriculum change
to adopt to changing standards and
language of medicine. This May. the
lasi students educated through the
Harris College of Nursing's old program will gtaduate.
"We know six hours is not enough
for language proficiency, but we
hope by learning the language, students will develop a cultural appreciation," she said.
A second curriculum change is
the addition of a new course, titled
"Community Health Nursing." in
which students must analyze the
health needs of a given community.
The course will be offered for the
first time this fall.
Kathleen Bond, dean of the Harris
College of Nursing, said community
nursing
based in schools, nursing
homes, clinics or other public health
settings
provides many alternate
careers for students gelling a bachelor's of science in nursing degree.
I he four-year bachelor's of science
in nursing program is one of three
ways in which students can become
registered nurses. A registered nurse
must ei Juate from B nationallyaccredited nursing program and pass
a state board examination.
Othct K.N. tracks include the
two year associate degree in nursing
program, usually offered in community colleges, and the least frequently offered diploma program thai
lasts 27 months and is hospitalbased.

Itacltclor of science degree
Judy Magee. nurse recruiter lor
the John Peter Smith Health
Network, said a bachelor's of science in nursing degree has long

term advantages over an associate
degree in nursing.
"The four-year bachelor degree
docs not necessarily prepare (studentsi better as nurses, but it will prepare them better to move on in their
profession.' she said. "The associate
degree is limiting in lhat once you've
gotten pasl bed-side nursing and into
areas such as teaching or managing,
you need a B.S, or better."
Enrollment in B.S.N. programs
nationwide increased 10.7 percent in
I994, according to the Nursing Data
Review, a journal published by the
National League for Nursing.
Enrollment in the 51-year-old
Harris College of Nursing increased
by I47 students from fall I987 to
fall I995, according to the 1996
TCU Fact Book. Harris College is
one of 25 B.S.N, programs in Texas,
seven of which are in private
schools.
As the number of students
enrolled in professional nursing
schools expands, the opportunities
available to B.S.N.'s. increase also
"The majority of B.S.N.'s still
work in hospitals, hut we're seeing a
decreasing number and a shift to the
community," Bond said. "Part of it is
because hospitals are downsizing
and cutting positions."
Another reason is because the
cost ol slaying in a hospital is often
higher than insurance companies
and government compensation, primarily Medicare and Medicaid. are
willing to pay, she said.
And for the aging population of
baby boomers, staying home is just
easier.
Keen-Payne said TCU anticipated
the onslaught ol aging baby boomers
entering the health care industry
when il added the course "Concepts
of Gerontological Nursing" to the
curriculum and required students to
spend more clinical hours working
with older patients.

Home hcstlth care
Joan Kolp. a home care coordinator for Signature Home Care in
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Arlington, said that older adults are
the primary patients who qualify for
home health care, which is managed
care in a person's home.
A home health nurse can perform
several hospital duties, such as take
X-rays, dress wounds and administer intravenous antibiotics to
patients in their homes. But while
home health nurses may have many
of the same duties as hospital nurses, the relationship with their
patients is very different.
"There's a bond that develops
between the nurse and the patient."
she said. "It's someone they can
depend on. and they build up a trust.
In hospitals, they have nurses who
take care of them, hut when they're
home health nurses, they're almost
like family members."
Bond said managed care, either in a
person's home or in a clinic, has
become popular because more people
are leaving hospitals while still sick.
Others, such as premature infants or
terminally ill patients, are surviving
on the lilesaving advances of technology and need long-term care.
But the high number of patients
needing managed care is not balanced by the low number of primary
care physicians available in the field,
she said. As a result, many nurses.
called nurse practitioners, increasingly serve as primary care providers.
Nurse practitioners are registered
nurses who have returned to school
io get their master's degree with a
nurse practitioner specialty.

A master's program
The Harris College of Nursing
plans to add a master's program with
a nurse practitioner specialty in the
fall of 1998.
"A nurse practitioner's role is different from other master's degrees
because they can write prescriptions." Bond said. "They have a
greater scope of practice. We're having an aging population. People are
needing prevention and education."
Master's programs at U.S. nursing schools increased by 24 between

1993 and 1994, the largest increase
in 10 years, according to the
Nursing Data Review. Forty-two
percent of nurses graduating with a
master's degree specialize in a nurse
practitioner program.
The University of Texas at Austin
has had a master's program for 22
years. Most UT campuses across the
state also have master's programs,
including the University of Texas at
Arlington.
Elizabeth Poster, dean of UTA's
school of nursing, said the university has had a master's program since
the late 1970s but recently changed
its emphasis from a clinical nurse
specialist program to a nurse practitioner program. She said stressing a
nurse practitioner program coincides with the need for nurses who
can serve as primary care providers.
Midwestern State University in
Wichita Falls began a master's program specializing in family nurse
practitioner two years ago, said
Katherine Rudy, admissions coordinator for the university's nursing
program.
Magee said while the qualifications of being a good managed care
provider rest more on the individual
than on the degree, she believed the
increasing advances in medicine and
technology require nurses to spend
more years in school in preparation.
"You limit your opportunities if
you limit your degree program," she
said. "Nursing is opening up more
than it ever has because the opportunities are there with managed care.
It's a question of getting things done
as inexpensively as possible. If given
to a nurse, then that's the way managed care companies wish to go."

Nurse practitioners
Mary Beth Walker, a women's
health nurse practitioner and instructor at TCU, said nurse practitioners
traditionally have been in public
health clinics in rural areas. Today,
they are often in privately owned
clinics in the cities.
"The whole idea of a nurse practi-

tioner is to expand the number of
providers and to try to reach out to
those communities that have limited
access to providers," she said. "The
cost is cut because you have a
provider who doesn't cost as much
money and who can deliver care to
the average case."
Forty-nine
states,
including
Texas, and the District of Columbia
allow nurse practitioners to prescribe medication, according to a
1996 fact sheet from the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing.
But in Texas, as well as in 31 other
states, practitioners cannot prescribe
medication without consulting a
physician.
Annual salaries for nurse practitioners average $43,000 to $50,000.
Nurse practitioners specialize in a
variety of fields, including pediatrics, family practice, women's
health, gerontological care and psychological or mental health.
But there are glitches to the managed health care system. Maria
Wallace, assistant director of human
resources at Osteopathic Health
Systems of Texas, said many nurses
find the system frustrating.
"It requires the patient to go
through a lot of certain providers in
a certain order," she said. "You can't
just go to any doctor you want to
anymore."
She said that wrinkles in any new
system are expected, however, and
will eventually iron out to become a
common, cost-cutting way of life.
In the meantime, nurses will continue learning their profession in the
context of a new and complex health
care system, even if it means more
textbooks, more classes and more
time. Because what has stayed the
same is the demand for nurses,
whether in the hospital or in the
community, for immediate care or
long-term managed care.
"People want and need a human
contact when they are in need,"
Bond said. "And there's a saying we
have here: 'Everybody needs a
nurse.'"
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BFA exhibit showcases Holiday celebrates Earth
four seniors' inspirations
By Neelima Atluru

SKIFF STAFF

By Jill Taylor
SKIFF STAFF

The paintings, prints, drawings
and sculptures in the bachelor of
fine arts exhibit provide an eclectic
view of individual inspiration.
The exhibit, which opened
Monday in the J.M. Moudy
Exhibition Hall, features the art of
senior degree candidates George
Allen. Kathleen Chapman, Forrest
Robinson and Janelle Stanhope.
Allen, a painter, said in his
artist's statement that the rugged
geological formations of the southwestern United States inspired
much of his work.
While many of Allen's paintings
seem to be realistic representations
of desert landscapes, several of the
works are punctuated with repeating
patterns of abstract images superimposed on blue skies.

Allen said the abstract patterns
were his way of synthesizing two previous projects in one integrated series.
"I wanted to show more of what
was happening in the sky over the
landscapes that dominated the
images," Allen said. "When you
drive along in the Southwest you
see shapes in the clouds, and you
see repeating patterns in the telephone poles and wires."
Allen said his goal is to make
people take a closer look at the
landscapes and skyscapes around
them.
"People disassociate themselves
from the sky. but I try to add things
that make them notice what happens
with the land and the sky too," Allen
said.
Chapman, who specializes in
drawing, said the oral and written
histories of her Irish and German

family members inspired her blackand-white portraits.
"My grandfather used to feed
me all this information about my
family, and 1 thought, 'Why is he
telling me all this?'" Chapman
said. "But he got sick when I was
in the middle of this project, so the
stories he told me have come to
mean a lot more."
Chapman said her choice to use
only black-and-white images is
meant to convey a sense of old-fashioned photographic techniques,
while the use of white and creamcolored paper indicates the time
period in which the photograph was
made.
She said her work was driven by
her desire to express the unique histories and personalities of her own
Please see EXHIBIT, Page 7

ASSMANN
From Page 1
as making us laugh because that's the type of person he
was."
A.J. Caldwell, a junior business management major
who played with Assmann on the Rugby team, said
Assmann was "just an all-around good guy."
"He's one of those guys I would go to to make me
laugh," he said.
Caldwell said the Rugby team wore black arm bands
in honor of Assmann for its game against Baylor on
Saturday.
"From the whole team, we know that we'll miss him,"
Caldwell said. "He was definitely devoted to the team."
Mrs. Assmann described her son as witty and someone who "supported the underdog."
"He liked people who did not boast," she said.
She said Christopher had a deep love for music,
nature and pets.
Garza said Assmann was an avid reader who spent
much of his time in the library.
"He had his friends and he had his books," Garza said.
Garza said Assmann will be hard to forget.
"He was a special person," he said. "He definitely left
an imprint on many people, and I will definitely carry
that with me."
Don Mills, vice chancellor for Student Affairs, said
the university's prayers are with Assmann's family.
"It's obviously very, very tragic." Mills said.
"Although we all know that at times people choose to
commit suicide, it's always sad and it leaves a lot of
questions. You just have an empty feeling in the pit of
your stomach any time a student dies, especially when
it's so hard to understand."
Mills said the university has made counseling available to those students living in Clark Hall and Brachman
Hall, where Assmann lived last year.
"We are prepared to go in and work with students
either individually or in groups," he said.

"Reduce, reuse, recycle" seems
to be the common recycling mantra.
Earth Day will be celebrated
around the world for the 27th year
today.
TERRA, TCU's environmental
awareness group, will have an
information table set up in the
Student Center today during lunch
hours for interested students, said
Greg Barron, president of TERRA.
On Wednesday, TERRA will recognize Earth Day with a chapel service from noon to about 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday either in the Robert
Carr Chapel or by the globe sculpture in front of Reed Hall, Barron
said.
"We're not sure exactly where
it's going to be because it depends
on the weather," he said. "If it's
nice, we'll have it by the globe."
Barron said TERRA had initially
planned to do something in recognition of Earth Day. but couldn't
because of a lack of funds.
He said the group was going to
ask the House of Student
Representatives for money but
decided not to after the Controller's
Office realized it had incorrectly
given the House a portion of the

Yearbook's budget.
"We were counting on that," he
said.
However, TERRA has been
working on long-term projects that
Barron said are important to making every day an Earth Day.
"We're working on getting a styrofoam-recycling machine and
starting a recycling program in the
residence halls," he said.
The first Earth Day was celebrated April 22, 1970, by more than 20
million people across America to
bring to light the effects of pollution
on the environment.
The event was spearheaded by
former Sen. Gaylord Nelson.
According to information posted
on http://www.eurlhday.org. Nelson
wanted the environment to become
a national political issue. He persuaded President John F. Kennedy
to give national visibility to the
environment issue by embarking on
a conservation tour in 1963 with the
intention of "spelling out in dramatic language the serious and deteriorating condition of our environment, and proposing a comprehensive agenda to begin addressing the
problem."
Although he termed the tour "a
disappointment." Nelson wrote on

the Web page that the idea of Earth
Day occurred to him six years later,
in the form of a national teach-in.
He sent information to governors, mayors, college newspapers
and scholastic magazines to spread
the information, according to the
Web page.
"Earth Day achieved what I had
hoped for." Nelson wrote on the
earthday Web page and on the Earth
Day homepage. "The objective was
to get nationwide demonstration of
concern for the environment so
large that it would shake the political arena. It was a gamble, but it
worked.
"The people cared, and Earth
Day became the first opportunity
they ever had to join in a nationwide demonstration to send a big
message to the politicians — a message to tell them to wake up and do
something."
In 1970. the Environmental
Protection Agency was established.
the Clean Air Act and National
Environmental Policy Act were
signed into law and the President's
Council on Environmental Quality
was established.
In 1972, the Clean Water Act was
signed into law and DDT. a carcinogenic pesticide, was banned.

Mexican students visit campus
By Wendy Bogema
SKIFF STAFF

SPECIAL TO THE SKIFF

Christopher Assmann (right), a sophomore
premed major, is shown here at Christmas with
his mother, Dawn Assmann. A memorial service
for Assmann, who died Thursday from a selfinflicted gunshot wound, will be held at 4 p.m.
today in Robert Carr Chapel.

Six students from Monterrey Tech
in Chihuahua, Mexico, visited TCU
last week as part of an ongoing
exchange program between the two
universities.
The exchange took place through
the M.J. Neeley School of Business
and was part of a program that has
occurred for the last three years.
The group was comprised of five
men and one woman who are
juniors at Monterrey Tech. Edgar
Porras and Martin Fierro are finance
majors and Jose Vilanova, Lily
Orozco, Julio Avila and David
Espinosa are international business
majors.
Jan Titsworth. assistant dean of
the Neeley School, said the
exchange allowed the students to be
exposed to a different culture and to
develop an appreciation for the business and educational practices in
another country.
"The exchange also allows the
students to form a network of
friends who will become business

leaders in the global community,"
Titsworth said.
This was not the first visit to a
U.S. school for most of the students.
Espinosa has been to Brigham
Young University and the University
of Texas-El Paso. Orozco had visited Southwestern College in Uvalde
and Avila graduated from high
school in Concord, N.H.
They all said the people at TCU
were nice and friendly and that the
campus was beautiful. The students
said TCU's campus was smaller
than they had expected because they
had thought all U.S. colleges were
on large campuses.
During their stay, students toured
TCU and downtown Fort Worth,
attended the Neeley Awards Dinner,
visited the Stockyards, had lunch
with members of the Fort Worth
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce,
went to Six Flags over Texas and
attended a Texas Rangers game.
They also attended classes. The
students said they could tell TCU
has a well-qualified staff.
"They know how to teach and

make things interesting." the students said.
Fierro said the six students from
Mexico planned all the activities in
Mexico for TCU students, but that
Titsworth planned everything for
them at TCU.
They said Titsworth had been
especially good to them. Fierro said
she spoiled them.
The students said a teleconferencing program is being developed
between the two schools, which will
enable Monterrey Tech students to
take classes in English and TCU students to take classes in Spanish.
They said they hadn't seen what
they called the "typical American"
here at TCU.
"You have the image of seeing all
these groovy people, punks." Fierro
said. "And here we haven't seen any.
They're normal people."
The students said they had positive reactions to TCU upon their
arrival, and that as the week progressed their opinions of the campus
Please see EXCHANGE, Page 6
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Two officials leaving House

From Page 5
only improved.
One place students said they were
impressed hy «as Alliance Airport
and the Alliance Development
Corporation
They said the members they met
from the Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce wen- very helpful and

friendly.
The students said they thought
TCU had a special atmosphere
because of the people and the friendliness
"We're very
familiar
with
American culture." I'orras said.
Herro added. "(TCI'i has been
different, though We've met some
people in other places in the U.S..
and they are like Hey. hi.' and that's
it. and here they are really interested "
They said they had expected a
cold atmosphere at TCU, but that
wasn't what they found.
The basic impression we all had
about universities is that it is a cold
atmosphere, everybody is by then

selves," Fierro said.
Students also noticed that many
TCU students wear clothes with the
TCU logo on them. They said they
could tell the students here are proud
of their university. They said they
aren't as proud of their school even
though it is considered one of the
best in Mexico.
"It seems like all the people love
TCU because they have all these
shirts and the clothes," Vilanova
said.
Fierro said that was impressive
and that besides the school pride, the
prestige of being a TCU graduate
will give people a good chance to get
a good job and position.
They said the first thing they are
going to tell the other students at
Monterrey Tech is. "Go study at
TCU right now."
They all said they plan to study II
TCU at some point in the future.
Orozco said the exchange pro
gram is making the relationship
between TCU and Monterrey Tech

stronger, and that the two schools are
planning more things together. One
thing OfOZCO said the students would
like to do is invite some of TCU's
professors to give conferences at
Monterrey Tech.
Vilanova said they plan to use
their knowledge of American business customs to negotiate and help
business relations between the
United States and Mexico.
They said many of the students
(hey talked to in the Neeley School
were unaware of the exchange, and
they would like there to be more
awareness because it is such a great
program.
"We would be happy to have more
American students going (to
Monterrey Tech)," Orozco said.
Fierro said the kindness of the
people and the atmosphere is what
he will remember most about TCU.
Overall, the students said they
were glad they came and were appreciative of all the kindness of the students and staff.

State of Texas executes killer
Man raped and strangled Fort Worth-area woman 11 years ago
By Michael Graciyk
ASSOCIATED PRFSS

III MSVII.I IAii Oklahoma
trucker was executed Monday
evening foi raping and strangling a
Port Worth area woman more than 11
yean ago
Benjamin Herbert Boyle, 53, was
pronounced dead at 6:21 p.m. CDT,
seven minutes after a lethal dose of
dings began flowing into his arms.
Asked b\ the warden if he had any
final words, Boyle shook his head
slight!) He kept bis eyes closed and
made no contact with his victim's
inolhei and sister, who stood a lew
Uvl awav and watched through a window
Boyle gasped a couple limes and
sighed deeply before he stopped
breathing
Boyle, sentenced to die for the
ll>85 slaying ol (lad Lenore Smith,
was the thud condemned killer to be
executed in Texas in eight days and
the fifth this month.
Joyce Smith, the victim's mother,
said the execution brought her some
i Insure
"It's 111 it the end. because you never
stop grieving lor a child, hut it does

have a final ring to it." said Ms. Smith,
of Amarillo. "I want to know he won't
harm another woman's daughter
"I'm glad to see it over with. It's
been a long time coming."
The victim's sister. Margaret
Smith, who lives in Fort Worth, said
she enjoyed the day "more than other
day s in my life."
"He took my best friend." she said,
wearing a black ami band emblazoned with her sister's name. "He
look my sister."
Boyle, known on the road by his
CB radio nickname. "Mr. Whipple."
was driving for a Mangum. Okla..
trucking company when he was
arrested in Uiboll in Fast Texas on
Oct. 17. 1985.
His arrest came two days after Gail
Lenore Smith's body was roundoff a
highway near Amarillo.
Smith. 20. was a cocktail waitress
in Fort Worth who had hitched a ride
with Boyle from there to Amarillo to
visit her mother.
Her nude body, hogtied with duct
tape, was found in a brushy area near
the Canadian River bridge on U.S.
Highway 287. The cloth used to
strangle her was pulled so tight she
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Two
House
of
Student
Representatives committee chairpersons will not return in the fall
semester, House President Andy
Mitchell said Monday.
Computing Affairs Committee
Chairman Josh Martinek said he
was leaving the House because he
will not return to TCU next
semester.
Dining
Services
Committee
Chairwoman
Kimberly Pue will not return to
her position either, Mitchell said.
Pue could not be reached for
comment.
Mitchell said he and Vice
President Kevin Nicoletti can
appoint replacements if House
members have no objections.
In other news, Mitchell said his
administration is working on
plans for the fall semester. One
major plan is to involve more
freshmen in the House.
"We're going to try to come up
with a marketing campaign at
summer orientation to reach out to
people," Mitchell said. "We want
a freshman group that will be
associated with the House."

Mitchell said he hopes getting
young people involved with student government will revitalize
the House.
Another project Mitchell said
he wants to pursue is creating a
student discount program with
local businesses. He said TCU
identification cards will be valid
for percentage discounts at restaurants and other businesses.
Mitchell said the House will
print brochures to publicize the
program, which will benefit businesses by serving as free advertising.
"I think it will be neat for a lot
of cheap people like myself," he
said.
Mitchell also said a fall goal
will
be
to
publicize
the
Presidents' Council, a conference
of leaders of organizations all
over campus.
"Presidents' Council is to give
organizations what they wanted
out of the House for a long time,"
he said. "The communication network between organizations on
campus is pathetic. They don't
share resources."
Another change the House will

institute will be requiring organizations to file funding requests for
trips to conventions early in the
semester. The 1997-98 House
budget establishes a new account,
Conference and Convention Bills,
to fund organizations' travel to
conventions.
All organizations will have to
announce their intentions to attend
conferences within five or six
weeks of the start of the semester
if they wish to receive House
funding. That way, the Finance
Committee can
budget
the
Conference and Convention Bills
account to spread the money
among as many organizations as
possible, Mitchell said.
"Most organizations know
when their national retreats are,
hut we do need to leave a little
money just in case," he said.
"They will fill out forms at (the
Office of) Campus Life so we can
keep a current list at all times."
The House will meet at 5 p.m.
Tuesday in Room 222, but
Mitchell said the meeting will be
brief because of the on-campus
appearance of Antonio Garza, the
Texas Secretary of State.

State faces $200 million judgment
By Chip Brown
ASSOCIATED PRESS

AUSTIN — The state has been
ordered to come up with more than
$200 million for abandoning an auto
emissions testing program two years
ago that motorists found cumbersome.
State District Judge Joseph Hart
said the state had the right to change
its mind about the program but
couldn't leave Tejas Testing
Technology with a worthless sevenyear contract.
In a final judgment issued
Monday, Hart said Tejas was entitled
to more than $200 million, which
includes $139.8 million in actual
damages and $28.7 in prejudgment
interest.
Tejas was also awarded an additional $40 million in attorneys' fees
and can petition the state for another $53 million as the reasonable
return it could have expected on its
investment over the life of its contract.
"At the level of this award, our

creditors and investors will be simply breaking even," said Steve
Ravel, an Austin attorney representing Tejas.
Ron Dusek, spokesman for
Attorney General Dan Morales, said
the state would appeal.
"The judgment is excessive,"
Dusek said. "In regard to the actual outlays by the company and
what we would think would be
appropriate damages, this is way
beyond."
The Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission in 1993
signed deals with Tejas Testing to
operate a federally mandated program to test auto emissions.
Shortly after Tejas testing stations
opened in January 1995, drivers
protested the tests as cumbersome
and costly.
Lawmakers reacted by killing the
program. Tejas officials said that left
them with $250 million, including
interest and attorneys' fees, in
worthless testing stations.
The money to pay Tejas would

likely come from an appropriation
made by the legislature.
"We hope to work with the leadership to get this matter resolved
before the legislature adjourns,"
Ravel said.
Dusek said settlement talks would
continue. Lawmakers previously
offered $112 million.
Tejas Testing is majority-owned
by Systems Control, a California
firm that operates emissions-testing
sites in other states.
Drivers continue to get auto emissions tests along with their annual
safety inspections.
Gov. George W. Bush signed legislation in 1995 that instituted new
emissions tests now in effect in
Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston and El
Paso.
Under the new law, cars are tested at two motor speeds — once at
normal idle and once with the
motor revved up to 2,500 revolutions per minute. If emissions are
too high at either speed, the vehicle
fails.
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nearly was decapitated.
Smith's stepbrother and sister-inlaw had dropped her off the afternoon
of Oct. 14 at the truck stop so she
could hitch a ride — something she
repeatedly had done — and watched
her climb in to Boyle's cherry-red
tractor trailer.
When she did not arrive at her
mother's house, a missing person's
report was filed, and authorities began
looking for the truck. They found it
about 500 miles away and arrested
Boyle al a convenience slore.
"There was enough evidence to
coin id anybody who had committed
the crime 100 times over," said
Randall County District Attorney
lames fanem who then was an assistant district attorney in neighboring
Rotter County and accompanied Boyle
from Diboll to Amarillo for trial.
"There was blood, personal
belongings from the victim, hair, fingerprints. Bui most important was a
roll of duct tape. Kxperts at the trial
matched the torn end of the duct tape
lo a lorn end of the duel (ape on her
body. And Boyle's fingerprints in the
victim's blood were on the sticky side
of tape attached lo her body.
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Flood areas contaminated

From Page 1

Officials considering installing hose to move water
By Jeremiah Gardner
ASSOCIATED PRESS

GRAND FORKS, N.D. — With
a record flood filling most of the
city with filthy water, city officials
said Monday they were considering
stringing a hose up to eight miles
across the prairie to bring in clean
water so people could at least wash
their hands.
"What people take for granted
day to day, like taking a shower and
washing clothes, isn't going to happen for quite a while," said
National Guard Capt. Greg Bowen.
"The sanitary conditions are primitive at best."
The Red River that had flooded
75 percent of the city also shut
down the municipal water treatifient plant, and there was no water
service for the estimated 10 percent
of the city's 50,(XX) inhabitants who
hadn't left yet.
"The toilet part is the worst," said
Richard George. "We just flush it
with melted snow. We were melting
snow on the barbecue grill."
Portable bathrooms and drinking
water stations were scattered
throughout the city's still-dry
extreme west end. In public and
motel restrooms, the stench built up
until crews could periodically come
by with Hushing water.
The city also supplied most of
the water for Grand Forks Air Force
Base, where more than 2,000 of the
city's evacuees were staying.
The base still had a reserve of
clean water, was pumping some
water from a nearby small town
and planned to bring in 20 large
tanker trucks, said a spokesman,

Capt. Byron Spencer.
In the meantime, he said: "We're
asking people not to use the washing machine, limit their shower
usage, things like that."
President Clinton planned to fly
over the flooded area and visit the
Air Force base on Tuesday, the
White House said.
City officials held a meeting
Monday to discuss a proposal for a
long water pipeline.
The city water treatment plant
and sewer system are expected to
be flooded for weeks, and Bowen
said the temporary hose or pipeline
also could be used to speed up the
process of restoring service once
the flood ebbs. The city uses about
8 million gallons of water a day.
The hose, probably about 6 inches in diameter, would be made of a
rubber-like material with enough
flexibility to conform to the contour of the land, officials said. The
plan is to fill the city's reservoir by
tapping into a rural water system
about six to eight miles away.
After the meeting, Charles Vein,
a private engineer and consultant
hired to help the city with, its water
problem, said the water system has
"all been considered contaminated
and needs to be flushed and chlorinated and rechecked."
Across the river in East Grand
Forks, Minn., Mayor Lynn Stauss
said his city of 9,000 was "basically covered all the way."
"Some of the homes are floating
off their foundations," he said.
North of Grand Forks, the smaller cities of Pembina and Drayton,
faced with Red River crest projec-

strong contributor to the community should come see Minor," he
said.
Representatives from corporations, including brokers from
Merrill Lynch, will be present at
Minor's speech so that students
can network after the meeting.
Huzenlaub said between 20 and

tions up to 4 feet higher than
expected, began evacuating hundreds of people Monday.
In Fargo, N.D., however, the
water was beginning to recede.
There have been minor problems
with several dikes, "but for the
most part, things are holding
together," said Fargo Mayor Bruce
Furness.
North Dakota Gov. Ed Schafer
said the cleanup alone would easily
cost more than $40 million. And
Sen. Byron Dorgan, D-N.D., said
the cost of repairs could exceed $l
billion.
"We have 10 percent of the people in North Dakota thai are evacuated and displaced," Schafer said,
calling the flood "the largest and
most tragic disaster in North
Dakota state history." North
Dakota's population is only about
640.000.
The river, moving slowly north
across the extraordinarily flat terrain of the Red River Valley, was
edging toward an expected crest at
54 feet, 26 feet above flood stage.
By Monday afternoon, it had
reached 53.9 feet, the U.S.
Geological Survey said.
The flood from the melting of
the winter's record snowpack was
flowing slowly toward the U.S.Canada border, where the U.S.
Customs Service said its border
ports of entry al Pembina and
Neche would be shut down during
the night. Pembina, a major crossing on Interstate 29, is right along
the river and Neche, a few miles
west, has flooding on low-lying
roads.

By Philip Brasher
WASHINGTON — President
Clinton will scrap his Earth Day
celebration plans to take a firsthand
look Tuesday at the flooding in
Grand Forks, N.D., and meet with
refugees who have fled the inundated city.
"These people are facing a disaster and we want to see what we can
do to help as soon as possible,"
Clinton spokeswoman Mary Ellen
Glynn said Monday.
Water from the swollen Red
River covers 75 percent of Grand
Forks and virtually all of neighboring East Grand Forks, Minn. One
block of downtown Grand Forks
was gutted by fire, leaving the
charred skeletons of buildings in
streets swamped with 5 feet of
water.
The governors of North Dakota

and Minnesota are pressing Clinton
to increase federal aid to the region,
which had already been ravaged by
a series of blizzards before this
spring's flooding.
The federal government normally pays 75 percent of the cost of
assisting individuals and for
rebuilding roads, water systems and
other infrastructure after disasters.
The federal share can be increased
to 90 percent in severe cases. North
Dakota lawmakers have appealed
for I (X) percent.
The costs of recovery in the
region could exceed $ I billion, said
Sen. Byron Dorgan. D-N.D.
Clinton plans to tour the area by
helicopter and then visit with local
leaders, rescue workers and the
townspeople who have taken refuge
at Grand Forks Air Force Base,
about 15 miles east of the river.
Clinton has cut back his traveling

*,
2731 White Settlement «d
Fort Worth, TX 76107
(ei7)336-HOON

family members, and as a result,
two other families have commissioned her to do historical family
portraits.
Robinson's works include both
prints and sculptures. Robinson said
that though his techniques vary, his
aim is to retell history and culture
through his art in the tradition of the
ancient African storyteller.
"My emphasis is printmaking.
but 1 also use sculpture to create
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By Hrvoje Hranjski
ASSOCIATED PRESS

KISANGANI, Zaire — Zairian
rebels blocked aid workers from
entering refugee camps Monday,
raising fears that 100,000 Rwandans
— starving and terrified — might try
to flee deeper into the jungle.
The rebels said they were closing
off camps south of Kisangani to
restore order after Zairians living
near the camps went on a rampage,
looting and stoning foreign journalists and aid workers. The Zairians
were angered by the killing of six villagers earlier Monday, although it
was unclear who the killers were.
International agencies already had
suspended aid shipments because of
earlier mob attacks, but wanted rebel
assurances they could safely return
and prepare for a planned airlift taking the refugees home to Rwanda.
Instead, the rebels told them
Monday to stay away. The refugees
— dying at a rate of 60 per day from
malaria, dysentery, pneumonia and
cholera — have enough food to last
about two days.
"We're concerned about whal's
happening in the camps, because
we've got nobody there." said Paul
Stromberg, spokesman for the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees.
"We're concerned that in present circumstances, they may leave."
U.N. refugee workers planned to
fly over the camps Tuesday to see
whether refugees were fleeing.
Stromberg said.
The United Nations condemned
the recent attacks by Zairian mobs
and linked them to rebel stalling of
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old son. In Ihe next house, an elderly
women and a young girl lay dead on
the mattress. The door had been
forced open, and shells were scattered on the ground.
After the killings, mobs of Zairians
looted a World Food Program warehouse near Kasese and a train load of
food near a rebel army checkpoint
about 10 miles to the south. Nearby
rebel fighters did nothing to protect
the food, intended for Rwandan
refugees.
Brenda Barton, of the WFP in
Nairobi, Kenya, said the mobs stole
about 200 tons of food, which could
take days to replace. "We're pretty
much wiped out." she said.
The mob in Kasese stoned foreign
reporters and aid workers and struck
an Associated Press Television
reporter in the neck with a stick.
Nobody was seriously injured.
The Hutus at the camps in central
Zaire are among more than 1 million
Rwandans who fled their country in
1994. fearing retaliation from the
new Tutsi-led government for the
previous, Hutu-led government's
slaughter of half a million people.
In
the rebel-held city of
Lubumbashi, rebels warned the
United States and other countries
against sending in troops to evacuate
their citizens, saying the mere presence of foreign troops would be considered a declaration of war.
"Any foreign soldier on our soil
will be a target," said the rebel
finance minister. Mwama Nanga
Mawanpanga. "Be it American.
Chinese. French, whoever — they
will be a target."

HOUSTON SUMMER
JOBS!
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what would be the biggest refugee
airlift in Africa. The United Nations
wants to fly the refugees south of
Kisangani to the Rwandan border,
then repatriate them.
"Today, the military told us that we
would not be allowed in the camps,"
the U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees. Sadako Ogata, said in a
statement. "That is not good enough.
We must have access and we must
begin the airlift."
The airlift originally was to have
begun Friday, but rebels have delayed
it, saying an airlift would spread disease and clog rebel-held airports.
Instead, the rebels want trucks to
take the refugees on the 375-mile
drive to the border. Parts of the road
are in such bad shape that extensive
repairs would be needed first.
Already tense relations between
Zairians and Rwandan refugees
worsened Monday, when assailants
with machine guns shot and killed six
villagers in their mud huts in Kasese,
15 miles south of Kisangani.
It was not known who committed
the attack, but villagers claimed to
hear the killers speaking the
Rwandan language. Kinyarwanda.
and blamed Rwandan Hulu militiamen from the refugee camps. Many
ethnic-Tutsi rebels also speak
Kinyarwanda.
Asida Musalia said the attackers
ordered him to go in his hut.
"Then, I heard gunshots around
the village, and when I came out I
saw them run into the jungle," he
said.
Nearby, a woman wailed over the
bullet-riddled body of her 17-year-

Miller Swim Academy is now
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studies were based on photographs, she became more dependent on her own concepts as the
series progressed.
"1 started with photos, but my
adviser really urged me to not use
any materials other than my own
imagination as 1 drew." Stanhope
said.
The bachelor of fine arts exhibit
will remain on display through
Friday.

Mobs stone reporters, steal food, threaten to disperse Rwandans

Buy a No. 1 or

1

cultural images," Robinson said.
Robinson said the stories implied
by his art came to him by way of old
photographs and historical documents.
Stanhope chose as a theme the
fragility of human birth and the biological ties of the life cycle. Her
mixed-media drawings depict fetuses and infants in various stages of
development.
She said although her initial

Zairian rebels block refugee aid

Every Tuesday
<£.

each month who is a millionaire,
Huzenlaub said. He said the organization, which has only been in
existence a few weeks at TCU, has
signed up 74 new members in the
past two weeks.
Membership in FMA is $3.33
per month, which can be billed to
parents or paid in person.

From Page 5

since he injured his knee and had it
surgically repaired last month. For
his tour Tuesday, he will use a
smaller helicopter that only has one
step to navigate, aides said.
Meanwhile, a team of federal
officials will fly into Bismarck,
N.D., Tuesday to start organizing
the region's recovery.
"We're going to be there for a
long time. This is a big one," said
Lacy Suiter, associate director of
the
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency. "It's going to
take a while to clean up."
The full extent of the disaster
won't be known until the river
recedes and officials can assess
damages to roads, buildings and
homes. Suiter said.
Erskine Bowles. Clinton's chief
of staff, discussed recovery plans
for the upper Midwest with Cabinet
members Monday.

_=

25 percent of club members are corporate members from the community who are available to speak to students at the monthly gatherings.
Two gift certificates from
Harold's will be raffled to students as an extra incentive to
attend the speech.
FMA plans to have one speaker

EXHIBIT

Clinton to visit flooded area
ASSOCIATED RPESS
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Police believe body is that of missing Fri ends wood girl
ASSOClMEUPRtSa

PRIBNDSWOOD — Police Chtel
Jarcd Stoul said Monday he believes a
body found in a Pasadena retention pond
is thai of a 12-ycar old Friendswood gir!
who has been missing since April 3.
I aura Kate Smilher has not been seen
since she left her home to go jogging
more than two weeks ago. Pasadena is
about It) miles northeast of Friendswood
Stout informed Laura's parents and sol
unleers. who have searched for her. before
holding a news conference Monday in
I riendswood.
I In: evidence at the scene includes a
siker ring bearing her initials, and it is
apparent that the woman wore braces both

on hei upper teeth and lower teeth." Stoul
said.
Stout said Laura's parents, Gay and
Boli Smither. remained in seclusion.
"They ask for your understanding, and
privacy is what they with most at this
nine." Stout uid
Investigators arc awaiting autopsy
results to determine how Laura died.
Stoul said.
However, I.F Ebdon, an investigator
with
the
Harris
County
Medical
Examiners Office, said Monday that the
body has not yei been positively identified
VW don i do tentative, maybe (identi
licntions i." said Lhdon. whose office

The decomposed body, described as a
female between the age of 7 and 15, had
been in the water at least five days, police
said.
Volunteers hugged and cried during
Stout's news conference. A tearful Mandy
Alhrillon. the Volunteer coordinator,
thanked all those who helped in the
search.
"Though we didn't bring her home to
live out the rest of her life, now she can
rest, and we can he thankful lor that." Ms,
Albrillon said.
Laura's disappearance had caused an
extensive search that involved hundreds
ol volunteers and some 55(1 Marine
reservists who scoured Friendswood, a

expected to do an autopsy Tuesday

suburban area about

20 miles south of

Houston.

Police and FBI on Monday searched
the area where the body was found
Sunday by a man training his dog. Some
investigators dug by hand through muddy
silt.
"What they're searching for is anything
of evidentiary value, or perhaps, even
body parts." Pasadena police Capt. A.H.
Corbett said. "The body was not intact.
We found some body parts up inside the
culvert and part of the body was at the
mouth of the culvert."
He said animals and the water flow in
the pond may have scattered the remains.
Several bayous run into the pond.
The body was partially submerged and
wearing only one tube sock, police said.

When site disappeared, the girl was
wearing a black T-shirt, navy blue shorts
and white sneakers. She has braces on her
teeth and curly brown hair.
Volunteers at the Laura Recovery
Center, which was set up to serve as a
base for the search, had awaited word on
the body's identification. They had continued to answer phones and put out information about the missing girl.
"We're not going to stop until it's time
to stop," Ms. Albritton said earlier
Monday.
Friendswood Mayor Evelyn Newman
had proclaimed Sunday as "Search for
Laura Day" and urged people to check
their property and surrounding areas for
any clues to the girl's disappearance.

Search for plane hampered by weather FDA OKs Redux
Air Force Capt Button still missing in windy, snow-filled region of Rockies
Ry Robert Waller
I :> PRESS

EAGLE, Colo.
Wind-driven
snow Monday kept an Air Force
recovery team known as the
"Ninja brain surgeons" from dantiling
over a steep
Rocky
Mountain slope to examine the
suspected clash site of a missing

warplane.
\ powerful helicopter needed
to drop the team was grounded by
the weather at an airport 40 miles
A blowing snow advisoiy
and howling winds whipped
through the search headquarters
Inn-, about a mile below the
snowy mountainside where shards
ol gray metal were spotted

Sunday.
The weather was expected to
improve Tuesday. But Air Force
Col. Denver Fletcher said the new
.now cover on the jagged, steep
-lope could make it loo dangerous

for the crew to lowei searchers.
"We weren't able to find it in
the first place because ol the snow
. . . fresh snow is the big problem." Pletcher said.
The An Force believes the
wreckage is the S1' million A-10
Thunderbolt warplane which van
ished April 2 But there was no
sign ol (apt. Craig Button, who
was at the controls when the plane
left a Tucson, Ariz., base on a
training mission and veered north
low,ml Colorado. The site in the
Central Rockies. 15 miles south
west ol Vail, is some 800 miles oil
course
The only way i" gel a rescue
team to the site
al least until the
snow melts this summer
is to
dangle them 100 to 200feet below
the helicopter, anil one good gust
could "whip them right into the
mountainside.'' \Li| Gen. Nels
Running said

I he
helicopter
from the
Kntland Air Force Base in New
Mexico is powerful enough to
withstand some high winds, and
also can fly al altitudes of up to
16.000 tret ami lilt 20,000
pounds.
But Running said. "I'm not
going lo ask them to handle 45
niph w inds."
flic helicopter got as far as an
airport in Leadville. which at
10.14.1 feet is home to the nation's
highest airport. Once it teaches
the search headquarters, the crew
will confei with othei pilots who
have flown over the site and
decide whether lo drop the pararescue team.
Pletcher said the team members
earned the nickname "Ninja brain
surgeons" because they can provide specialized medical care as
well as defend themselves, rappel
down mountains or track soldiers.

Pletcher said the only real
urgency left was to verify thai the
metal is the missing Thunderbolt
Weather has interfered with the
search from the start, though last
week crews had several days of
sunshine.
I he ciew of a National Guard
helicopter spotted the wreckage
Sunday near New York Mountain
and Gold Dust Peak. The site had
been surveyed before, even by the
same pilots who found it. Recent
snow melt may have exposed the
metal shards.
A close-up look revealed pieces
of gray painted metal that could
have been from the plane's interior and several smaller pieces of
metal. Running said. Yellow-green
punt used as an anti-corrosion
coating inside the airplane was
aKo visible
lii Massapccpin. N.Y.. Button's
family declined comment.

I louse debates nursing home bill to regulate conduet
and protect residents from abuses and poor services
fly Juan B. Elizondo lr.
rco PRCSS

\I'S I IN
Residents of Texas
nursing homes deserve more pro
lection horn abuse and poor set
vices, state lawmakers
said

Monday
I he lexas House during day
long debate worked on a hill
meant lo provide more protection
fot those lexans- and to punish
those who mistreat or poorly serve

them.
Hut lawmakers concerned about
the plan, tentatively approved
I I.' 0. said it focuses too much on
penalties and not enough on solutions to the problems id' poor care
and abuse.
I his bill will prov ule protec
lion lot residents." said House
iponsoi Rep Elliott Naishtat, I'
Austin, "fhe focus on enforcement will he on the facilities that

don't prov ide adequate can- "
I'ndei
the
hill,
already
approved by the Senate, penalties
would be increased lor each slate
rule violation that threatens the
health or safety ol nursing home
residents from a maximum of
SKI.000 to SIS.001).
Currently, there are about
90.ooo residents in Texas nursing
homes Roughly 23 percent of the
stale's annual $5.6 billion in
Medicaid is spent on nursing
home facility care
■Catherine
Hinson, spokes
woman for the Texas Health Care
Association, which represents
nursing homes, said the group
supports legislation lo tighten
nursing home requirements.
Bui Hinson said penalties in the
bill are loo severe She said more
locus should be placed on pre
venting abuse.

The bill, which faces a final
House vole, requires the Texas
Department of Human Services lo
develop more specific rules on
quality ol care ISMICS and would
make it easier lor ihe department
to suspend oi revoke licenses from
providers found to violate those
rules
More than 20 amendments were
offered to the hill, including
attempts to lower the proposed
minimum line from Si.000 lo the
current minimum line of $100.
Rep. Harvey Hilderbran, I)
Kerrville, said lines need to be set
al levels lo discourage abuse and
pool service
"We passed a strong bill that is
going to ensure that lexas has die
highest quality of care," he said.
In a related development, the
Seii.lie
Committee
on
Nominations Monday approved

lout lexans lo the lexas Board of

Nursing Facility Administrators.
Ihe
nominees
—
Raniona
Kennedy. Jack R. Tinsley. Jerry
Turner and Audrey G. Williamson
must uexl be approved by a
vole before the lull Senate.
Ihe boaid was criticized by the
State Auditor's office for having
failed to discipline any administrators since luo3
I inslej said the hoard is
addressing ihe
problem
by

improving communication with
state agencies and creating a code
of conduct.
"(The action plan) put in place
a code ol conduct that really was
not III place before," Tinsley said.
"The standards ol conduct and the
penalties now give us the tools
where we can go to the hearing
vviih the administrators thai have
v iolated the standards ol conduct."

Bill would suspend licenses of child-support delinquents
By Peggy Fikac
IMIFD

PRESS

AUSTIN
Parents who balk al
paving child support could more
likely find their driver's, hunting
and occupational licenses suspended under a bill to put lexas iii line
with a federal welfare overhaul.
The bill approved Monday by
the lexas Senate also would
require businesses to report names
ol new hires so the slate can see M
they owe child support, expand the
slate's ability to file child support
liens and make other changes
designed to spur payments
"This bill gets lough with parents behind on child support. A
streamlined system will keep

funds from being tangled in led
tape, and the state will have new
ways to find parents delinquent in
child support." said 1.1 Gov. Boh
Bullock, who presides over Ihe

Senate.
Texas must comply with federal
welfare requirements lo avoid Ihe
potential loss of federal welfare
funds, said ihe sponsor of the bill.
Sen Judith /alfirini. I) Laredo.
The measure goes lo the House for
consideration.

"We want to streamline the
whole process and to give the
enforcement di> ision ol the attot
ney general new tools to have al Ins
disposal." she said. "II lexas didn't
adopt this, we would not he in com-

pliance with federal requirements."
Alicia Key, general counsel ol
Attorney General Dan Morales'
child support division, said the
proposed changes should help
more children get the payments to
which they're entitled,
"One of the reasons ilns was a
big part of the welfare reform act
is they realize one of the most
effective ways ol getting people
off of welfare is to gel their child
support going." she said.
Especially w ith new nine limits
on receiving welfare, Key said, it
is "critical we gel child support
for them lo save them from sheer
poverty."
Regarding licenses. Key said

the slate currently can seek suspension for nonpayment of child
support. Ihe bill would allow
license suspension earlier in the
process, when the slate is living lo
obtain information from a parent
to get a court order for support.
The attorney general handles
about S50.00O cases child support
cases. Kev said. Of those. 80 percent involve people on welfare,
whose cases aie automatically
referred lo the attorney general's
office.
In at least half of the eases, no
child support order has yet been
obtained. In those in which there
is tin order, about 45 percent are
making payments, Key said.

Witnesses testify in defense of former drill sergeant accused of rape
Ry Oavld Dlshneau
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ABERDEEN
PROVING
GROUND, Md. — Two trainees
who accused a former Army drill
sergeant of rape made no secret of
wanting to have sex with him. witnesses testified Monday.
One of the women said she
"thought he was sexy" and paraded
by his office in short-shorts and a
bikini top. Pfc. Divina Scott testified
Monday at the court-martial of Staff
Sgt Delmar Simpson
"She said she thought he was sexy
and if the chance was given to her
that she would have sex with him."
added Pfc Carnesia Jones.
Scott and Jones both characterized the woman as a compulsive liar.
Both said the other accuser told
them that she. too. wanted to have
sex with Simpson. Jones said she
told her "he had a sexy bald head."
Simpson, 32, is one of 12

Aberdeen Proving Ground Staff
members charged with criminal sex
ual misconduct He is charged with
54 crimes ranging from sexual invi
tations to rape involving I I women
from his former company,
Simpson has already pleaded
guillv to having sex with 11 women
subordinates in violation of Army
regulations and he faces up to .12
years in prison for those charges, lie
could be sentenced lo hie in prison il
found guilty ol a single rape conviction.
His lawyers, who began presenting their case Friday, contend the
women participated willingly and
Simpson is not guilly of rape. They
have argued die women only pressed
charges when investigators bullied
them or offered them leniency in
disciplinary cases.
One of Simpson's lawyers. Capt.
Fdward Brady, stud he expected the
defense to rest Tuesday. He said

lie said she though lie was sexy and it' the
chance was given t< > her that she would have
sex with him."
Pfc. Carnesia Jones, defense witness

Simpson hasn't decided whether to
testily
111 a majoi setback for ihe
defense, however, the judge in the
case ruled Friday that drill sergeants
have so much power over trainees
that they don'l need to use a weapon
or threaten force lo he found guilty
ol rape.
The judge luithei staled that the
women need not resist or object,
either, for Simpson lo be found
guilty ol rape
Also Monday, an Army drill
instructor al Foil Leonard Wood in
Missouri pleaded guilty to posing
loi a nude photograph taken by two
female trainees but pleaded innocent

in other charges.
Drill Sgl. Calvin F. Daniels said
the trainees asked him to pose for a
photograph with his shirt off al their
Dec. 7 gradual ion from Ihe eightweek basic II,lining course. Daniels
said that led to a photograph of him
in his underwear, then to the nude
shot.
"I got caught up in all the excitement and made a bad decision." said
Daniels.
Daniels. 36, of Vienna. Ga..
pleaded guilty to violation of a lawful general regulation. He pleaded
innocent to charges of sodomy and
adultery, and his court-martial on
those charges continued.

ASSOCIAIED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The Food
and Drug Administration said
Monday it continues to monitor
the cases of patienls experiencing side effects while laking the
anti-obesity drug Redux, but
says thus far there have been no
unexpected findings.
"The data to date regarding
Redux do not raise any red
flags." said agency spokesman

Don McLearn.
The agency's comment came
alter The Associated Press
reported Friday that many scientists question why the government has let Redux sell so
long without having the manufacturer,
Wyeth-Ayerst
I aboratories, study a possible
brain-damaging side effect. The
FDA approved Redux for sale a
year ago. and that study is
expected to begin soon, the
agency says.
The AP also reported Friday
that some critics fear the potent
drug is being inappropriately
prescribed to many Americans,
including those not severely
overweight.
The FDA said Monday that it
had provided incorrect information to the AP about one specific case cited in the story, the
death of a woman who had been
prescribed Redux.
Ihe woman weighed 220
pounds, mil 12(1 pounds as il
had said earlier, the FDA said,
fhe agency also disclosed
Monday, based on further information provided by WyethAyerst Laboratories, that the
woman also had been taking an
ami anxiety drug.
A local coroners' inquest
determined she had very high
levels of thai anti-anxiety drug
in her body when she died, and

ruled the death was a homicide,
not an accidental death or suicide. Local and state officials
continue to investigate the death
and no criminal charges have
been filed.
The company that developed
Redux.
Interneuron
Pharmaceuticals
Inc.,
and
Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories reiterated on Monday their position
that scientific evidence has
shown Redux to be "safe when
used as recommended.
Initial data collected about
patients reveal "no evidence
indicating a higher-than-expectcd occurrence of adverse events
related lo the central nervous
system," the companies said in a
joini statement.
The FDA examines all
reports of adverse reactions
among patients taking prescription drugs, such as Redux.
To dale, it has received notification of 18 deaths of patients
who had been taking Redux,
including three suicides, and is
examining all those cases, said
McLearn,
the
agency
spokesman.
The FDA said that, based on
information collected thus far, it
had not noted any side-effect
patterns inconsistent with what
its scientific advisers expected
when the agency approved
Redux.
The FDA insists that only the
severely obese try Redux,
because its users have 23 times
the average risk of a rare but
often fatal lung ailment called
primary pulmonary hypertension.
Yet, recent side-effect reports
sent lo the agency listed weights
for just 27 of 51 patients — and
14 were below the government
weight guidelines for use of the
drug, the FDA says.

House delays debate on plan
to lower property school taxes
By Juan B. Elizondo Jr.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

AUSTIN — Facing more than 200
proposed changes, Ihe Texas Houselias delayed debate until Wednesday
on a plan to lower local school properly taxes and raise billions of new
state dollars to pay for it.
House Speaker Pete Laney. DHale Center, al first rejected calls
from 53 House Republicans lo delay
Ihe debate. They said they needed
more time to review the hill and gel
input from constituents,
"Rvery day you wait causes problems in Ihe Senate." said Laney. referring to the ticking legislative time
clock. The session ends June 2.
But after lawmakers submitted
more than 2(H) proposed amendments
a total count was not available —
Laney said it would be unfair to ask
House members lo vote without giving them enough time to review the
proposals.
"I think lhat a little more time is
needed," he said.
Rep. Paul Sadler. D-llenderson,
chairman of the committee thai wrote
the plan, said Ihe delay and Ihe number of amendments isn'l a sign that
the hill is in trouble.
"I don't look al il like lhat at ?ll,"
said Sadler, who spent much of the
day Monday meeting one-on-one
with othei lawmakers.
He said most had questions about
how the plan would affect their
school districts.
"I'm a little surprised." he said of
the number of amendments. "Bui we
don't know how many of those are
duplicates. A fraction of those may be

substantive."
Rep. John Shields. R-San Antonio,
helped circulate a petition signed by
53 moderate and conservative
Republicans who want the issue
delayed until al least Thursday, if not
later.
"This is a big bill." said Shields.

who wants to wait until next Tuesday
to deal with the issue. "I'd like to
know what's in it."
The House Select Committee on
Revenue and Public Education
Funding spent nearly two months
dialling the plan. The committee finished its work last Wednesday.
Sadler agreed to the delay, saying
he understands House members have
questions. But he added that there is
little time to waste.
"We have so many days in the session," Sadler said. "We need to have
this issue decided."
The bill would lower local school
properly taxes by about 50 percent. It
would raise the state's share of school
funding from about 47 percent to
nearly 80 percent.
To pay for it, the bill would expand
the slate business tax, increase some
taxes, add to the list of goods and services subject to the sales tax and
commit about $1.3 billion in additional state funds to education.
Supporters,
including
Gov.
George W. Bush, say it spreads the
overall tax burden more evenly
across the state, significantly cuts
property taxes and provides a better
system in which to fund the state's
1.044 school districts.
Opponents say it would continue
lo leave much of the tax burden on
the poor and middle class, make it
more difficult for some businesses to
remain in Texas and result in little
overall tax relief.
Official analysis of the plan shows
that local school property taxes
would be cut by about 50 percent.
But the addition of new and expanded state taxes would consume all but
about 2 percent of the savings for

mosi lexans.
The richest Texans would save
about 3 percent in the first year, the
middle class would save about 1.5
percent and poorer Texans would
save about 2 percent.

TCU to host WAC
tennis championships
TCU will host the 1997
Western Athletic Conference
Men's Tennis Championship at
the Mary Potishman Lard
Tennis
Center
starting
Wednesday.
Matches will he held 9:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. daily, and
the tournament will last
through Saturday.
The draw will not be
released until tonight.
Tickets can be purchased at
the gate. Tickets will be sold
daily, and all-session passes can
he purchased, which include
admission to all four days of
play.
Adult tickets cost $5 per day
or $15 per 4-day pass. Students
and those under age 18 can buy
individual tickets for $3 or a 4day pass for $10.
For more information contact the Mary Potishman Lard
Tennis Center at 921-7960.
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All-conference center drafted by Rams
Tucker will have the opportunity to play with No. 1 draft pick Orlando Pace
By Paul Corliss
SKIFF STAFF

Frogs drop two of three,
fall behind WAC pack
Las Vegas did to the Horned
Frog baseball team what it does
to most of its \isiiors: killed its
hopes and bankrupted it.
The Frogs lost two of three to
the Rebels of the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas in a critical
Western Athletic Conference
scries. UNLV won 19-5 in
Friday's opener. The Frogs
came back for a 13-7 win
Saturday, and the Rebels won
the series with a ninth-inning.
14-13 rally Sunday.
The Frogs are now 20-24
overall (11-13 in WAC play).
They are live games behind
South division leader Rice
University, and both teams have
just six conference games left
to play. In the wild card race,
the Frogs arc fourth, 2.5 games
behind San Diego State
University. The top three nondivision winners make the
WAC tournament.
The Frogs have two more
conference series, a road trip to
the University of New Mexico
and a home rematch against
UNLV. The Frogs swept New
Mexico tit the TCU Diamond in
March.
San Diego State has three
conference series left, against
West-division leader San Jose
State University. New Mexico
and the University of Hawaii.
Hawaii is two games behind the
Frogs in the wild card race.
With the two wins, UNLV
moved to 21 -25 for the season
(7-13 in the WAC). It is now
two games behind the Frogs in
the South.
The Frogs will lake on the
University
of Texas
at
Arlington at 3 p.m. today at the
TCU Diamond. The Frogs are
2-0 against the Mavericks this
season, including a ft-1 win last
week in Arlington.
TCU resumes WAC play
with the series at New Mexico
this weekend.

Kenyan, Ethiopian win
Boston Marathon
BOSTON (AP) — The second century of the Boston
Marathon began the same way
its first century ended — with a
Kenyan champion.
Lameck Aguta, the fourthplace finisher the previous two
years, became the seventh consecutive Kenyan winner and the
third different champion in
three years.
The 25-year-old pulled away
toward the end, finishing in two
hours, 10 minutes and 34 seconds on Monday in the world's
oldest continuous marathon.
"It is magic." Aguta said. "I
have been waiting all my life
for this."
Among
the
women.
Ethiopia's Fatuma Roba confirmed her Olympic victory last
year was no one-race breakthrough. She became the first
African woman to capture the
Boston Marathon, winning in
2:26:23.
Roba was extremely confident despite never hiving run
the demanding and undulating
course, known for its steep
hills, including the famed
Heartbreak Hill.
The victories by Aguta and
Roba in the 101-year-old
marathon appealed to signal the
end of an era not only for
Pippig but Kenya's Cosmas
Ndeli. the Boston champion
from 1993-95 and third-place
finisher last year Ndeli, never
in contention, finished 27th in
2:22:56.

SKIFF FILE PHOTO

Ryan Tucker was drafted in the fourth round of the NFL draft by the St. Louis Rams where he will
join the No 1 pick overall, Orlando Pace, on the offensive line.

TCU's all-conference center, Ryan
Tucker, was drafted Sunday in the
fourth round of the National Football
League draft by the St. Louis Rams.
Originally expected to be a firstround selection. Tucker dropped to
the draft's 112th spot after a torn anterior cruciate ligament in his knee
required surgery.
The Rams traded their fourthround selection and two sixth-round
selections to the Miami Dolphins to
move up nine places and select
Tucker.
"St. Louis is where I wanted to go,"
Tucker said. "They flew me up to see
their facilities, and I fell in love with it.
I can't believe this is all happening."
Tucker will have the opportunity to
play on the same offensive line as the
draft's overall No. I selection.
Orlando Pace from Ohio State. Tucker
said he's excited about the opportunity to join Pace on what has the potential to be a strong, young line.
"We can have a very strong offensive line with Pace, Wayne Gandy.
Zach Wiegert and myself." Tucker
said.
ESPN draft expert Mel Kiper Jr.
said Tucker probably was one of the
10 best players in the draft and would
have been a sure first-rounder had it
not been for the knee injury and problems Tucker had off the field.
Tucker is one of four former and

current TCU football players being
charged with second-degree assault
of a former TCU student in a fight
outside of a downtown bar.
"The compliments (from Kiper)
were nice, but for every good thing
said there were devastating negatives
said as well," Tucker said. "I'm ready
to put all that stuff in my past, and
hopefully the world will let me get on
with my life."
Tucker thanked those who supported him at TCU and said he'd do
everything the same again concerning
TCU football.
"I want to thank Chancellor Tucker
for everything he's done, and, of
course. I couldn't have made it without the TCU coaching staff." he said.
The people at TCU helped make my
dream come true."
In St. Louis, Tucker will join a
young, talented squad that's expected
to improve and develop into a contender under first-year head coach
Dick Vermeil. Vermeil was a television commentator for the last several
years after taking the Philadelphia
Eagles to Super Bowl XV in 1981.
In interviews on ESPN, Vermeil
defended Tucker's character and said
that despite Tucker's mistake of getting into a fight, he liked the fact that
Tucker came out on top.
"(Vermeil) is a first-class guy,"
Tucker said. "I'm glad he believes in
me and has given me the chance to
play in the NFL."

Terry Bradshaw addresses All-Sports Awards
By Wendy Bogema
SKIFF STAFF

TCU student athletes and coaches
were honored at the 1997 All-Sports
Awards Banquet Sunday night at
Ridglea Country Club.
The evening was highlighted by an
entertaining keynote address by former Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback
Terry Bradshaw.
Tut Bartzen. men's tennis head
coach, was named the first recipient
of the TCU Alumni Association
Coach of the Year award.
Bartzen, who has coached men's
tennis for 23 years, guided his team to
the final Southwest Conference title
and a final No. 3 national ranking.
Bartzen said the award was an
honor and as he gets further into his
career, awards become more meaningful.
He thanked his wife for standing by
him for 40 years and said the reason
he is a good coach is because of great
players.
"1 would just like to try to express
how thankful I am for having young
men like that to coach and be associated with." Bartzen said.
The other big award was the Pop

Boone Athlete of the Year, which
went to sophomore Royce Huffman.
Huffman was rewarded for his contributions to both football and baseball.
In the spring of 1996 Huffman was
named a freshman Ali-American and
the Southwest Conference Newcomer
of the Year. As a redshirt freshman
last fall. Huffman averaged 42.6 yards
as the team's punter, and his 54.7
average per kick against Brighaln
Young University was the secondbest single-game performance by a
Homed Frog punter.
Huffman was unable to attend the
banquet because the baseball team
was competing in Las Vegas.
The other nominees were J.J.
Henry. Susan Horton. Tinesha
Jackson. Mike Jones, Khadevis
Robinson. Kyle Sawai, Sarah Suess.
Angela Stanford, Dierdre Walsh.
Ashley Fisher and Jason Weir-Smith.
Four other awards were presented.
The Dutch Meyer Female ScholarAthlete of the Year was Sarah Suess. a
senior soccer player.
Suess lead the Lady Frogs in scoring the past two years and was named
to the all-Western Athletic Conference
first team in 199ft. She was team cap-

Tennis teams earns wins,
women will play in WAG
By Kimberly Campbell
SKIFF STAFF

The TCU men's and women's
tennis teams had a winning weekend.
The women's team started off
the winning spirit Friday, beating
Southern Methodist University on
their own court, 5-4.
TCU gave up two of the singles
wins, with the four winning
matches
going
to
Daria
Zoldakova, who won 7-6,6-4,7-5;
and Lucie Dvorakova, who won 64. 1-6,6-4.
Winning in straight sets were
Rachael Niwa, 6-3, 6-1; and
Natalie Balafoutis. 6-2, 6-1.
TCU only Kx>k one of the three
doubles points with the help of
Jessika Kjellgren and Zoldakova,
8-3.
The doubles losses were handed
to Deirdre Walsh and Balafoutis.
who lost 4-8, and Annika
Kjellgren and Dvorakova, who
were defeated 4-8.
The women's team ended its
regular season Saturday in Fort
Worth with an impressive 9-0 win
against the University of North
Texas.
Ingram said that although the
score looks good, the match was a
close one and UNT played tough.
TCU won all six singles matches and all three doubles matches.
Walsh and Balafoutis teamed
up to win 8-4; Annika Kjellgren
paired up with Dvorakova to win

8-6; and Jessika Kjellgren and
Zoldakova were able to come
through 8-2.
While the women were defending TCU against UNT on one
side of the Mary Potishman Lard
Tennis Center, the men were busy
lending off SMU on the other
side.
They were successful in bringing down SMU. 4-3. in their last
regular match of the season.
TCU split the singles wins with
Ashley Fisher, Andres Urencio
and Matt Walsh giving TCU its
three wins.
Fisher upset Freddy Hanser. 62, 7-5; Urencio defeated Geraldo
Mulas, 6-1. 7-6 (4); and Walsh
beat Toby Hansson, 6-4, 6-2.
The men's team was able to
take the win in doubles play, with
the duo of Fisher and Weir-Smith
defeating Ignacio Hirigoyen and
Hanser, 8-3, and the team of
Urencio and Conules gaining a
narrow win against Mauck and
Pollak. 9-8 (5).
The SMU win puts the men's
team at 9-11 for the year and 3-1
in the WAC. TCU will host the
WAC championships beginning
Wednesday and ending .Saturday,
with matches held daily at 9:30
a.m. and 1:3() p.m.
The women's team record
stands at 16-6, and the team will
travel to Tulsa to participate in the
WAC championships beginning
Wednesday.

tain and has maintained a 3.73 GPA.
The Dutch Meyer Male ScholarAthlete of the Year was Jeff Jacobs, a
senior basketball player.
Jacobs holds the school record of
47ft career assists and is No. 12 on the
all-time scoring list with 1.081 points
and No. 2 on all-time steals list with
123 career steals. Jacobs has maintained a 3.32 GPA.
The other nominees for these
awards were Stacy Gabriel, Dana
Schmid. Jason Flint, Chris Kern, Paul
Robinson and Ryan Walter.
The TCU Female Athlete of the
Year was Tinesha Jackson, a junior
track star. She finished fourth in the
SWC Outdoor 100 meters and
anchored the women's 4X100 meter
relay in the spring of 1996. Last fall,
competing in indoor track, she was
runner up in the WAC 55-meter dash.
The TCU Male Athlete of the Year
was Mike Jones, a junior basketball
player. He joined the Horned Frogs
this season as a junior college transfer
and made an immediate impact. He
finished the season with a 17.7 point
scoring average, and his 44-point performance against Fresno State in the
WAC tournament was a tournament

record. He was named to the all-WAC
first team and the WAC all-newcomer
team, as well as the all-WAC tournament first team.
The other nominees for these
awards were Sheila Hewerdine. Sarah
Suess. Angela Stanford. Emma
Wilson, Ashley Fisher, Jason Flint,
Matt Harper. Royce Huffman, Derek
Lee and Kyle Sawai.
After the awards were presented,
Terry Bradshaw delivered his keynote
address. He kept the crowd laughing
with stories, impressions and his everpresent good humor.
He urged the audience to get back
to basics and keep things simple.
"Take something simple and create
something beautiful around it," he
said.
Bradshaw said he has a two-step
philosophy for life. The first is waking up every morning saying, "It's
good to be alive."
"There's something about being
alive," Bradshaw said. "You can't do
anything, you can't coach anything,
you can't throw a pass, hit a golf ball,
smack a volleyball, you can't dunk a
basketball, steal a base, swim, dive.
"1 don't care what it is you do, you

cannot expect to feel the great passion, love, joy and excitement of competition if you're dead."
He said the second step is to smile.
"The face is the most powerful
instrument in the world that absolutely can convince and move people to
great heights that they never felt possible," Bradshaw said. "I believe that
you can look at someone and put a
smile on your face, and you can
change their impression or opinion of
you right then and there."
He said anyone can achieve in life
if they have the passion, love and
desire to do it.
"How bad do you want it? What is
your commitment? What do you
believe in? How hard are you willing
to work? How much are you willing
to sacrifice your time, pleasure and
enjoyment to go out and make something of your life?" Bradshaw asked.
He told the athletes that awards
come and go. but what's important is
how one is as a human being and the
kinds of friends one has.
"I'm nothing without the help of
somebody else," Bradshaw said.
"That's life. You'll always need somebody. That's what's real."

Lone Star Park shows horse power
By Patricio Crooker
SKIFF STAFF

A billboard on Interstate 30 advertising the opening of Lone Star Park
in Grand Prairie reads "Real Horse
Power." If the slicing turnout for the
horse track's opening weekend is
any indication, the billboard has
been a success.
Twenty-four thousand, two hundred thoroughbred racing enthusiasts
showed up on Sunday for the Texas
Miler and Lone Star Derby, eager to
place wagers on the races and enjoy
the pageantry of one of the world's
most beautiful s|*>rts.
The track, which opened last year
for viewing of simulcast races on

satellite television, was a big hit with
the fans.
Arlington resident and horse-racing enthusiast Edward Sikorski said
the opening of the track was a big day
for sports in North Texas.
"I've been coming five or six days
a week since the opening,for simulcast races," Sikorski said. "I've been
to races all over the nation, but I think
this one is super."
Robert L. Kaminski, president of
Lone Star Park, said the opening
came at a great time because of the
excitement building in horse racing as
the Kentucky Derby approaches.
Lone Star Derby winner Anet
and jockey David Flores will go to
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Thoroughbred racing hit the Dallas-Fort Worth area this weekend with the
opening of Lone Star Park in Grand Prairie.

the Kentucky Derby.
Anet's victory was captured on
ESPN in a live broadcast of the
$250,000 race.
Californian Bob Baffert, the winning horse's owner, said he enjoyed
the race.
"It was just fun to be a part of this."
he said.
Lone Star Park was designed by
HKS Inc., the same company that
designed another successful sports
venue in the Dallas-Fort Worth area
— the Ballpark in Arlington.
The estimated cost of $96 million
produced a 315-acre area with a onemile main course dirt oval, seveneighths mile turf course and a 40,000
seating capacity, including luxury
suites.
Eugene O'Neal, the track's director
of media relations, said 44 of the 48
suites were sold at an estimated cost
of $300,000 each.
The opening of Lone Star Park, as
well as the Texas Motor Speedway,
has created a number of job openings
in the area.
Jose Hernandez of Mineral Wells,
who works at the track's horse gate,
said the opening means good business
for the owners and good pay for the
workers.
"I've been here for a week and am
making $10 an hour and $15 in overtime," he said. "I just wish I knew a
little more (about the sport)."
The minimum bet is $2. However,
there are different options for betting.
The track offers courses in how to
handicap and place bets.
The next live race at Lone Star Park
will take place Wednesday, and live
racing will continue until the end of
July.
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Answers to
previous puzzle

byDaveWhamond

Reality Check

Campus Crossword
ACROSS
1 Ta| Mahal silo
5 Hoe source
9 Upstart
14 Ruck Rogers'
mentor, Dr
15 Relief org
16 Harden
17 Zone
18 Too bad!"
19 Edgar
Poe
20 Wiid West
showman
23 Hallucinogenic
initials
24 European
range
25 Yens
27 Do _ (tight)
30 Mexican state
32 French assent
33 Assert
35 Dresden's nver
38 Long limbed

BEASTIE BOYS by Bob Lubbers
Edited by Stanley Newman

53 Classic car
7 Part of UAR
54 Legendary
8 Lucie's dad
deejay
9 I ° eater district
60 Ascended
10 Blow up. as a
62 Jai
photo: Abbr
63 Siouan speaker 11 WWII admiral
64 Che's amigo
12 Delete
65 Ink a contract
13
an ear
66 Harvard rival
(listens)
21 Calm
67 Trials
88 Fencer's
22 Queue
26 Canadian
sword
Inoian
69 Its simple
27 Western tie
DOWN
28 Fantasy writer
Jean
1 Poquod
29 1994 Amateur
captain
Goiter of the
2 Spin'ual leader
Year
3 Atcll barner
30 Paris divider
4 PLO chio'
31
Monster
5 Surgeon's tool
34 Don
6 Auras

36 Inclination to
anger
37 Oklahoma
town
39 Hits the road
41 Spring
harbinger
43 Pebbles'pet
44 Lettuce type
47 Dries (of)
49 Delights In
50 Beer category
51 High home
52 Ro'lection
55 Emh coherent
light

56 Toss
57 _._ impasse
(stuck)
58 Soft drink
59 Retain
61 Collection

40 Televise
41
42
43
45
46
48
50
52

Ambor, e.g.
Butter substitute
Moolah
Inventor
Whitney
Turn in
Complied with
Quarterback
Len
Bettor s words

How the entire course ot
humanity was actually decided
Purple Poll

Q.

DO YOU BUY RECYCLED PRODUCTS?

A.

YES

38

62
CREATORS SYNDICATE 61M6 STANLEY NCWMAN

Brand New Luxury Apartment Homes
In Fort Worth
Exterior Values
• Resident Business Office
• 1,600 Sq. Ft. Activity Center
• State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
with Cool Down Rooms
• Scenic Pool with Wood Deck
• Outside Fireplace
• Attached and Direct Access
Garage
• Limited Access Gates
• Private River and Wooded
Views
•Must be 21 years or older to
apply

Interior Values

lELLAIRERANCH
Bellaire Ranch Apts.
Unique l,2,3,Bdm. Apt. Homes

888-202-5167
It's Not Just For Cowboys Anymore.
4600 Bellaire Drives.
FLWorth. TX 76109

• Crown Molding
• Fireplaces
• Washer/Dryer Connections
• Black Granite or limestone tile
entries
• Garden Tubs
• Ceiling Fans
• Built-in Desks
• Built-in Entertainment Centers
• Patios/Outside Storage

LINCOLN
PROPERTY
COMPANY

n

Exceeding Your Expectations

